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PHEFACE 

The subject of this paper wa~ fir:Jt augge . .:;ted 

to me by Professor w. s. Johnson. It has proved an 

interesting one., and,__tl~ough the work has be~n inter-

rupted by a variety of hindrances, the pleu.uu1·e 

in the material itself haa not diminished. 

To Professor .Johnson I am deeply grateful 

for his very helpful.guidance in plans fot tht: 

.entire paper and for his kindly criticism of the 

fi1·st few· chapters. rfo Prof'- SJ Or Jo.;ephine :3urnhmn, 

Profe.:;sor R. D. O'Ltary, and ?rofe33or s. L. ~:11it

comb I wish to expres3 my sincere thanks for their 

car~ful,critical reading of all or parts of the 

paper. I am also indebted to the librariuns of the 

University of ICan~rn.a L~brary !or their. generous 

a3sistance in helping.me.to secure material. 

Winfield 9 Kansas. 

Augu3t, 1929. 

G. H. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The worl.d has always loved a love story. Whether 

it is the idealised affection of Dante and Bea.trioe or the 

fatal passion of Paolo a.nd Fra.ncesaa, hum.an nature is 

prompt to catch the spirit of romance· that is ever present. 

To the English~s~eaking race no· story· is better loved, more 

beautiful, more charged with poignant. grief', more poetical 

in feeling and·atmoaphere than is that of Trietram and 

raeult. (1) This reputation 1.s evident from the frequent 

use or the legend as source material for modern renderings. 

!ts passion is as overpowering in its basal features 

as the cry of the waves on the wild. sea-washed Cornish 

shores, where most of the action talces pla.oe. It is not only 

, a tale of i'omantic infatuation, but one of transgression in 

love; one, however, whioh is lifted above sordid consequences 

of blind indulge.nee by the sublime suff er4ng of self-renun-

.oia. tion. The constant struggle or the two lovelorn beings, 

·whether fraught with success or defeat of hope, kindles 

universal interest. Though its surface values ha.ve changed 

with passing generations, the elemental qualities continue 

as an eternal problem, the solving of which brings the 

(l) These names ha.ve various spellings; those peculiar 
to individual treatments will be used in the 'discussion of 
those treatments·.· 
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legend into pere1mia.l. popularity. At no time sinoe the 
story became crystallized as .. a definite part o:r legendary 

lore huf::i it enjoyed more varied or more comprehensive 

treatment than it has in the last three quarters of a. 

century. The year 1850 ma.¥ be taken as a boundary f'or 

the purpose of this IJaper i which 1uill 'be confined to a 

discussion o:f' the use of the legend in English and America11 

poetry since that time. The date, though arbitrarily 

chosen, sets off a. period within the memory of many _peo~ple . 

now living or within that of their immediate forbei::~fh· Two 

years after this date,a.,p.f)ea.red Matthew .Arnold's Tristram 

und Iseult with its distinctly modern note,. and only two 

years ago was presented the latest treatment, Mr •. Masefield's 

pl03, Tristan and Isolt, reaching back to the most primitive 

sources of the legend. 

The major literary 11a.ndlinge of the legend within 

the period thus described are seven in number and include · 

two sllort na.rrati ve :poems by Ma tthev1 Arnold and Laurence 

Binyon, respectively; two long narrative poems by Algernon 

Charles Swinburne and Edwin Arlington Robinaon, respect--

ti vely; two plays 1)y Thomas Hardy and John Masefield, respeo-

. tively; and one narrative poem by Alfred Tennyson, which 

is only a comparatively sniall part o! a re-tel.ling of the 

Artllurio.n cycle. In addition, there are several minor 

poems, chiefly lyrical in form and mood, by poeta of more 

or less note, and two plays, one by J. Comyns Carr. and 

one by .Arthur Symons. These ia. t ter are not claseed e.s 

major handlings because, even though. comprehensive in the 

use o:r source material,. they are so defini·te1y written 
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tor stage .. presentation. that·: they a.re dependent for their 

exoe~lE!nQe.larg~lyupon the ,a.id.of elaborate stage settings 

and . skiil+l.ll lighting .eff ecta.. The li tera.ry ·value• in their 

case., ia·,. ·therefore., prpportiona.tely lessened., 

. The purpose of this study is to make, a. briei' analysis 
t . ; ' ' ' . ' 

o:r the 'sources of· each main production; to note the literary 
forma· ueed and the style of the author! to ahow in \vha.t wr;;y 

~the work expresses the ·:poet' a own ·persona.li ~y; and philosophy, 
a,nd·in,what:way it is a reflection of the age· in which it was 
written; and ·rinally. ·to·ma.ke aome effort at.literary eva.l-
uation,and 'to ·determine what new and abiding riontribution 
ea.ch .interpretation haa made to· the legend • 

. The History of t11e Legend 

As an introduction to this study of modern renderings 
a brief aketoh of the origin and growth of the lege.nd up to 

the time of its st~nda.rdization as source material will be 
given and the mai1l i11cidenta · of the story· itself retold•· 

The historical origin is obscure, and much of that 
which. is eubmit.ted by historian~ a.nd commentators as faots 

c.onoerning it is controversial. How old the material is no 
one kno\vs. but possibly. it dates ba.ok to the ninth century. 
It ·seems that the souroe.,ta partly continental and partly 

.-Celtic. Professor Zimmer, e. German scholar,. associates the 

name of the hero wi.th the Pictieh nroatan .and believes that 
the main incidents of the-story may· be baaed on a genuine 

hi·storical tradition of the ninth or tenth century when 
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there ~vere. dealings between·· the Celt~ ·~· Vikings following 

tho invasion· of. Ir·eland.: (il Thi&, theory.w?U.ld expl~in the 

Irish tribute; the golde1f·hafr of Iseult, t:i. lio:r:t°Je character-. 

iatia; and several of the ~ttm,es~ .. ·pa.rticuiarly that of 
' • : f 

Gurmun, which is distinctly Soa?ldinavi&tl.,' .S,nd perhaps that. 

of Iseul t, which is. at le~st. non.i..Ceitic •. 
'. . ' . ' ~ . 

·supplementary· to this., .e;re o:tber evidences ·of' ce:ttio 

origin.;, The· name of Iiark(2) .!s Celtio ~d,mythic$.1~: .and is 
. ' ;; 

aosooia.ted with one of the· centa.ur•like ·powers .ot de.rkness 

of the Ce1ts .•. probably the. Irish. The u¢clle · 'Xrystan :ab 

Ta.llwoh ocoura in the old Vie:lah tr.iads. (3) Teystan is repre-. . 

aented as a purely :mythicai,. oh~ra.e:ter iu his r<:>le. of a faith· 

ful lover and mighty swineherd. He is protector of the swine 

of his uncle Yaroh ab Meirahion .against the attempts of 

Arthur upon them; and at one tin1e he. tends the swine while: 

he sends the ordinacy keeper with a l.ove message to Esayl t, •. (4) 

In another triad he appears in a scene with Arthur to, tihose 

court he has ret~urned after an .estrangement of· three yea.rs-. 

l. .Art;i.ale "Tristan," Enoyol.opaedia Britannic~•· . .. _......_.,.. 
2 The name lfB.rk is related to the v1ord for .horse 111 all 

Celtic. tongues... The B~roul version tells of 1larJc 1·s having · 
horae 's ea.rs and of his .. concealing them under his· long hair~ · 
The secret was J4~own only to a.·4wart~ One· day· the barons asked 
tho dwarf· lrl~· he a.nd the king· t&lked ao muc11· together.·_· The 
dwarf was drl.Ulk and f oo1islil;v ·promised to let the:m: lnu>w . ., At 
the. aame ti.uie'he ·wanted to be loyal to Mark•: Aoeordingly, he 
1ed the barons to a ·ditch and thrust his head into it and told 
the hawthorn tree growing near it the secret.. ·~"he barons 
1earned 1 t them rr.om the tree thr.ough musica~-· instruments 
made of it. The king killed· ·the dwarf· tor revealing the secret. 
Schoepperle.; Gartrudet Tristan and Isoltt:: p. 269,w;. 

~ 3) Cf. lit''. Maaefield ts pla\V''• . , · · 
4) V/elsh f.orm .of Iseult. . . 
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+n the.:We'113h atory .of the Dream of -Rhonabu;-z he· ·is shown 

as -a ·.~ounaellor of :King Arthur.; ~ese re~erences in early 

Welsh literature~·· notv found· in the. ~binogion~ together 
~ ~ I ' , '. :. . ~ . 1: . • . , 

with .c~rtal~ ~ypica.:q.y. cei.tio '0hare.oteriatios. of plot and 

· atlJl.osphere, .lead many au~oritiea .to ~·belief .in a Celtic 
' r ' .i -· ,· ' 

s~.uree .:t;or ;lf!u~. ~f the':.mate;.ial ot .the legend .. ~ Ita growth 
L . . .. ~ • . ,. , ' • ' 

. . ~ . i 

· da?fried lt .far . beyond , the bounds of aey: one .. oountry or ra.oe • 
· · '!n ·the tt1el.fth ·eentu:ry the legend had i ta· grea. teat 

i>;tlpetua· ·to. g~omh '2Jld popu.la.r·i ty .• · It spr~ad : over Europe 

·and· FJ1{S'.lo ... Norman ii?11gland·, '.:and more :ce~ta,in raeorda of the . . 

· ato:ry. :appeared .ln. three di-sti:rrat literacy . f orms••la.ya, and 
. . '. '"' 

''' .. metrical ~d p;coae··ronianoes.' 

'. The lays~ .. short :~?isodio poems ·out of whioh gre\V 

the ·a,egend propert f'lour~shed -mostly in.· the souga of the 
.. . 

troU.badou;ta i . but also" in' the· songs of the Anglo-Normans 

·raQiding i:n· Eiig~nd.· ·:parts bt the· ·Triatra.m story doubtless 

· .· a..Pxieared ~ariy in· many ·of· ·themi end in· ma.ey others allusions 

\"1e1ie·made· to it to illustrate strong -iove1 '.great fidelity, 
' ' ; ~ 

witb. a· Tristram epJ.o·ode: is Le Chievrefeuille·(The Honey-

. suckla) b~ :Ma..:r:ie de llranbej who wrote about 11?5-90. (l) 
• .. • • ' ' • - ·, .J ! ' • '. ~ •• 

I~~ is no~ .known ... det1n1t·e~ whether. she ever lived in 

~ne;land ·or no·ti': but at le~a~. ':she probably, he~rd from 

Eng·1iSh·miI1st:jte"l;s oe1t·10. :iegana.s· .and these· she ma.de_ the 

· ba,sfa o.f her oWil 4reatlons-.. . In· Le: Chievrefeuille she 

(l.)Schofield;c w •. H., Ch~valry in Eng.lish Literature 
. p.· 201. 



rela.taa aa episode of a.n .earlier .lay,. the composition of 

which is a.scribed to Tristram himself.. ·According to the 

inoident, the hero,, 'after a year's exile from. the :ool.tl:'t or 
. . . 

:Mark, returns aJ'.id ·hides 'in a forest near rset.iltl·s ·dwelling,~ 

He oarvea a message ori a. pie~e of ·wood-which. he·pla.ces in 

a spot vthere he knows she will pasa-~ (1) He tells her he 

cannot live without ·her; it is with themas wlth the honey-

suckle and the hazel, for .. neither· can be· drawn from the 

other without dest~oying ~oth.- This la.y:was previously 

recorded in English undet. :the English name for honeyauokle.1 
. . 

Gotelef, thus indicating Marie's Engli-sh .souroe.t There is 

also a.n episodic poem 0£ about a thousand linesi La. Folie 

Tristan. in the Berne manu~cript;, whi0-li was composed in 

England before 1200~ {2) Here the hero., dressed a.s a fool, 

recalls the experiences of his life; and by this. method. the: 

poem gives a fairly complete summary of incidents. 
From the incidents of these lays it was an easy 

transition to the metrical romances ·whioh constitute the 

second,, and almost contemporary,, development of the legend. 

Concerning these earliest poetical versions of the complete 

story are :found many conflicting views~· :Most writers.! 

however,. agree that with the long metrioa.i romances the· 

great body of Trlstram literature divides itself according 

to choice a.nd treatment of incidents into two distinct 

families,. the French and the English versions,1 ba.sed upon 

(1) Cf ti inclusion of this episode in stocy proper as 
summarized on page 19 of this paper.· · 

(2) Schoepperle fl Gertrude. Tristran and Ieolt,, p. 66. 
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the poe~ ,,~n .~e Freneh .language by :a_~roul ~d Thomas. 

resIJeota.ve~;~. 

The French, or 13eroul,. v,ersion consists of three 

divis,ions;· .E~rou1ta own poem,- ·a. metrical romance. by 

Eilhart von Oberge,. and the g.reat body of prose romances• 

· n:e~-ou1. was :an .. ~..nglo~Norma.n, or a Norman .• who probably 

don:©.oaed llia poem ~ear t.he beginning of the seoond half 

of the. twelfth centu?7·· His poem .. is the ear1iest extant 
Tristra.nt narrative.-.: It exists. now only in fragments of 

4485 l..inesi: deal.ingwithithe central portion of the story~ ' J . . . 
til1e .ae-oo_nd .poem is-'Tristrant:., written by Eil.hart von Oberge 

·a.bout i.17·0 o.r· 1180. Only .fragments of it now re~in,: but 

s.ince it o:o.ntains the same d~ta.lla as the B~roul poem,_, its 
• l. . • . : 

revision at a later time· gives some idea of what the entire 
. ' . ' 

·.:se:rou1 poem might. be if all of it were extant~ Through . ' . .· ~ . ~ 

Eilhart•,s _poem the leg~nd was translated into the popular 

Slavonic tnngue- of Bo~emia.~ The third group of the French 

· family is_ the large body:· of prose romances that vary greatly 

in dontent and excellenoe~ The ·earliest ia the French 

prose account which e41peared in 1220. It was attributed 
/ . . . 

to Elle de Baroni but whether such a. pe_raon ever lived is 

not known.~ This romance, -whiah was the basis for many re• 

telli~ga and amplif'icatioria in the thirteenth century. 
. . . " followed the· Be.roul version chiefly .• (l) Additional 

(i} Thia romance m.a.yhave been used aa an: indirect 
source o.f the lost episodic poem of Chr§tien de Troies. 
That poem ,it is thought ip.a.y have followed the same 
version of the poem as ~rou.l'G.. Ma.ynadier. Howard,. 
The Arthur of the :British Poets, pp. 153-4 a.nd 165. 
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incidents v1ere added;,,· :a.nd in the cour~e :of time thE'f legend 

became more and more a.asoo.ia.ted with the Ar.thurlan oyc,le. 

These French prose romanaes were· the source.largely of _t~e: 

~ist1 .. w11 story as· it- oacu:rs :in the .llorte Darthu:t\., .vn:itten 

in English by Sir Thoman Malory and printed ·tn 1485 ·bl' 
Caxton .• ' ,, 

· ~le English or Thomas version of the ··Tristrani 

li tera.ture Qentara ·about thef .p:oem of 'Thomas of. Br.itt·any"' 

which exiata now only in fragments discovered .in Engl.and,, . 

Germany :i: and Italy_. The-se ·are ln Anglo•lrorman. handwri tins 

and oona.ist of about three 'thousand lines ln ·~l.li, only · 

approximately- one ·aixth of the -~orki ·but :enougll to give .. ·· 

something of the.author's style• ·Thomas was probabl.Y .aJi 

Anglo•Norman who v1rote about 1170:, •. · He state.s that he got 

llis material from Br~ri1 who is identified by va.rioUEl 

students of the legend a.a ,a, Wel.shpoet of. the relgno~ 

Stephen,.· (l} It .ia fortunate that· adeque,te translations · 

of his poem have boen p.reserved~ These are three in ntimber 

and repreaent the German,, Mors,e • ·and English thirteenth 

century interpretations.,· ·in the works or Gottfried. of 

Strassburg, Brother Robert of Scandinavia. e..nd Thomas of· 

Soot1<:md, • reepectivelyi• 
~e most important version., so f'a.r as preserving 

the details of' the story and .'its literacy spirit is con• 

ce:t'ned, 1-s that of Gottfried, composed about 1210,,. He. 

(1) Maynadier,: Howard tr., The Arthur· of the En&liah Poets, 
p. 154., 
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we,s a. .minnesinger reared in Strassburg: and was well ~eraed 

in the aJa.asical and ro~tic literature current in his 
d.ey~ H.e was a true ,poet .and has given the best poetical 
version .o~ the- story>- a.oo~rdi~ to Jessie L• weston1 who 
haa made a charming prose rendering of' it in:Engliah-. 
Gottfried did ·not live, to ~omplete.his poem, but. fortunately 
his 201;000 2in.es car"ry it to. a pl$Ce just beyo?ld the point 
at which the first long fragment: of the Thomas :poem begins~ 

• • ·. •' • • • • • I ' 

T.he last third of his version was added by two later poets; . . ' . . . . ' . . . ~ ' 

·. .. . ~ . 

U1rioh~on TUrheimabout 1240 a.nd. Heinrich von Freiberg 
aboii:t l300;t,: who working independent.ly of' ea.oh other t· followed 

' .. . ,. . the.'. l3eroul, version~. · In this composite ;poem, of Thomas the 
original; Tri.st~~ story ,is beat preserved;: (l) 

The seco11d transla~ion of' Thomas waa a version in 
Ol.d 1rorse by a. Brother )~obert in 1226 .• : Thro~gh this rendering 
more than atJY. o·ther,, the .saope ,of the original ia beat re-
vealedJ'. ,·though Gottfried _best portrays the pastoral a.tmos-

phe:t'e,.. +.t was this versiol?- that was afterwards adapted 

into Ioela.ndio prose, though with a content that varied 
t . • 

greatly ,from the original. incidents of the s.tory; (2) The 

third and .la.st of the notable translations of Thome.s's 
. ..1 

.,;poem ie .sir 1

Tristrem,.. a ~orthern .English1 sometimes aa.lled 

,Soottiah•· verston; by a.. Thomae, oftent: th.ough. doubtfully; 

{l.}. ;rt was from. this Gottfried poem that \7a.gner got the 
inepi.ration :for his music drti.tna:; Tristan and Isolde,., first 
produoed in 1865. 

(2) 1n this, while· Tristram leaves hla bride a.s in the 
o:rigi.na1 versionaj the black Iaold •. as she is called here. 
~ives.·,birth to a child. · ·cf;6, Arnold's Tristra.m and Iseult. 
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,. 

associated with Thomas 0£ Ero·eldoun, who wrote in the 'last 

decade of the thirt·eenth century. (l) . Thi~ 'p()em of about 

3500 lines 'gives a. muoh abbreviated aoc'ount of the' whole 

story.; (2) 

\7hile these two groups of Triatram lore a.g.ree ·!mt 

the main,. they have certain iinporta.nt differeno.es. The first 

is in the home of 1.rristra.mJ 
. ". ·, . . . .~ : . . : : . ,/, ', . . : '. 
Beroul pl.aces it in TQonesse 

and Thoma.a in Ermonie·,.· or· as· Gottfried calls it, Parmenle,. 
now identified with soma· dag·t:ee ·.of" certa:i~ty as the: I~le of 

llan•· ( 3) A second. diff e:r;e'nc'e is :in the time:; ·.in the earlier 

version it ia during th.e reign of Arthur, a.rid in the· later 

it is after the death of Arthur"' and Mark is :king· o.f England 

as well as of Cornwall.• In ·the former also~ Tristram'·a · 
. " 

father does not die before· his birth but lives to take a 

second wife, whom lKa.lory ma.kea the chief ohax-aoter in ail 

incident revealing Tristra.mts fai~neas and generosity; th.a 

latter version, on the otha1~ hand~· devotes muoh more· ·.spaoe 

and interest to the herots:childhood and training• ·Thomas 
. . ; . 

gives more: prominence< to the mother of :rseulti' though in 

both veraiona she prepares a love .potion and entrusts it to · 

(l) This poem 'Was edited by Sir Walt~:r Scott~.· lie a~s'Oaia.tea 
this ~omas with the Thomas of Eroeldoun~ Mo'.N'eill,.. GeoJ: Pi ;: 
Sir Triatrem. :p.= xxix •. Schofield,-, .however.,:, believes that the 
latter Tlioma.s was connected with the particular vereion only 
beou.uee of the identity . o:r :i.lis name witP,. the .Anglo•?rorman 
Thoma.a of the original version andbeoa.use. of ·the popularity of 
~fuf nHi>llb t~dlW¥:£!;' ilflo1!tstlfdlo8N~dGo!l~i-W.~ctlb~. EP. 
208-10. . . . . . . .. th t .p ( 2) one incident .peculiar to · thi:s version a.lone. is · a O• 
Tristra.mt·s dogct · Houdain.~ He .. comes up ju~t· a~ the lover~ .~ve 
drained the ouj;> oontaining·the.magic·pot1on~. Th~y put it!do~ 
on the deck and the dog licks it' and ever after is bound. to his 
master with a devotion unusual even in a. favorite dog. Cf ... 
Hardy's play. . 

(3)Yaynadier, Howard,. Th~ .&J:thµr of :the_Engli...~.tJ>, p.16~, 
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The potion is of lasting· effect in. Thoma.a, 
.-'. . ' - .. . 

wh'-le,J.a ·/t.he Beroul. story 'its power abates after three or 

tour ye~ff~, As to oharacte~s,., he is a. simple•llea.r·ted·· . . . ·' ' . 

:unauapec-tingi"· -rorgiving kind ln contrast to the harsher;, 

.l:ess sympathetic one ·of :a~r.ou-l. The ·tendency to introduce 

addition~! inoidents ln the prose roma,noes prepared the way 
{•. 

~o~.the new d<Jnaluaion in Malory ·in whioh Mark ia a. degen;.. 
·p·1~at& 'Wlto .treacherously- kills Triatram,., while the latter:: .. . 

S:its-harping .before 'Iaeult.~:- Possibly the greateat· difi'erenae 

·o.i al.l, '.:comes .ill the -apir:i t back ··<?~ the tr ea tmen ts:~ '!homas 

ll;ad •.a,.~greate.r sense of-~it·erary resp.on5~b1lity than his 

contemporaries and \vas• therefore.". more. ready to raodify the 

mater.ial .bl: -a.aaordanoe with his own ideals of court~,. love. 

lie makes more or the frailty a.11.d suffering of the lovers 

t11an do th~ writera of the. l3eroul group.~- He :reels with his 

·4,haractera. und ·1a more aympa.thetio in portraying their inner 
tee11ngsl at the same.time· he shows the inevitability of 

their fa.ta.~ · He preserves•; also,~, an atmosphere of beauty 

'.and rtisti«l' si111plioity and ·an enchantment of romance that 

are lacking· in the other version~ 
Malocy•:a ro-mance,.- although it is a definite out-

gr·owth of Eerou1,: :presents a'om.e distinctive oharaateriatios 

·that In.alto i~t :an important fndependent source for modern 

ltandlings of the legend~•- About a. thi:rd of his account 

{Boolta VIII;i nc, and. X) 'is associated with ·wriatram, but 

only the material in the eighth book deals with the story 

-as. it comes f'rom the- ea.rl.ier sources; that .of the ninth and 
tenth books is concerned ohiefly with Tristra.m1 s knightly 



. adventures in Arthur 'a kingdom. 

Ma.loryts romanoe wa.s subjeoted to the inevitable 

proaess of chiva.lrio decoration.. :Morol.t becomes Sir 

Morhaus; Princess Iaeult_. La Beale Isottde; and Brangwaine •. , 

Dame Bra.ngwaine. The minor cha~aoter. Ga.ndin.,._Irish ~ui~.or: 

of Iseult in the Thomas v~rsion,, is superseded her:e by. the; 

famous sa.ra.oen Knight of Arthur's court; Sir Palomides,, 

who figures promin.ently in the affai.rs of th~ lovers~,·an 

illustration not only or change o.f .name anti oh~rac~er,but 

a.lso of growth of incident as well. The ru~ftio. love grotto 

of the twelfth century is the lordly _manor· ot. the £~t.teenth; 

and in a.ddi ti on one finds Sir ta,noelot •·s .feudal castle, 

Joyous Gard. The Tristram of the earlier sources is here 
~ •. . ' ' 

observant of all knightly regulations,. a naspecter of 

knightly blood a.nd honor, and loyal to. kni~ht;LY oat1:1s•. 
though he preserves .his old ha~i t of_ c.lever ~i~. to. ~xtri

oa te himself from.difficulties. In gen~ral choice and 

handling of material. also,.::Malory wa.s influences by· the 

spirit of his age. His purpose is•·· 111 this "mosaic of 

adaptations," to focus attention upon first one element in 

chivalry and then another. The Triatra.m story wa.a> intro-

duced as an exponent of mediaeval love~•love which was an 

art as well as a :passion. Renee in Ua.lory one.finds 

himself in a maze of inaidents,. many of them new •. that. 

show various phases of courtly love against the background 
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. . 
R~-i'~r~nc:e has aireacy. be~n made to the Cel tio. 

character of some.of the. names .and to .the tntluenoe of •• ,-, .:· : ' • ' ••••• " ·• ., . • . . .. . ,j • • 

ce.~tai~,Wel.eA :triads. .-Ot,her Celt . .to traces sho~ld. be. noted. 
Trlstra.m.- beaid~s bei,ng_ -a noted .hunte~ and hal!pe:r •. is a · 

l,ovel! _of the dog rathe:r thl\t',l:: the horsei he_ is ·ever· the· 

tem.p era.men:tai: knight,;_: full of emotional :im;pule-es and skilled ' . . . . ~ . . . . . ' . ' .. ~ ... 

~n. a~tiatlo aoeo1f1.Pliaiµnelits,,· a.,nd. ·~oh- g~v~n. to_ br~ing 

o~- th~~e. acao:qiplis~~nts·._ ,a OOI1llllO~ t~a~-t_, 9r: old Celtic 
}?.ero_e$~,,.- The_ ~;.-1¥-titiv.~ ;S~fl.te ;:Of: ao.o,iet~ p_ortr~~d. suggests 

aiso ~eae .. ~arJ.y_,. s-0urces.. ~istram :flQa,:t;s_ his carved 

l1l~SSB.$~~ ,9f ~(>-Cd- ~o Iaeu:l.t oxi -a. st~eam \vh~oh· flows. through 

h;e.~ -~l1a.rtm~n.t,_;, The lit~'.·' -of a'.subordina.te is regarded 

l~g~t~lY;t:c. -~s ~s- ~~OW?l in, ¥ark'~· killing of -the dwarf who 

r.:~rv-ea.1ed the fact -of ~rk.,• a having horse's ears and in 

.Iaeult•s t~eatening ~o have 13rangwaine.-:pu~ ~o death. ro~ 
-
f~ar: she. would ·-41vulge a.. secret; The fe~ling. toward .the 
supern~tur~ is typlo~lly Cllaraeterietic of' the .. ceit~ - uorga.n 
le Fay •a -horn, the. tair_y dogi Petit-oriu; the giants a.nd. 
dragons that~ people ~e . for~sta-,. _the __ strange. gift of healing• 

and the .ra~cil l.ov_e p.otio~.--..a.1-1 a.re bey-ond the borderland 

o~- reality: •.. : The portrayal.~ .of the_ charm- of outdoor life in 

the .torest __ and. the lI\YSte17 a.nd_: g1oom of the sea ehon a 

flJ .. ·one incident ·peculiar 'to-·llalory and frequen~ly used 
·in J.ater.-renderings relates how .Andred spies upon Tr1stram 

in.·-_- .-one.of···-hi.s stolen_ ·_ti13its to Iseult. 1 -The matter is repQrted : to Mark,. and Andred with forty oarona eads 'rristram a.Long 
the path to a. chapel. On the way he escapes and gains the 
chapel first~ where he successfully defends himself against 
one hundred knights. He· ·then Jumps from a window overlooking 
the sea. to a crag beneatti •. ·He swims to sa.f'ety and is found 
and-· oared f .or by Gou.verna.11. 
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fanoifu1 attitude toward •ture.; Finally. the Celtic, element· 

is revealed in.the _trea.tm~ht ot_ the passion of love, a.n 
irreaistibl~ force inWe1i11lg' man th.r6ugh Joy and ·pain 'alike 

to it.s inevitable oonciuai.on. 

Thus from Celtic begimii~gs~ with ever increasing· en-
# ~ - • - ' • ~-

r f c~ en t~. from :other. aotir~es·, .. did 'the Tristram legendacy·· ~o:re 
come into the hands ·o'f the writers of, the p.oetic and prose 

. ( ,, . : i' '\.' • . ' '!. ,·. ,. ~: ' . .. -: 

romances o:r the Middle Ages, ohfef 0£. :w~om are :aeroul.- Thomas t · 
' .' : ! : : : 

and Malory. The versions of these thl:ee oonsti'tute' tht:l: sta.nd.• 
''• - .. 

ardized material now used as a st'orehouse f~om whioh modern 
. ~ ' ~ . 

authors select inoidents and· atm.oephere foti their inte~re• 
ta.tions. 

The stoey·itetol.d 
, I 

One .. of th~· b~st . twentieth ·century' re tellings of these 
. . . 

old Triatra.m ·romances ·is Je~~ie \Veston·•s '·translation" of the' 

twelfth century. Gottir,ied:'~poem" ·which',. though diffe!finit in 
. ~ . . ' . . . ' ' . . ~ 

minor deta.iie, :makes ·use ;of' substantially:· the same fnoldents 

as are used in all .the other v~rsions. 
According to it, 'riistan is· the son of. ~i'Va_lin, I~) 

a. prince of Pa.rmenie, and Blanohe:tlo:r .(2) a sl~tf)i- o:r· riiig··; " 
ll.ark of Cornwall. His father meets death fightiDg.:Mar1t•s 

' . 

enemies and his grief'-st~icken.mother' dies ~hortly.afte:r 
his birth. {3) RUal, !3- ·taithful baron in :Pa.!m~n_ie, beoome.s 

(i) This name varie~; in the Eng1ish version- it. is ·Roland 
end in . l!a.lory '· lie11-odas., · : · · · . · · . . 

( 2 }' J,falocy names her Elizabeth.. _· . · ... . . · · · _· . . . · . · 
( 3) In some :f orma of the·. story the m:othet dies.· first.· · In 

llalory. Trist'ram 1·a· father' remarries an4 1l'ristra.m·. changes: the 
j ealouay of h~s step-mother ; to . devot·1·on _by his , gf3ne,l"cfi.JS 
pleading in her :defense~·; er.- Arganthael of :Mr. Carr's l>Oem. 
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'the. ohfldis foster parent. and chi et' counsellor 1 . and KUrm:ena.l ~ ( 1) 

a' J.earned ·and. wise ma.D.; aa'sumes the reaponsi~ilit; for' hie 

education.and' remains till:oughout life his' faithful friend 
~d .. bodY:· servant~ 

. Vl.lli~e a. young ~~ · Tristra.n is l_tidna.p:ped. by a band of 

~~i:-~tes, vih~ are -attraoted .bY. his a.aoo1:'1P11sbmenta at oheea. 

Te+"1'i£led. by. a storm:,:· ~hey :~et .him ashore on the cor~ish 
r - • •• " .. • l- J 

:o·oaa.t •.. as he wanders- a~out, he· meets a·ome hunters!ll To them 

Jte t.eache·$· the a:r:t .of. venery,. in which he is m~oI:i. sk~lled• 

By.• the~e .men he. is. led to .1*e. ·~our:t. of :M"ark·'·: though unaware 

~-t the la·tte~ta relationsh~p to. him.•· His charming _manners 
' . . ~.. ~ ' 

·-Qnd- s~iilful:harping.at onoe: gain .the king's fa.vo:r~. 

Bilal.~ in: the meantime-• .. is filled with grief over his 

f',oa.teJ? .. son •s di:sappea,ra,nce and begins a sea~oh for him-.~a 
&eeirch which ·at·ter four years brings him to Cornwall where, 

. . , ', . . '';'·,: ', .•. ··· . ' '·. l ' 

• ' I 

J;attch to ~e. Joy ~f. Markt h:e :r~veeJ.a. the identity o:r Tristan~ 
. . , ) ~ 

Gra.tetul ·.fo~ Rual•s .care of himl Tristan makes a brief trip . ' . . '. , . ; ~ , ' . 

houie.to give up his landed rig~te to his.foster parent and 
' . 

the.n returns to .his unclels :ooimtcy .... ~ country at t~t time 

under aubjeot.ion ·to Gurmtl.n~.(2) la.:ng. of Ireland~ ConteD'JllO• 

raneoiis with Tristants arriyal ia th.at of :the Irish giant. 
I 

Yoro"it. (3'> brother-in..-la.w of Gurmun. demanding the customary 

tribute of Cornish youths and maidens:. Tristan advises 

that 1!.a.rk ·.give battle and himself. offers. to challenge the 
' •' ' ,: r .' • ~ t - ! .~ • · ' •. ,,,. ' · • • , • • • ~ . I . 

'Irish ohamp·!.on to a: sing.le ,combat~· If llorolt ia defeated·, 

(l.) The word is spelled Gouverna.ii in Malory and in some 
·other ver'Sions; its identity,., however. is evident.. · 

· (2) A;rJguish in :Malocy., . · . .· 
13) ~~ name is · va.rious1v 81JeJ.1ed., _somot1meJ3hUorlJa.J +., somet1I!l.es~ora.La.; 1n ·:r&u.ory, t ~a ~ir Morna.us, " e- i;T ..,.:r:e 

indicating ohivalri·o i11fluenoe. 
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·~o tribute: shall be· c.laimetfJ; if Tristan ·is defeated.,. it 
'. 

shall be paid a.a usual.. · 
. I 

In the ensuing fight,_ Marolt. l.s. :Blain by ~ blow_ 

on the head ·rrom his ·ene#':s. ·sword~. a pi~ae :·of wh31cl1 r~ma.ins 
in the skull! and Trista.t1; .. is so severely iDJured that n~. 
leeoh -0a.11 cure hini... He ·suspects. tllat ·hi~ ·wound is . ea.11'.sed 

' ' . ' . - ' . . : ·: ~ : ' . . ". . : ' .~· ., -. -~ " .. ' : . . '· .. 

by .a poisoned sword' 'and oa.n 'be· heal.ad o?:.liy' in, the: land of 
, . •' ' \ . . - "" . ~ 

the poison·~· Aacordingly 1·, 'with the" .:teiwverithope. that :even 
; . . . . . . -· ' . . . ' ' ' .. " .·. . . :.. . . .. ~ -~ .. . . ,. ... .. 

. among enemies he nI8.\1' · find ... aid.1. 'he h:&.:~ : ~fm~~:~t ·p1s.-ee41~ a. 
boat with only hi.a· harp t~o keep. him. coinpan.v•,, . He 'drifts to 

' . ' . . -·."r. • •... ,..,... .• •, ,. ' ... "" , .. ' ' 

the· Irish ah·ores. 'whera1· disguised· aa·l;he hatl>er ·Tantrie,_ he 
. ~ . . ·, . .. ' .. . - .~ " . .. •... _, . . .. •.. ~ 

is oo.rried to the.· court:~; ·_There -among' i~.l.~·~c :.sti.rro.undi~~s· 

and under magic:: power'he,; rec:a'iv;es·h~_a.ling ot .. t~;e'QJJ.~en_ ~;t· 

Irola.nd:. often. during 'his: '~llness he'. is· ~ttenae·~ by: ~1:1~. 

· charming golden-haired.- 'Pririae>'ss Iseu.J..t:; ·whom; -as. he 'rar.::overe · 
he· teaohea · to 'play· the hai1L.' ( l) · 

' After Tristan' is' restored to'. health' hef goes- '.back to 
' - .. . . . . " ' . ' ' .. , ~ ' . 

Cornwall and r~cirts in slioh. glowing· terms. ·t.o·:. his_ ~ct~· ~~k 

the aur:Pa.ssl:ng beauty· of' ·.Iseult tha~ he is se~t. ~~()k_ t~ Ir~~ 

land to seek her a.a a. ·wi:t& i for :Mark. (2J 1£he· misalon ·is :one 

of .great danger beoauae o'f the· .Irish ;la'W that no one ·from 

(1) :Malory apeaks thus of' the rel.ationtr·or the two .YoUll8 
people:. 11 Tre.mtrist oast great love to ... ~_Beale_·rsoud,: fpr she 
was .a.t that time the fair-est maid a~Q. la~ ·or· the world. · And 
there Tramtriat learned her to he.Ill,; and., ~he . began to have a, 
great fancy unto him~ n l!aIQX7,.. Book.·vi~i-1 chap •. _9·~: . · · .. 

(2) 11 0ne story•·. manifestly of folk-tale _s·ouroe'. •. was that e. , 
swallow 1o1n1e1 day flew to. Ya1·k•s 1oou_ r_·: ttwith·~t. ha.ir

8
·:r. 16·J;t·t1ta bill 0nfd·· moi:ft br an-e gold~- Mark aeo. area. ~nen ~a--i.n. • ·.·... na;" !lll w 1UJ. 

marry the woman from whose head that hair -came·.· and sent Tris• 
·tram to seek her·. She was Iseult~ n Ma.yna.dier,. The Arthur . of' 
the blish ·Poet~~- Not~ 3. 11'!· 15?. . swinburn~ may have. b~en . . _· 
inf luenoed by th.is incident in hls naming of Part I of his poem. 
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cornwall ,:a:iay .set foot 'there· except on ,penalty of death. 

Again Tri.sta..Tl.>: clever as alwa.ya .in his own defense, dis-

gu.:±sea'himseif and sa~eJ.y.iands. Before he reaches the 
' . "·· 

. oour:t*, however:,. l1e kills e' :dragon t~t infests. _th~ co~t~. 

As proof of b..itl deed -he. outs the tongue from the monster, 

but in so do.ing. is overcome by venom exhaled. from its tongue. 

Meanwhile the kingta senesohal~ desiring the hand 
· of Iseuit_. which in desp~ratlon the king has offered a.a a 

reward .for aleying the dragon. come~ upon the dead monster .. 
Seeing a chanae to .win the. princess·. he cuts off the head as 

pJ;o/Jf that he has· d&n'f the killing., The stev1a.rd presents his 

ol~im, but botht.be: queen·and her· daughter ao doubt his 
. . . ' 

veraoity that .they eet out to fi~d the real. _slayer. ll) 
Th.ey ni,acove1- •.a.rui recognize the ha.rpe·r Ta.ntris and find the 

·tongue of the dragon hidden in his clothes-•a pr.oaf tha.t he 

ahoUld ree·eive .the· reqa.i·d. · They take him to the court and 

.again heal ltim. J 2) 

TtisteJlj, as· the s1ayer of the dragon,. presents his 

claim tor :rseu1t.,; though mu.oh to her regret, in behalf of his 

unal:e1 YJ.1"Jg Marklrather than his own. Tristan urges the 
. . 

suit that there· may be peace. between the two nations.. Because 

Tri~t&n~b.as'freed his kingdom from the dragon, Gurmun grants 
the request,'. deapite the .. :tact that. the suitor is from Corn-

(l.] In some stories they are aoc.omj;>anied by the queen's 
favoriteAmaid .• , ·:sragoe.ne . ., a name va.~iouely spelled. 

(2} one day (iuring the hero's oonvaleecenoe Iseult is 
·Cleaning Tristan•s sword and wliihl drawing it from the sheath 
discovers that .it is the one that ha.a caused the death of her 
kinsman., Morolt,. 'ibis arouses bitter· ha. tred 1n both her and 
.her ;mother,~ abated only by their great.er hatred for the 
ser.teaahal, ·whiclt reaoncilea: them to Trlatan. 
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wall and has killed Marolt,, :reeult• v1hether she wil.l or 

not,. makes 'ready for her Jou~ey to a :strange country to 

marry a strange king~ ~er mother. fea-ring compl~aations 

· in ~he affections of her daughter,. ·prell~res a. _ma.g~c l()~e 

11otion to be drunk by her and Mark on their wedding night• 
. ' -i, . - . . • ' . • . ' . • !~ 

a potion of auoh power that ever after tho·se who dr..:ink ~t .~ 

will be devoted lovers.~. This she .gives into· the keeping of ' . . .• . . . 

Dr.r:mgoen",a favori.te maid and kinswoman of :rseult who is to 

aocompany her on her Jou~ney. (1). · 
. .. 

The ship is in the bay and al.1 the.people are gathered 
t ' ' • •· ,. . . ' ·' • \ '.. -

to spea.k their farewe1ls.. The three woxnen are desorived·with 
... . ' ' ,.._ 

beautiful imagery: the Princess Ise:ult as the bright sun; 
t • ' I 

her mother~ the rosy dawn; anq. Brangoene.j the stately iµoon' 
The Journey is. soon und.er 'wa.y~ once 'Vlhile 'resting; at'~ port; 

•, t 

Tristan. and. Iseult bec·ome. thirsty and send for a. drink• A 

li.ttle ma.id,(2} ·in th.e abs'eno.e of Bra.ng·oene'~ finds the flask 
' ~ .. 

oonta.inini. the 'love potion and carries it to her mistress~· 

They drink and'eaoh becomes oonaG.ioue of a love for the other~ 

They struggle against it but' ln the end . confess 'to e~oh other 

fta power over· them. They take into their oontidence 
:sro.ngoene. who blames her:self sorely.~ On the . .ir arrival·· at 

corn1va.ll the ship is met by :Mark. a.nd the marriage . soon 

takes place·•· on the wedding ·night~ ·however~· :Brangoene is 

substituted· for Iaeult, to whom Brango·ene now maintains 

(l.) . In. Malory the l.ove potion .. is given .into· .. th~ charge 
of both Brangoe11e and Gouvern.a.il. . When Tristan ~d Iseul-t 
become thirsty they search and !ind the flask wh1oh they· ... 
think oonta.ins the finest gr~e . of wine• selfishly kept by 
their two servants for their· own use., 

( 2) Cf.· Ur.. Symon's :piay:. · 
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.tinu~u~ devotion beaause o~ = the· grief' .her _negleo~ has 

viro~lit ·~ (i). 
_·_As; lll.o~tha pass• the lovers strive to control their 

: . . 

. passl:on,:· but so atro11g .is it· that often they deviaa stolen 
, ! . } : • . . ' . ~ ' . '· .. ,. . • ' - . .,; ! ' ' • ~ 

T11e simple-hearted Imrk becomes .distrustful oniy 
''· . ' . ' '.. ' · ... , 
. ' 

af:~t.~r. :the, :whole cou~t !.is .al_ive -witi,i .~or~. At .one time his 

su~pic~oAS ~arely esoap.e oonf ~rme.tion+ It ha.a beeoxue Tl" ista.n • B 

.ot.iatom:,to arrange me~ting,,_with Iseult by OSJ."Ving messages 

on twigs an.cl ttri:ppilig _them into a. stream that flows through 

her apartments,., ~2:) on ,this _evening the dwarf• }$elot, and 
. . 

:M';l~J:odo,{3} a r~l.ae friend ~-f. Tristan. have brought Mark 

to the· -try;sting pl.a.Ce.. All three have -~idcien' them.selves in 

the .. tlU'ek, foliage ot .. the· tree.s a.nd are. unnotioed by Tristan . 

when ne :a~ri-ves. flit th~ sp~ot to ~ait. for· Iseult. J1"1at as she 

~pproaohea,;he .eee~ ahadows uppn t~e~round ,and suapeots 

t~ .. ee .. ch$~y\ Ria .. ever rea.ey. wit ~ids him•; however 1 and he so 

JJouohe's .his .rem.arise t.o: Iseult . tha.t she. realizes their danger . . . . 

and M.S"v1ere in phrases' of loyalty to lfark~ IIenae they again 

~fin the confidence .of· the ·king• 

· .BU.t this suooess fn evading auapicion does not last, 

f¥1d finally Tristan is o·rc.ered· from ·the court: and Iseul t is 
. . 

requested to submit.to the ordeal .or red hQt irons. She 

passes thfs tes·t aa.fe]a ·by a clever ruse on her part; with 

. the: ~EH3l~te.noe of _Tristan,. this. tim~ _ die_guia~d as a pilgrim; 

a:O.d bi. the kindl.y dispen~a.tiori :of. Provideilae.~ ~:he banished 

.(~.)· C·f~ iir:.: .. Maaefi~ld's plaq •. : . : - . -· · 
(2) CU!- Mr'*. 131nyonta .aJ.ld <Mr. Carr's poems. 
(~:>) In Malory At1dret is. a· com:poai te of these two 

chara.o ter-s ~·· 
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Tristan now goes to waies, where in behalf of Gilan he 
; .. 

ala.ya the giant Urga.n and in return for his service. wins. 
. . 

the fairy dog J?etit-criu. (1) Petit-oriu wears. a, ~gi~ .b~l~~. 
the music of whioh is so swe~t that it immediately soothes.: 

the suffering of any one who hears it.~ Tristan sends it to 

Iseult that it may bring her comfort in· her loneliness,, but 
. - ' 

after the first joy she breaks the bell and des~roys the 

magio J;>ower ,. because she cannot endlire re1iet from pain 

when Tristan is etil1 suffering. 

Tristan's passion again lures him. back to Cornwall.,, 

and even the slow Mark .sees the love l)~tw~en Tristan and 

Iaeult and banishes them both. They go to.;'a l.ove gro,tto, 

attended by the faithful Kurwenal and Trista.n·1s .favorite 

hound, Hiudan. Uere they lead an idyllic J.if'e of ,rustic: 

aimplioity. Onoe·when :Mark is riding thr9ugh the forest.he 

comes to the grotto; and upon looking in, he sees Tristan 

and Iseult asleep upon a bed of rushes with a dra~ s~o~d 
between them, :Much<touched by this mark of ·faithfulness to 
him, he indi~~tea his feelings by filling in the window with 

gra.aa and f1awers~~to keep the ·sun from shining in their faces~!. 

(l) The Celtic source of the legend is indioa.ted by the 
prominence given to Tristra.m•s dogs throughout the .story. 
:Malory introduces dogs twiae: once when the daughter of the 
Frenah king, after being told by Tristram tha.t ha cannot love 
her, sends him a small dog; and,. s~oond., ·when Tristram leaves 
his 11bra.ohet" with Iaeult as a consolation to her·. It is 
devoted to her and remains always a.t her side except when 
Tristra.m is near. Onoe she,is made aware of her banished 
lover by the a.otion;of the dog when its master a.pproaohes dis• 
disguised; a.t another time Mark discovers Tristra.m.'s identity 
through means of the dog., This *'brachettt seems to be the 
Hiudia.n of other versions, th.a name of which is variously spelled. 



and; ie·aves- th·em· unharmed.~ (1) · 

The lovers a.re ,·-soon recalled from the fore et a.nd 

Corgiven,.. But. rumor in .. t,he, castle· is never still, and Mark 

~a~truggles to :beileva in the·; loyalty to him.' of both his 

n:eph:e\"f · ~nd·· his wi-fe.... and at the same time ·feels 'impelled to 

investigate al.1 suspiaions'• . At last he -can believe· in: 

mristati and !seult no l onget· •. and he turns the ~(>vers over 

to: h-is oounsel.lbrs.. After ·a·laat farowe-ll in whioh ·Iseult 

bestows upon Tristan· a troth plight ring, Tristan_ esoa.pea,. 

and lfark, unab·le' to· makEr hio charge.--. holds hie peace and ia· 

. ·unavenged·.; 

Tris-tan ·sail·s to ·Normandy,. where he a·nga,gea in many, 

knightly encounters. to lessen his grief. .Among the petty 

rulers aided- by his·pr'owess is J"ovelin• Duke of Arundel~ The 

grate-fttl .dtlke -invites·· Tristan into his home and to the friend-

s.hip of' his sl)n-, .. : xahedin, and hie daughter, Iseult of the 

Y1hite Itands~ (2) The latt·er remind·s Tristan, faintly by J:ier 

ma.nl1el7·a b~t chiefly bt her name,· of the Ieault· or. Ireland~ 

Lost in a contemplation of·hia a.morous"past, he sings a ~ong 

of love to Iaeult.. Naturally both father and daughter inter .. 

_ (l} . In. som~ of the _;vert31ona irar.k places his glove upon the 
sword a.s:.evide!loe. .of his having been there and of his . i 

fo_rgiven,es-s., .Of. the SWinburne and Mase.field. treatments.· 
. (2) Aoqording· to , llfalory"" after ·Tris tram. ha.s been seriously 

wo~nded. in a forest fight,during -one of his.periods of ba.nish-
-ment? . Iseult- o~ :Ireland se-nde word to him to go to Brittany for 

. healing from u Isoud _la, Blanche JIB.ins, n 'the daughter of King 
Howel(Duke J'ov~·lin of'~ Gottfried) .• -. He does so and ia restored 
to. .health by he.r, and then· out of gratitude Jae marries her• 
~yl ... u-. do;n.g~h. te i..ad~entture_s · 1,n Malory occur after this • 

~ • uose. a. Joyous. Gard.. inoiden.t, 
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pret it a.a an expression .of affection for the only Iaeult 

they know. As a result ·rristan:; scarcely knowing what he is 

doizi..g and yearning all of the time for the Irish :tseult who 
he thinks has forgotten him, asks and gets the hand of tl1e 

Breton princess in marriage. (l} But happiness is not to be 

his, and soon he seeks relief from pain in a ron1a.ntic ad• 

venture in behalf of his brother-in-law, Ka.hedin •. In this he 

receives his fatal .wound and is carried to his castle where 

\ 
\ 

his patient young wife dresses his wounds and vainly strives 

to win him back to health. Realizing that death is near, Tris• 

tram .Places the troth plight ring .in Ka.hedin'a hands and asks 

him to go in search of the Irish Iseul t. If succeesf'ul in 

bringing her to the dying kru.gt1t. Kahedin ~romiaes to hoist 

over his ship a. white sail; a. blaclc, ·if unsuccessful. The 

young viife overhears the . commission and when the re-turning 

ship puts ashore she jealously reports the sail black. \2) 

Tristan dies and his people aet up a wail of grief which con• 

firms the fears of the. Cornish queen aa she hurries to the 

bier or her lover. (3) There aite the childlilte Breton Iaeult 

v1hom the older woman addresses thus: "Wlly aittest thou beside 

the dead, thou ·who hast slain him? Arise, and get thee hence!" 
The Irish Iseult lies down beside her dead l.over and finds in 

"'(I) Gottfried'.s poem stops here and the Weston account 
follows the story as continued by Ulricl1 von Tdrheim and 
Heimrich vciln Frmiberg. . . 

(2) In some versions Iseult of Brittany reports the sail 
black through mistake, not jealousy •. 

(3) IaeuJ.t is sometimes represented as having arrived just 
before Tristram'a death. 



death consolation and peace. Mark, hearing of his queen's 

f1ight, pursues her and lands soon after.the tragic deaths. 

From Kurwenal he learns of the 'seer.et iove :potion end its 

dire . effects~ l.l} The mourning_ .Mark sews 'riad lie but known he 

would have given Iseult to Tristan as v1ife. Ile talcea the 
.. 

bodies to Tintagel where 111 marble tombs in a small. chapel 

he buries them. A rose sapling is planted beside, one tomb 

and a. vine beside the other; as time passes, their tendrils 

reach out until they intertwine oll'.er the two graves -- a symbol 

of the consummation of passion tl1at the lovers find in death. 

(l) Other accounts have Mark learn of the love potion 
through :Brangwaine. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Tristram and Iseult 

by 

Matthew Arnold 

The first treatment of the Tristram legend 1n 

the period represented in this paper was by Matthew 

Arnold 1n "T.ristram and Iseult." It was publi$hed in 

1852 in a volume entitled Empedoales on Etna and Other 

Poems, above the unassuming signature "A.•1 ·The poem was 

Arnold's initial experiment in n~r~ative poetry, although 

he was already well established as a lyrist. He was then 

thirty years old and muoh influenced by the turbulentt 

questioning spirit of his age 1n its search for peace and 

a happy solution of the problems of life. The constant. 

agitation of youth and age disturbed him; the spirit of un-

rest ·that he met everywhere, combined with his.naturally 

ref'leotive mindl·led ~im to seek calm, though Arnold was 

too sympathetic to accept it at the expense of indifference 

to suffering humanity. These conditions, doubtless, 

account for !!is finding in the modernization of the passion-

ate tale of Tristram. and Iseult congenial material for his 

pen. Here was a taJ.e of intensity of emotion, an all-

absorbing love between a man and a woman and the rational 

reaction or a second woman caught in the tangled loops of 

that love. Because or Arnold•s oonaeptton of the problem--

for such it seems to have appeared to him--he follows th~ 

old sources only fragmentarily. His greater sympathy for 



Iseult of' Brittany led him to omit much of the earlier 

part of the story-. In the treatment of her he is greatly 

influenced by the more kindly attitude of' Thomas. He 

follows the Thomas version also in making the love potion 

ot lasting effect. For the time of the story, however, 

he turns to Beroul' s rendering, which connects it with the 

Arthurian oycie. He varies from both the older versions 

in having Tristram' s death occur just after the arrival 

of Iseuit of Ireland rather than just before~ 'Moreover, 

h$ follows·Beroul in locating Tristram's home in Lyonesse 

and in recounting the burial of the lovers in Mark's 

chapel'.in.Tintagel. :He departs from the early sources 
- . 

again, 1n ·regard to the ooior of Q.ueen Iseult's hair. 

Instead of ·the go1den-he.1red princess, she appears here 
' . 

as a "raven-haire~ beauty." The poet differs from the main 
sources also,.when he.makes the marriage·of Tristram and 

Isault.of BrittanY fruitful and pictures the mother .with 

lier: two ··children. Only one'. development· of the old tale 

has aiiy · refereno·e · to ohildren1;Jm Icelandic rendering, in 
,-:, ·:. 

which Iseuit of Brittany is spoken of as l_la.v1ng given birth 

to a childo · Whether Arnold \Vas familiar: with this version 
is not knownCJ .. 

While· the sources would suggest a narrative treat-

ment, A.mold makes his that only in part. ·The story is _ 

interspersed with lyric and dramatic passages, and what 

narrative there·'is contains· littlevaotion. The setting is 

~in the. cast1a in Brittany whe.re Tristrain. lies dying, with 

his wif.~ and page attending him. He 1s· restless and 
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impatient f'or the arrival or his old love, Iseult ot 
Ire~and, for whom he has sent his faithful servant, 

possibly Gouvernail, though Arnold does not name him. In 

his wild and fevered ravings Tristram recalls successive 

scenes from hi~ past--the drinking of the love pot~on with 

its tragic effect; Mark's discovery or him and the queen 

in her garden, their last farewell, and hi~ hurried flight; 

his _fruitless efforts to quell his passion i~ chivalrous 

battles in ·Rome in aompany with Arthus'B knights; and 
, I 

finally, his stolen visits with his queen in the forest 

glades of Cornwall. 

On regaining consciousness he bids an e.t:reotionate 

good night to his wife and makes· fatherly ~nquiries 

concerning his children. A. m~ment later lights tlash,_ 

ateps echo on the stair, and Iseult of Ireland enters. 

Then follows the most dramatic scene of the poem, in which 

the thwarted lovers meet and find a modi:r.ied peace· and 

happiness in death. A year intervenes. and a second 

picture is presented o'!-' Iseult of Brit.tany and her children 

walking along the heath, with Iseult's telling them the 

tale ot: Merlin which they love and the repetition ot· which 

brings comfort and the restoring power of fortitude to 

her own heart. The few a.dditional fragments of the story 

are given in the author's running comments and explanations 

on the action as it takes place. 

Arnold divides his poem into three parts, the 

emotional interest o:r which centers, respectively, in the 

three leading characters: Tristram, Iseult of Ireland; and 
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:tseult of Brittany. The. first part opens with a brief 

dialogue between the hero and his page and continues with 

alternating monologue of the dying knight and the poet's 

commentary in narrative and lyrical forms. The second 

part is a dramatic dia1ogue between the lovers, culminating 

in the climax, their death, and followed by a soliloquy 

in lyrica1· verse by the author. The last part is made up 

of vivid, idyllic description of mother and children, of 

landscape details_. or the author's reflections, concluding 

with Iseult's tale. o.f· Merlin~ apparently an entire departure 

:rrom the thread of the story. 

The meter of the poem is as diverse as its plan; 

it includes iambic and trochaic tetrameter nnd pentameter 

lines, alternating according to the simple recital of " 

events or to the merging o:r melancholy feeling into tragedy. 

At :J..eas·t one anapestic couplet,. vibrating w1 th spirit, 

occurs: 

What voioes are these on the clear night air? 
What lights in the court--what steps on the stair? 

(1) 

Quatrains and·rhyming couplets are adapted to the emotional 

levels of the poem. TheE;e variations in types, meters, and 

rhymes secure vividness and save the poem from a monotony 

which the single st:r:ain of emotion might otherwise produce. 

Much ot· Arnold himself is to be seen in his treat-

ment of the old· legend. He· recognized the -ola.ims of 

passion, tlle constant turmoil otman•s mind and his ever 
i 

(1) Poetical Works·of Matthew Arnold, p. 150. 



pressing pursuit after happiness; but he rea.lizedt too., 
~ 

that the goal of peace could not come in a blind indulgence 

of these passions... Arnold's brooding,. contemplative· 

sp ir1 t saw a solution only 1n sere.ni ty a~d repose 1 . attained 

in the presence or the tumults of life by mode.ration and 

aelt-oontro1, by resignati.on and submission., It is no 

wonder, then, that he round iD: the 1mpelling love ot 
~ristram and Iseult of Ireland an illustration of' unrest . . 

and wild yearning_ for .satisfa.otion1 and in· the. fate of 

tlle younger Iseult an opport:unity to reveal a spirit of 

serene endurance and tr1umph~nt loyalty- to duty, Arnold, 

however, was not an ardent romantioist. ·He lacked 

emotional abandonment; he never lost himself iri the wild-

ness of his own passion .or of that of. his literary characters. 

Hence, it is not strange that though he chose mediaeval 

material, he should give it a ~iat1nctly subjective. treat-

ment. 

It is this subjectivity that led Arnold to use 

directly only suoh incidents from.the sources as seemed 

important ror the development of his main. theme.,. merely 

alluding to suoh o.ther parts as he fe1t ne·cess.ary to the 

complete interpretation or the legend. Of the four persons 

vrhose names are recorded Mark, the Cornish king,,_ is 

referred to only as a "deep-wronged husband." · But to the 

other three he gives c~ean cut, vivid characterization. 

Tristr~ or Lyonesse is "the peerless hunter, harper, 

knight," as he was known. of old. But he is more than 

that; he is,_ as Maynadier· says~· also a nineteenth century 
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gentleman, who in his you~h loved deeply though not 

wisely-. Later" he married and became a conscientious . . 

hus~and and, father; yet he still retained the old love 

f!=lr the earlier Iseult. (1) Arnold's recognition of the 

claims of pa.ssion led him to give a sympathetic, though 

aa ~ompared with Swinburne a restrained, treatment of this 

part of the hero's nature. Here clear, lucid details 

enhance the emotional quality, as in the following vivid 

picture:~ 

Ah,. sweet angels,. let him dreamt 
Keep his eyelids! 1et him seem 
Not this fever-wastes wight 
Thinn'd and :paled be.fore his time, 
But the brilliant youthful knight 
In tl1e glory of his prime 1 
Sitting in the gilded barge, 
At thy side,, thou lovely charge• 
Bending gaily o·ter ·thy hand, 

· Iseult of Irelandt 
( 2) 

Again the poet's subjective treatment is seen in 

the warmth ot hi~ comment when he vicariously e~erienoes 

~ tbe tyrB:MY of love which cannot be drowned by the din ot 
battle or the vain jest of fe_llow knights. The reader 

_becomes a part of the scene through these typically 

_suggestive lines: 

Ah, what boots it.,. that the jest 
Lightens every other brow, 
What 1 that every other breast 
Dances as the trumpets blow, 
Itone1 s· own heart beats not light 
On the waves of the toss'd fight• 

(l) Maynadier, Howard. The Arthur o:f the English Poets, 
P• 384. 

(2) Poetical Works of Matthew At&Bold,. Po 142. 



.If oneself cannot get free· 
From the clog of misery? 

) ... - . '(l) 

O~y in an experience of conflict so nearly in acc.ord -

w:ith his own f'eelings·oould Arnold have tbus projected 

his. own personal! ty.. To him, relief from the storms of 

overwrought emotion could .come only in an inner:peace 

and quiet. Here, too, .. he· is beating· against the constant 

unrest which he ·saw all about; him. Plainly~ the interpre-

tation of Trist1"am's character is a self-revela·tion of 

Arnold, in that it shows he could understand the power 

· ot passion. He has, therefore., a tendency ·to idealize 

Tristram. to arouse and ~aintain interest in him• to make 

the reader feel the tragedy or ~thwarted love; but, having 

done that,.. he delays no lo~ger in his characterization, for 

the problem as he sees 1·t is that ot the Princess lseult. 

Stoptord Brooke ascribes the· less intense treatment of 

Tristram's love to the long time inte·rvening sin.ce the 

lovers last met and to the severity of Tristram•s wounds.(2) 

Intermingled with the portrayal_ of Tristra.m is 

that of Iseult of Ireland. In her, too"' there is a. 

curious blending of the ancient and modern~ The reader 

sees through brief sketches here and there the eh~rming 

Irish maiden: develop into· the' naughty Q.ueen of' Oornwall., 

stifling the clamorous yearnings of her soul in the cold 

atmosphere of an uncongenial court. This is far more 

suggestive o:r the mode1•n attitude of a responsive poet 

than of.the less introspective mediaeval period .. ,The 

(1) Poetical Works of Matthew ArnoJ.8.• pl 14'1.-
( 2) Brooke, Stopford A., Four Poets, P• 108. 
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:raot remains. however,_ that the more subjective treatment 
. ' 

accorded Iseult of Britt~y demanded greater detachment 
dm chS:racterizing her riva1. 

Tl1e second Iseult Arnold makes the heroine of the 
tale,· and it j_s in her portrayal that more of the poe·t•s 

own invention of i11cident and character is found. In tbe 
older stories she is represented as little and jealous, 
tl10Ugh fu the Thomas ve~ion instantly penitent, when she 
se.es ·the· result of her rash words. The modern age,. however, 
and .A.rnold ·in particular with his deep f'eeling for suffering 
humanity, reoognized her as an:innocent victim entangled 
in a love fated to lash and tear a.11 who were oaught in 
its web. · 1~rnold'a problem here was not that ·of wrongEloing 

itself but of the reaction it brought forth in one under 
its inf'luence. Perhaps the closeness o:r the theme to the 

poet*s .own thinking led him to give Iseult of Brittany- a 
finer and more a.rtis~tie treatment than he gives the other 

. characters. One of the :loveliest, though saddest passages 

of the poem is the clear, finely drawn picture of her 
leaving Tristram's bedside: 

She ·raised her eyes upon his ra.ce-:--
Not •1th a look of wounded pride, 
A look as if the heart comnlained--
Her look was 1ike a sad embrace; 
The gaze of one who can divine 
A grieft and sympathize. 

(l) 

Here is- an exalted compassion and a generosity or spirit 
altogether in keeping with the author's ideals •. Part III 
is de.voted enth"ely to her and reveals the Princess Iseult 

(1) Poetical Works of Matthew Arnoldj- p. 149. 



trying to find comfort and strength to endure her fate 

in the care c.nd training of her children and in quiet 

communion with nature--the hollies, her native heaths, and 

the birds that flutter in and out of their coverts. If 

she feels resentment, she does not express it; rather, 

selt-oontrol sweetfllled by resignation rules her spirit. 

Arnold realizes the solitude of her soul and the calm 

fortitude .with which she faces life; and than he raises 

the question, Is she happy? For answer he speaks of her 

as one "dying in a mask of youth," and pictures her with 

Tristram's aged hound at her feet, sitting solitary beside 

her lamp, which the fishermen have learned to know as a 

guiding star; \Vorking on her embroidery far into the 

night, her quiet meditations interrupted only by the wind 

or by her m1n1s.trations to her children; and later on, 

work laid aside, sitting with clasped hands and musing 

over what life has given her; then kneeling in prayer 

and quietly sli~p'ing to bed--each day an exact repetition 

of the one before.. As if to prove the perfection of her self-

mastery, he has her tell to her children in the final 

scene the tale or Merlin and Vivian which shows the 

results of self-indulgence or passion... This, too, is 

oharaoteristio of .Arnold. It is in keeping with his praise 

of moderation ·to turn at the end of a story of intense 

emotion to a quiet recital of an ancient taleo 

Thus the peat sees in the spirit of Iaeult of 

Brittany the triumph of will power, and he contrasts her,. 

who can enjoy even in a modified degree the life she lives 



and the old stories she tells her children, with those 

, whose spiri~s crumble in..:~.the. "gradual furnace of tbe 

world•" He shows his lack of sympathy with the too 

frequent yielding to passi~n and unrest~ and even 

irritation at it. The love of Tristram and Iaeult of 

Irel~d, which eve~ vainly sought peace and happiness, 

and.which inevitably injured those who oame under its 

sway, he .sets beside the patient submission, if not 

happiness, and the calm self•control of Iseult of Brittany 

with its healing, comfort\lng influence. Clearly, the 

author's sympathy is with the latter.. In it he sees an 

ideal• a solution for the world's spirit of disquietude. 

Modern as the treatment is, Arnold's sense of 

balance and unity impelled him to retain the mediaeval 

atmosphere of his source. The·anoient castle, the dying 

knight with the ndark green forest-dress" spread across 
his feet and the gold harp leaning against his bed, the 

"blown rushes on the floor," and the rich furs brought to 

shore by Venetian ships, together with oooasional use of 

.words ot mediaeval charm, such as "wight," "fellfaret" 

and "surge-beat," a~e a+l richly suggestive of legendary 

times. Except for these, the poet's own interests pre-

cluded a greater embodiment of the past. 

Part III contains two passages directly expressive 

of Arnold'$ thinking~ In the stanza beginning 

Dear saints, it is not soDrow,. as I hear, 
Mot suffering, which shuts up eye and ear 
To all that has delighted them before,. 
And lets us be what we were once no more. 



No, we may suffer deeply, yet retain 
Power to be, moved and soothed,. for all our,· pain,. 

. (l) 

he voices his doctrine ot self-mastery, the supremnoy,of' 

the mind over the .things that vrould distract and wreck it. 

In terms of· strong disapproval" he pictures how 

•• -••••• some tyrannous single 1'hought•-
•••• Call it ambition, .. or· !-'emorse, or love 

' '· ( 2) 

can utterly subdue one•s soul unless the power of will is 

exercised against 1 t,. .Then follows the of't,en quoted 

passage, expressive of' Arnold's wrath against the glamour 

of romance which was so habitually gloritied.'yet in which 

he saw so much of superficiality and hypocrisy: 

And yet, I swea:tr, it angers me to see · 
Row this fool passion -g~lla men potently; 
Being, in truth, but a' diseased unrest, 

,And an unnatural overheat at best. 
How they are full of ianguor and distress 
Not having it; which when they do possess, 
They straightway are burnt up with fume and care, 
And spend thei~ lives in posting here and there 
Where, .this plague drives them; and have little ease. 
Are furious with themselves, and ha.rd ·to please. 

( 3) 

As a narrative poem. Tristram and Iseult ·1s not a 

marked success. The poet's tendency to reflect, to criticize.> 

and to picture hinders the omvard sweep of' events. His 

dramatic art is scarcely better illustrated, although Part II 

with its final meeting of the lovers shows some intensity 

of feeling and has many brea.thless lines in which the reader 

forgets all but the dying knight and the ·1o~e-strioken' 

(1) Poetical Works of Matthew Arnold, p,.., 161. 
(2) Poetical Works of Matthew Arnold• pl 162. 
{3) Ibid., P• 162. 
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queen kneel_ing at his side. But 1:t is _in the lyrical 
. ~· . 

passages that the :poetic quality of the poem reaches its 
height; and these are scattered richly throughout the 
whole~ - Perhaps;. however, it is this very combination of 

· types that gives to the lyrics much of;· their effectiveness 

and charm •. 

In description,·particularly, Arnold~s discrimi-
. ,. . 

nating sense of poetic values'. is evident. The lovely 
. pieture of the children ~s1.eep "in sheltered rest" is one 

of' the most frequently quoted in the poem. 
!,full on their window the moon's ray 
Makes their chamber 'as bright as day. 
It shinesupon the blank white walls, 
A.rid on the snowy pillow falls, 
.And on two angel-heads doth play 
Turn'd to each other•-the eyos olcised• 
'rhe .lashes on the cheeks reposed. 

·~. Round each sweet ·brow ,the cap ol.ose-set 
, Hardly lets peep the golden hair; 
Through the soft-open'd lips the air 
.scarcely moves the coverlet. 
One little wandering arm is thrown 
At random on the counterpane, · 
And often the fingers close in haste 
As if' their baby-ormer chased · 
The butterflie·s a.gain.· 
'This stir they have. and this alone; 
.But else they are. so still! 

(1) 

With simple words,~ a wise selection of details, and a 

delicacy of touch the scene is.sketched in. The lines 

f,ollowing, which describe the children's playground at night 

caught in the moon's light and shadows, are marked by ihe 
same definiteness of outline,. to which is added the magic 

or fairyland. The entire third part abounds in vivid word 
pictures of the quiet indoor scenes, the equa1ly quiet 

(l) Poetical Works o:r Matthew Arnold, pp. 149-50 
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winter scenes.on Iseult's·native Breton heaths, arid the 

fairy-haunted glade~ of Merlin's land. Whatever the place, 
Arnold chooses his words with masterly skill• It is this 
precision in finding· and ha~dling words that gives the 
lyrics of the poem their pecu1iar po\1er. At times only a 
phrase is used, but it is highly suggestive of, emotion, as 

' . 
when the dJ.91~ Tristram looks up at C.lueen Iseult ·just 

arrived ~om her hurried sea voyage with 

Yes, the spray is on thy- cloak and hair. 

It is scarcely the words he.re, but the rare combination 

in a particular setting that ·indicates outline, movement, 
and even tone o'f voioe. 

Moreover, Arnold gains the desired poetical effects 
through the use o:f compactness. in expression, ·rhetorica1 

imagery, and contrasts. In the lines(already quoted) 
announcing the arrlval of the_ first Iseult,. there are only 
tour details•-voioes, night air~. lights, and footsteps; 

yet what a· v;eal th of suggestion~~brea thless waiting, 

rapidity of movement, color· effects, and echoing sounds! 
The rhetorical imagery is unobtrusive, and not over• 
abundant but e:r:reotive, as is also Arµold's- temperate use 
ot contrasts. The latter is illustrated in the wildness 
of the night on which Tristram dies as it is set over 
against the peace and quiet of the one he recalls in his· 
fevered ravings. 

Perhaps the least s.uccesaful elem.ant in ~he -poem 

is its melody. It is not that one finds jarring or dis-
cordant passages, but that th~ musio of the verse lacks 
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distinction. The best part.· metrically, seems ,to be the 

third1 for here is found a regularity.of rhythm and rhyme, 
not monotonous, but quiet and self~contro1led, singularly 

·m. Jteeping with the mood of the section. 

On the :poe·tic values of Tris tram and· Iseult ori tics 

disagree. Bickley sa.ys·it is the best thing in the 1852 

collection of P..rnold t·s, poems, (l) and Parrott calla it a 

.failure. {2) Whatever the verdict may be, in purpose it is 
in harmony with the author:' s own standard for poetical 

excellence. Sherman quotes him as saying that the true 
end of all poetry is to str~ngthen and uphold the heart with 
high inspirations and. consolations. (3) Under Arnold's 
treatment the poem meets that requirement. Soae have 
s~.id that there. is too much analysis of life, that it is 

too self-centered. rt.is true that it has these qualities 

and that they det1"'aot from the high emotional level of the 
poem; but they add an element of strength also in the 

appeal thereby made to the intellect. Arnold stimulates 
thought~ One either.actively accepts what he gives or · 

. challenges 1 ts truth or wisdom. As in the case of Iseul t 
of Brittany, one may resent the fate that is hers, but 
there is always the question whether it is reaaonable or 
probable that one should react as she did and whether she 
met her fate in the most satisfactory way. 

Thus Arnold's Tr1stram and Iseult is primarily 
a "criticism of life." The interpretation and handling 

are typically his own. The conception o:r the poem is of 

q{1) Bickley,. Frances, Matthew Arnold a·nd Ris Poetry:, 
p .. 80. 

(2) Parrott, fJfuomas, Studies of a Booklover, p. 18. 
(3) Sherman, Stuart P., Matthew Arnold: How to Khow Him, 

p. 92 .• 
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his own soul.,. its development in harmony ;with the high 

moral sense with which· he observed heroic minds mee.ting 

life's situations. His ·intense ·subj.eotivity pr~ve:D:t·ed 

him from giving the story the impassioned treatment of 

its origin; but the poise and balance with which he 

presented it carries his message of courage· to the reader. 



CHAPTER TIIRF.iE 

The Last Tournament 

by 

Al.fred Tennyson 

. The next poet to deal with the Triatram legend was 
Tennyson. who like Arnold had in mind his readers to whom he 
wished to convey a message o! hope or. solace. Both were 
direct voices or their age; the one of that group of :People 

who were strongly moved by the period of unrest and traBeition 

in which they lived and who sought earnestly, though some-

times vainly, for a solution of the consequent problems of 
the age; the other of that larger group who so longed for 
quiet and surcease from the turmoil of conflict in thought 
and emotion that they gladly acce~ted the comfort that cwne 
from compromise -- unoonscioua though that compromise often 
doubtless was -- and from ·broad statement of ideals to which 
they honestly•, qut perhaps with some vagueness, desired to 

attain. ·To the first group JJ.rnold spolce; to the second, Ten-

nyson .. To understand why Tennyson's audience was larger, one 
hae only, to realize the conditions of the time and the natural 

desire of man for a peaceful, orderly existence uninterrupted 
by that which astounds and forces him into strife from which 

he can see no satisfactory outcome. 

Both men saw in the Tristram tale valuable material 
for presenting one of the social problems.of human existence. 
But whereas Arnold made the legend the ma.in basis for his 

Triatrain a.nd Iseult, Tennyson used it only as subordinate and 
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illustrative material in the Arthuriail romance upon wl1.ic11 he 

built hie Iclylls of the Kint1• He saw fit$ ~lso, to change the 

essential a,piri t of -- the tale. These facts account 1·or the 

dazed f eeli:ng the reader ha.a. \Yil.C.n he lays dovin the IdJ(lls and 

tries to reconcile tlle Trietram found there with the Tristram 

of the old legend or the one o;f Arnold or Swinburne. It is 

evident, however, in the light of Tennyson's general theme 

and plan that if he was to use the tale at a.11 he had to make 

the changes that he did make. 
t 

In order to make clear r.rennyaonts treatment it is 

necessary to suge,;eat briefly the poet's temper oi' mind and 

his outlook upon his age and how he desired' to give e.x.J)ree.sion 

to a. principle of living in a poem of epic. proportions. l\iiore-

over, an understanding will involve a. limited discussion of 

the theme and structure of the entire Idv;l=1-e of which the 

Tristra.m ta.le ia only a very small 1jart. 

Although ~~nnyson was actively aware of the great 

social unrest prevalent during his age., he waa com,Paratively 

untouched by it. To a. marlced degree hiE? 1ife was t11at of a 

serene~ composed observer of the problems of humanity. True, 

he saw much which puzzled him, much of wllich he disa.p,.Yroved., 

and much which he thought should be cha..nged; but what protest 

he made, what solutions he o~fered, what leaeons of life he 

~auJ;lt were through the quiet~ persuasive power of his poetry. 

He had a high conception of his calling a.a poet, and it was 

this that led him to £ormulate princi~les of living which he 

ex~ressed in his poetry. While Tennyson, by nature, lacked the 

ability to grapple with moral problems, he did have an in-
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stinctive moral sense, ano. this he projected into his ,l;Oeticu.l 
t11emes. lie felt _the conflict between the flesh and the a_piri t 

.t 

in man, the age-iong struggle of' tlle lowest in his nat.ure 

against tl1e highest; and as definitely as Tenuyson feared the 

one· 11e wanted to cleave to the other. Instead~ however, of 

conquering the 1·ormer, he thought best to ignore it. This 

evasion procluced·a certain unreality and vagueneso in hie 

works. The Idyl.ls of'' the King, in particulo.r, falls short of 

. the Vigor and truth Which VrlOUld have made tJ.1e .POet 1 S touching 

f'a1 .. more effective f'or succeeding generations than it· nus 

proved to be. 

So conscious was Tennyson of his IJUblio's oentimcnt 

and so fearful of that publicts criticiem that in the ~ocm 

under dfecussion·he tried to deal. with a. social .Problem and 

make it true to l1ia own ideals and at the same time su1'1'ici-

ently in accord with prevalent opinion to render the JtOem 

arid its message acceptable without protest. Tenrzy-son s~w in 

the King Arthur stories, with which he llad been fainilia.r from 

his youth, an illustration of the idea he had in mind o~ sin 

and ite deteriorating effect upon oivi1ization. It is an inter-

esting fact to note, however, that, this theme, ~wl1ich is the 

basis of the Idylls as a Vlhol.e, was not fully ma.rlifest to tlle 

poet till he had been exl:'erimenting \vi th the material. for 

almost a quarter of a century; and even then it ca.me to him 

with growing clearness, and in its full power only in the 

final number of the aeries in 1885. 

For source m.aterial Tennyson holds more strictly to 

one version, Malory's IRor.te ·d'Arthtii:, than do maey of the 
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poets under consideration. He ma:y have been influenced 

slightly by some other accounts, chiefli' thoee of the cllron• 
iclers. who malcc of Arthur a groat English hero •. Though his 
sources are more limited. he ia freer in the use of iucicients• 

character• and even the spirit of the legend 't;han a1 .. e the 

other :poets -- unless . it be l~asefield, who:, nevertheless. is 

truer to the essential spirit of the old tale than ·rennyson. 

It is.in the treatment of the TriatraD.l story;in the Arthurian 

cycle that the changes are most evident. lie:te he replaces tlle 

pasoiono.te power of a great and oonaun.1iri.g love with the light, 

almost flippant,. emotion of a transitory af:fection. He uses 

only the shell of the story; the kernel is lost~ How and wll.y 

Tenr.iyson does this will be suggested later. ·He also does not 

hesitate to invent incidents and traits of character according 

to his purpoDe, or to transfer those.connected with one 

person to another. 

The Idylls of the KiPfa in its final form consists of 

two background narratives, nThe Coming of Arth.ur0 and "The 

Pu.ssing of Arthur•" and ten episodic idylls, witll an iritro-

ductory dedication to the memory of Prince Albert and a clos- · 

ing address to the reigning ·queen. In th~ last 1'enr.iyson sug-

gests the allegorical theme v1hen he sass:• 

n .. .. .• accept this old imperfect tale, 
Hew-old, and shadowing Sense at war with Soul., 
Ideal manhood closed in real mani" (l) 

real man, that is to sa.3 . ., rather than the .Arthur of mythical 

or legendary lore,. Although Tennyson had been experimenting 

with Arthurian material.· since 1832.7 he did not publish al.VI o:r 

the idylls a.a a series until 1859 • ·when i"our appeared,. From 

(1) Tenn.vson's Poetical Works. p.5'15. 
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then on till 1885 the others were added at irregular interval.a. 

"The La.st Tournament," i.:ihich contains the Tristram legend, was 

published in 18 72. In 11 The Coming of Arthur11 the background 1·or 
) 

the entire group is sketched in a11d the general purport mu.de 
I 

clear. To what extent the .Poet intended the allegory to be 
, I 

carried need not be discussed. here; it ia evident he ·wished 

both to tell an epical story and to present a lesson. The high 

ideals of .Arthur• represent.ing man, are thwarted in regard to 
their effect upon society by the guilty love of Lancelot and 

~ueen Guinevere. The ten idylls. relating separate episodea, 

reveal how the influence of the sin of the two higl.Leat in the 

realm next to the king, wrought degradation and the final dis-

ruption .of the .Round Table and caused the failure of Arthur's 

ideals. in his effort to lift his knit:J;rts to the plane he 
aspired to for them. From the time when the first rumor of 

sin with its blighting power is felt in the two idylls~.' tellirig 
of Geraint and· Enid· to the last of the ten,. 0 Guinevere," when 

the fatal consequences of wrong-doing are moat grievously 

effected, the poem moves with more or less regularity. The 

symbolical use of the seasons strengthens the unity of the 

_!d,ylls. nThe Coming of Arthurn is at the New Year• ~"1d "The 

Passing of Arthur," which centers about .. the n1a.st weird battle 
of the West,,*' ·talcea place on the s11ortest day of the year; 

between these dates. as the season advances,. the destructive 

force of sin gathers momentum. 

"The Last Tournament." with which this pa.per is .Pri-

marily concerned, continues the acom .. mt of the decline of the 

spirit of chivalry among the knights. The action to.kes place 
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in tho auttunn o:r the year.t. ·which 'rennyson uses aa suggestive 

of the moral deco..d.cncc everywhere apparent •. The nyellowing 
woods•" the"fado(l fmelds.," the nwet wind 11 n a...'ld the "autumn 

tlr .• mc\e-r.,thunder. 0 and the "death...-dumb autumn~d.ripping gloomn 
(, 

create and maintain an atmosphere in keeping both with the 
allegorical meaning of this idyll and with.incidents of its 
na.rra.tive. Aa is often characteristic 01~ Ten.eyson•s story-: 

telling method, he begins with a conversation~ in this case 

one between Triatram and Dagonet, the fool of Arthur•s court~ 

on the morning after Hi tournament at which the. , tormer was vie-. 

tor; he then goes back to recount incidents leading up to the 
I 

scene. He telJ.s of Arthurta· findint; a ruby necklace that be'."'.' 

comes the ,prize in a Tournament of the Dead Innocence -- so 

named us a memorial. for the foundling babe who had been 
cared for by the queen-

nperchance - who knows? ~· the purest 'of thy knights 
M.ay win them for the purest of· rey ma~da, n · ( l) · · 

sey-s Guinevere to Arthur~ The jousts are announced and Lance.""."' 

lot is left to act as arbiter·while Arthur rides into the north 

coW1try to subdue a re'bel knight,.. In the.· course oi' the tourna~ 

ment its .name assumes an ironical importance unintended by the 

queen who .auggested it,, for the knigh.ts disobey rules and lose 

their sense of knightly honor:; innocence., indeed,, is dead and 

love ha.a acquired a coarser1ess diametrically opi;osed to the 

vows to which the Round . Table was ,pledge~ .• 

Tristram wins the ,prize,~ and as.· Lancelot gives the gems 
. to him Lancelot merely says with 1litter cynicis~. · 

(1) Tennvson's Poetical Works, p. 54~. 
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••Hast thou \'!On? Art thou the purest, brother? see the hand 
Wherewith thou takest this is red1" ll) 

This in a measure prepares the reader for the new character of 

the Tristrrun of the Idylls. Outwardly he is the same1 but the 

light. tossing manner of speech, the shallow woro.s • th.e fli.P-

pant regard for love, the lack of courtesy, a quality innate 

in the hero of the older lesends, reveal the great ·change that 

is here made in him .. An iJ.lustra .. tion 01' the· su11erficio.li ty of 

his thought and manner is seen in his suggestion to 1.ancelot 
that he cease his suffering struggle between loyalty to l1ia 

king and .to his love, for, he Sa¥S, 

11Be happy in thy fair queen a.s I in mine." 

Then with complete disregard of courtesy he cu.racoles arowid 

the gaJ.lery, announcing that his ttueen of Beauty is not hero. 

J.1he gcy crowd disperses in a nthick rain" and some one cries 

otat shrilly with ironical intent. 

"Praise the patient saints. 
Our one vlhi te day of Innocence has J.)uo t 
Tho* somewhat draggled at the skirt." (2) 

At this- poil:1t the Tristram story is brought back to the intro-

ductory scene, and the conversation of Tristrarn and Dagonet 
is continued. In it the little jester rebukes the hero of the 
tournament for the nbroken music" which he is making wi·th his 

bride in Brittany when he nharps the air" he does with Q,ueen 

Ieolt. Tristram. remonstrates by voicing his doctrine of free 

love, the theme of which ie 

Free 2ove - free field - we love but whiJ.e we may. 

(l) ~P-AZson*s Poetical Works 1_.. p. 543. 
(2)· Ibid., :p.· 544,. 
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Thus far the Tristram tale seems to have a definite 

part, though a very subordinate one, in. the poet's devel.o,pment 

of King Arthur material. He does not,. however. stop here but 

continues with a love.episode between Tristra.m and Isolt~ which 

udds almost nothing to the force or artistic ef'i'eot of the main 

theme -- does no more, indeed. than to offer another insta11ce 

of illicit lmve, and a more degenerate one than that of Lance• 

lot and Guinevere.. In the preparat~on for thie scene mention 

is made of the lodge at which Trist~am and Isolt ll..ad spent a 

month together; her return to her husband~ ·Me..rk; Tristram•s 
musing as to how to allay his queen's anger.over his marriage 

to Ieolt of Brittany 1 if indeed she has heard of i,t; the inci• 
dents which led to the marriage -- all a part of the older 

stories. 

This final section is introduced by the lovelJr picture 

of Iaolt of Ireland with the low sea-sunset 'Casting its radi· 

ance upon her hair. The firm step of her lover thrills her as·· 

the stealthy, catlike footfalls of her husband cannot. In this 

and other hints by her is suggested the degraded l.ia.rk of 

11.alory' a version. '£he whole scene, consisting almost entireJ.y 

of conversation, indicates the trifling value placed on love. 
There ia nothing of the sublime passion o'f the Arnold or Swin-

burne versions. It is only a. cheap and transitory imitation 

of the more chivalrous affection of Lancelot and hie queen, and 

all the more degraded because of ita transitoriness ... When Isolt 

complains to Trietrarn of his faithlessnesa--to her, he defends 

his theory of free love by illustrations of the wild birda as 

observed in his life as a hunter! 
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The closing incident, which ends with the death of 

Tristram. is realized through a few well chosen narrative a.e-
ta.ils., Events follow each other swiftly the banquet, the 
mocking references to Mark, the singing of the song with its 
scorning of the high ideals of tne king, t~1e answering o! 

questions concerning the rubies. A shadow then rises behind 

Tristram, a. taunting remark is shrieked out, and Mark's sword 
etrike·s Triatram dead. The scene ends here; what follows be-

tween Mark and reolt is lef.t to the imagiua.tion. Thus does 

. Tennyson use the story of Tris tram and Is.alt, in the last part 
of the idyll only as a. further example .. of the moral deteriora-
tion of the court.· 

In hie treatment. of the legend it is easily seen, 
therefore, that Tennyson makes wide departures from his source 

material. He does not use the love potion. The reason ie olear; 
for if he had introduced it Triatram:a.nd Isolt would h~ve been 

blameless and hence useless for his plan. Its introduction 

would have brought up the question of fate.and .created pity 

for these two who, a.ccordillG to his inter,Preta.tion. deliber-
ately chose evil 1 influenced. of course. by the general do\~m
we..rd ~rend of court ideals. The poet has,, moreover. tranei'erred 
some of the incidents of Tristram's experience in the older 
stories to Lancelot; for eXample. LanceJ.ot, instead of Merlin, 
as in Malory* carries Arthur's offer of marriage to Guinevere 
and on the acc.epta.nce of the offe.r by her father brings her 

back to the court at Camelot. Thia in itself enlists one's 
sym:pe .. thy for the two chief persons involved. But with Tristram 

and lsolt there is no subtle working of fate or magic, no 
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cere passion wllich one can ascri'be as a reason for· their af-
'fection. Tennyson makes their love ignoble while he sublimates 
that 01' Lancelot and Guinevere. He shows each of the latter 
battling to maintain a loyalty -- the one to his king. the 

other to her husband -- that would <fto violence to their own 
- ' 

love for each other. Botl1 loyalties are ennobling.; yet ea.ch 

strikes at the sacredness of the other. Thia ethically tragic 

situation arouses in the reader the same generous sympathy for 

these lovers that in older vereioue of the ,tale has been . 

aroused for Tristram and Isolt. Such a situation belongs in• 

natel.y to both the Lancelot a.nd Tris~~rarn stories; but sincer~. 

love is the very essence of the latter, and to destroy this 

is to do violence to one of the world's great stories, a via• 
lence made all the more objectionable by virtue of contrast 
in the combination of the two legends1' Temzyson doubtless used 

the material in the only wey that he could:1 but the question 

remains whether in the light of his theme and plan he should 

have included it at all. 

Tennyson makes for hie purpose as free adaptations of 

people ae he does of events. He has a tendency, due perhaps 

to his allegorical purpose, to make characters illustrate 

certain traits or make them the embodiment o:r -certain ex_peri-

ences only. Thus it is that Trietram. appears. as the ~ersoni

fication of free love. But even in this role there is etil1 
much of the element of rea1i ty throvm about him, and in part 

his first appearance at the tournament is reminiscent of his 

old personality. The story relates how Lancelot as umpire 
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The voice that ·billow1 d round the barriers roar 
An ocean-sounding welcome to one knight, 

, " .But newly-enter t d, taller than the re at, 
.And armor 1 d all in forest green, whereon 
There tri_pt a hundred tiny silver deer, 
And wearing but a holly-apra.3 for crest, 
Vii th ever-scattering lJerries, and on shield 
A spear, a harp, a bugle -- Tristra, -- late 
From over-seas in,Brittany retur111d, 
And marriage with a princess of that realm, 
!so1t the YJhite -- Sir Tristrain. of the Woods ll) 

Here is the popu1ar hero of old., 'l'.he armorial decoraLions re-

veal the plS¥ful. exuberant temper.ument which one invariably 

associates with Tri~tram; the sp~ar. harp, and bugle engraved 

on his shield are suggestive of him in his three-fold. character 

of knight• harper, hunter. 

In other r~s.Pects tl'1e Tris tram here is of the poet' e 

invention. His lack of courtesy, his jesting, superficial ta.J.k 

of the sacredness of his vows, his 11ght eo1iga, his scorn of 

Mark a.eeociated with no pity or undeI·standing, u.nd even his 

sensua..J.. ,love hekve all bee11 Z'eferred to in the discussion oi" 

the general treatment as revealing a new.and strange person. 

· The greatest change, oi' course, ia in hie love. Tennyson gives 

. it no nobleness, no i'a.i·thf'u1nesst no intenei ty. There is 

nothing spiritual .in it tha·t;, lif'ts it into the imaginative 

world. He hints to Isolt that his love will be l~yal only so 

long as her, youth and beauty last. He becomes detesta.bJ.e in 

his claims for free love and in the nonchalance with which he 
defends it on the ground that the wild animals of the forect 

mate after, t-l-J.a.t fashion. Despicable he is and totally unlike 

the old Tristram when he lightly ignores Isolt's request for 

the same freedom in love that he claims, and turns the con-

(l)Tennyson•s !oetical Works, :p. 543. 
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versation to his gift of the rubies which he places about her 

neck, at the same time asking for food and drink. With his 

wife's love for him he dallies even more,, w1able to decide 

whether he desires her love or is indifferent to her hate .. 

The portrait of <iueen Isolt is drawn with less vivid-

ness, but she manifests more warmth of afi'ection than does 
) 

l'ristram. Her own account of her loneliness at Tintagel, her 

yearnings for her lover, her jealousy of her rival, of whom 

she learned when Mark hissed the information at her_, her 

desire for flattery, her sadness that gleams through her 

haughtiness reveal her as one who has tasted the bitter traits 
/ 

of life and would turn from them ii' she knevi where to turn. 

In her there is something of hopeless resignation to fate as 

she sets before Tristram the food he asks !or in the scene 

just alluded to9 The splendor and radiance of the Irish prin-

cess of the old legend is nowhere to be .felt in this version. 

The other Isolt is scarcely more than mentioned here. The 

little :pagonet refer~ to her aa the queen• s 11dainti<?r namesake'* 

with whom Triatram is making 11broken musio.n Tristram himself 

lightly dismisses her as 

n Patient• . at.Ld prayerful. meek. 
Pale-blooded, she will yield herself to God." {l) 

Allusion has already heen made to the character of liarlt. 

He is utterly lacking in tile nobil.ity and meekness that char-

acterize him in the older legends ... But tllis interpretation is 

neccseary for Tennyson's plan and is also in keeping with his 

source, Malory's version. 

(l) Tennyson' a Poetical Works, P• 550 .. 
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the entire Idzlls as well, is but typical of much of Termyeon's 

poetry. Blank verse· is used as the form best suited to the 

serious nature of the poemtl Variety is secured in the frec1uent 

substitutions of other feet for the iambus• in the use o1' un-

accented end syJ.lables > in variation in the caesura,. and in 

the frequent use of run-on lines. Alliteration and figures o1' 

speech add to the ·bea.u:ty and polish o:r the iines. The two light 

and graceful. 'songs by Tris tram contrast plea.singly with the 

more stately blank verse of the narrative .Portion. TenrJYaon 

is _particularly facile as a pictorial poet. and his skill ie 

evident here~ He has a. fine sense of the di .. ama.tic effects of 

nature,. as is seen in the ever ,present autumnal o.tmos.Phere 

pervading the account of the dying out of the high ideals of 

tile courtly group. He recognizes too the romantic value oi' 

natnre to the end of creating a suitable background., and bf 
arous·~~ and. stimulatga9 the emotions. The description o:r the 

A · 11 

forest bower where Tris tr_am and Iao1 t l1ad spent some time 

together ia a. gem of compressed, vivid pictorial effect.a, 

A l.odge of intertwieted beechen-boughs 
Furze-crainroed, and braoken-rooft. ll) 

nTlle Last Tournament" is less successful in the matter 

of proportion than some of the other idylls. The second pa.rt, 

tt;hich relates Tristram•a visit to Ieolt a.nd his death at the 

hand of I~k. has so little to do vii th the thought oi' tl'lis 

idyl.l in its relation to the rna.in theme that it is hardly 

justified from the point of view of construction. But the 

(1) Tennyson• s Poe ti ca .... \'.forks, p. 546. 
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v:eaving out of a mass 'of cb.aot-ic material a harmonious vmrk 

· so completely unified a·bout one centra1 theme ae is the I~ylls,,. 
docs indicate Tennyson's discriminating and selective powers. 

v;i th the material thus chosen he succeede i,n telling. a story 

well. His method is narrative to a greater degree than is that 

of most of the poets vii th whom this paper is concerned. lie 

carries the action onward with considerable swiftness so that 

interest in events seldom flags.: The movement is usually light 

t.md poised and·· the music even and melodious. Termyson is care-

1 ful ulao to preserve a fitting air of mediaevalism in the 

customs, scenery, and cl1a.racters, in spite of the tact that 

he gives the reader a feeling that in tllis pretend&d1y old story 

of deya of chivalry Whi;:,t we really 11ave is nineteen.th centu.ry 

men e,nd women. dealing v1i th a nineteentli. ce11tury prob1em ... 

Thia insinuating of a. modern theme into legeuaary 

material in the manner in which Tennyson has clone it is typi-

cal of the I:JOe t' s re~totion to his ow11 age. tie felt tl1e eocial 

strife and turmoil of the times, ·but· he dared not enter it.. 

unqualifiedly -and he dared not ignore it. Therefore he com-

promised. The Id...vlls of the Kim$ Dresenta a marked illustration 

of tl1ia ·compromise and in a peculiar way shows both the sub-

jective and objective qualities of the author,'s treatment. Tlle 

conce.vtion of the moral problem, the struggle of the flesh and 

tlle spirit is a reflection of Tennyson's own thoUgb.t. He x:ecog-
11ized the strife that arises from passion, but he could not 

see that that passion should have any rightful claims in man's 
. ' . 

nature. Hence the strife must all be bad. Tennyson. as a re-

sult, so over-emphasizes the spiritual side of man that his . 
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characters lose reality and to that extent his ~oem lacks 
·balance and force .• His deep reverence for the conventional, 

the orderly, the law-abiding. made him feel that wllv .. t had been 

right must still be so. He was instinctively repelled by the 

coa.Ese and vulgar and insptted by the refined and spiritual. 

But he could not see that man's spiritual. 11atu:ee might be 

vitalized by a recognition of the claims·or passion and the 

proper control o.f that passion. He,. therefore, in his use 01' 

the Trietram material reveals in a very large sense his own 

attitude toward his age and its problems. 

The f'act that Tennyson was the spokesman of so •. .fnauy 

.of his contemporaries accounts: for the almost univerea.J. v1oru.a 

·of praise for the ~fl.Ylls by nineteenth century critice. Thia 

commendation is in strong contra.st to the reaction a~ainot 

the poet and his Victorianism in the twentieth century. Each 

group of critics is too ardent to be al.together authoritative. 

The two grou~a do. however, present an interesting case of the 

swinging of the pendulum of time over a literary re,Putu.tion. 
The Tristram story, being so subordinate a _part of the whole 

poem, has received a negligible amowit of comment, either 

favorable or unfavorable •. yet wha~ever the verdict on the 

Id.vlls a.s a whole, the ori tics agree in condemning Tenr.iyson• a 

mangling of the Tristram legend. The changing or ada.Pting of 

incidents· in an old story and the giving of new character 

interpretations in t..~e light of a new age are not to be ob-

jected to, i'or such changes are in harmony wlth the law of 

growth t·o which all mythical and l.egendary literature is 

subjected. Indeed, growth is a vital feature of such litera-
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ture • .But for an author to destroy the genuine id.e.nti·ty of a 

legend in order to make it.illustrate some theme of his own 
' .j 

is to appropriate for a personal interest that which oeloiige 

to all time and to all people. This cannot be accepted com-

!'lo..cently. 
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CHAPrER FOUR 

Tristram of Lronesse 

by 

Algernon Charles Swinburne 

As an implied protest against the Victorian 

conventions which Tennyson accepted stands Swinburne's 

Tristram of' tyonesse~ Mr. Maccallum has even suggested 

that Swinburne may have been stimulated to write his poem 

by a feeling that the legend had suffered in Tennyson's 

"The Last Tournm.ent, •• on ao·count of the changes he intro-

duced to make it serve his general plan of teaching a moral 

lesson in the Idylls. (l) Besides, Tennyson had left almost 

a clear f'ield, for his modification and subordination of 

th& tale had so stripped it of its vital beauty that little 

of' i.ts independence was left; and Arnold thirty years before 

had made use of soaroely more than the olosirig scenes of 
the hero•s life. Hence the legend as a whole had been almost 

untouched in the nineteenth century. 

Moreover, the tale was a gongenial one to Swinburne 

and admirably,adapted to his interests, temperament, and 

methods. The subject had evidently been in this thought 

since his boyhood, f'or he speaks of Tristram as having been 
a "close anij common" friend at Eton. In 185{3, while he was 

{1) MS:cCallum, M. w., Tennysonta Idylls of the King and 
Arthurian Stoey from the XVIth Centui;z:, p. 279. 
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a s~uden:t at Oxford, anddoub'tless influenced somewhat by 
' \' •' 

'Mor1~1s, Burne-J"ones,· and Rossetti, who were there· decorating 

the Oxford Union, he published his nQ,ueen Yseult.n It 

appeared in a student magazine called Undergraduate Papers, 
as the first canto of a ·proposed long' poem of ten cantos,. 

only six of which were ever written and but one ever 

pubiished by Swinburne. (1) Morris is said to have praised 

the work highly; but the poet himself was much less certain 

o'f' 1 ts excellence,. rearing in 1857 that it was "too imperfeot 

to appear for a year or twot," and speaking ·or it years. 

·afterward when somewhat resentful of the pre-Raph~elite 

influence, as "some awtul doggerel on the subject of Tristram 

and as "literally a boy•s work-•legally an infant's.u (2) 

A later effort to deal with the subject is found in the 

poem, J"oyeuse Garde, whioh, aooording to Mr. Welby,. 

possesses more individuality than does "Queen Yseult." (3) 

This poem was not published during the poet 1 s lifetime, if 

at all. 

Although the legend of Tristram was often meditated 

\\ 

upon by Swinburne as a subject worthy of more mature handling, 

he did not seriously consider it until about l86Bt when 

interest in his published works was flagging. (4) He 

desired, says Mr. Gosse, "to ensphere all that was most 

(1) The six cantos were privately printed in 1918 with 
an introduction by Sir Edmund Gosse. Nicolson, Harold• 
Swinburne, p. 50. 

(2) Ibid., p. 49. 
(3) Welby T. Earle, A Study of Sv1inburne, P• 64 •. 
(4} When Swinburne was under the influence of the pre-

Raphaeli tes, Rossetti, Morris, and Burne-Jones had often 
discussed Tristram and Iseult and had tacitly admitted it 
as matter adapted to extended treatment by Swinburne. Gosse 1 
Edmund, The Life of A].gernon Charles Swinburne,_ Po 261. 



glowing in his own ~gination ,in one rounded epic poem." 
It was only natural, . then, that he. should have turned to 
the Tristram legend with its passionate tale of ~ova and 
fate,. for Sw1nburne•s greatest gift was the ability to f'eei 
and aXpress pas,sion~ and two of his lifelong interests w~re 
m.an•s loves and hates. Moreover, the primitive; elemental 
qualities of the tale ~ad a strong a~traction for him, 
both for their own sal{e and because, handled with the bold-

ness and naturalness of their time, they presented a protest 

against what Swinburne cons~dered the empty oonvictions or 
th&LFJ.get against which hi~ spirit often burned in revolt. 
lie tinallydetermined t>n his subject and toward the .and of 
December, 1860,:, ,he wrote the pre1ude of two hundred .and 

fifty- lines ,at almost a single sitting. (1) This was soon 
publ~shed in a holiday-boo~ called Pleasure •. Swinburne then 
turned to the writing of Bothwell, although during the years 
that followed before he again took Up the composition Of 

Tristr~ and Lyonesse, he now and then engaged in writing 
what he called ttparcels of Tristram." In 1881, however, 

he resolutely began work again on his poem and finished it 
in the. following April. It was published in July .of 1882 
in ,a thick volume entitled Tris"tram·of Lyonesse and Other 
Poems. 

For sources· Swinburne goes to the three main 
versions, Beroul, Thomas, and i~alory, with all of' which he 

seems to have been i~timately familiar. He uses freely from 

{1) The authority for this date rather than the one 
usually given, 18'71, is a letter from Swinburne to D. G. 
Rossetti, dated December 22, ~869. Welby, T. Earle, A Study; 
of Swinburne, P• 172.-
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first one and then another .as he needs events. or atmosphere 

to present the theme· as he sees 11;. Occasionally, ·too, he 

uses an incident from one, version but puts in 1 t :oha.racters 

from another~ This· is true·· in the case of Palamdda•s 

coming disguised e.s a harper, \Vho by- his beautiful singing 1. · 

wins Iseult from Mark; and thus provides Tristram with a 

ohanoe to rescue her. (1) · In the Thomas poem the incident 

is ass-ooiated with an Irish harpert: and in the 'Malory story 

Palamede is a Saracen and former lover of Iseult1 · who has 

often fought in her behalf, but is not a harpe:t·. ·such 

innovations, however., are always of ·m:tnor impprtance and·-

only for the purpose of re-enforoing the great love of· 

Tristram. and Iseult; they· never violate ·the spirit of the 

tradition. Swinburne felt that legendary lore· was sacred 
and should not be tampered witllo Tltis,. doubtlesst accounts 

for the tact that he uses more of· the old material.~ either 

d.irectly or by allusion, than does any other poet. considered 

in this paper. Whei"e· the three versions differ~. ·he chooses 

incidents largely from B0roul and Malory, but recreates· the 

mood of Thomns's :poem which more nearly prese~es the 

essentially Celtio spirit of the tala-.-a spirit altogether 

in keeping with Swinburne 1 a own impulsive, intense temperament. 

The poet's interest, however, is never in events themselves, 

but in the passion back of them and in the relation of 

that to rate. He loves to pl.ay upon emotional .experiences, 

and in his case these, experiences are highly subjeotive. 

(1) Cf. Mr. Carr's play. 
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Perhaps to ~~·/'other treatment of the Tristram 

legend, therefore, does. one need to come with more reverence 

for the poet's own in te·rpreta t ion, whatever that may be, 

and with a greater willingness to enter into that poet's 

vision of the story than he does to the Tristram of Lyonesse 

of Swinburne. One needs .to realize Swinburne's conception 

of the affection of Tristram and Iseult as an incarnation 

of romantic love, which had always had a peculiar fascination 

for his burning, highly imaginative nature. To him their 

love was a complete and altogether natural expression of 

their be.ing and the fulfillment of their fat·e.. In his 

treatme11t, .oonswquantly, he makes this consuming, elemental 

passion ·his theme. He enters upon his task with all the 

sympathy and ardor of which his enthusiastic being is 

capable. One needs to feel, too, something of the music 

and buoyancy with which the poet's thought is swept along 

and to share with him the adoration o~ the sun and the 

passionate love of the sea. Doing this, one is not surprised, 

then, to find, in spite of. the narrative sources and plan 

ot the poem, what MaoCallum calls an "emotionnl symphony 

in verse." 

The poem begins with a prelude which is an 

elaborate and splendid rhapsody &f 
Love1 that is first and la.st of all things made, 
The light that has the living world for shade, 
~he spirit that for temporal veil has on 
The souls of all men woven in unison, 
One fiery raiment with all lives inwrought 
And lights of sunny and starry deed and thought, 

And alway through new act and passion new · 
Shines the divine same body and beauty through, 



The body spiritual of fire and light 
That is to worldly noon as noon tonight. 

. . . {l) . . 

Love is eulogized.;....with its universality, its exultant } 

joy· in spite of "things alternati've,." its t.imelessi 

changeless qualities, its unifying, harmonizing.effect, as . 

I.ave, that keeps all the choir of liv·es in c.hhne.,la.J 
chime, ( 2) and its triumphant p·ower • 

So strong that heaven,. could love bid heaven 
farewell, 

Would turn to fruitless and unflowering hell; 
So sweet that hell, to hell could lov~ be. given, 
Would turn to splendid and sonorous heaven., 

. (3} . 

Then with delicate fancy the poet identi:ries with the 
( . 

months of the year twelve·ramous heroines of the world's 

great love stories--among them, Belen, Hero, Iseult, 

Cleopatra, Francesca,.. Guenevere--as signs by which ttlove 

severs light from darkness,•" Thus Swinburne announces 

his theme and creates the ~~mC?sphere through which his 

lyrical narrative is to move. 

Because of this pJ.an he does not give a swift 

straightforward reoital of ev,ents, but rather l1e omits all · 

the early episodes of: the legend, alluding only to such 

or them as he needs, and chooses from later parts of the 

story significant scenes ot the tale which he incorporates 

into the nine sections of his.poem, giving to each scene 

a separate and a more or· lass indiiiidual treatme'nt, Each 

part or scene has its own emotional motif, its own melody 

(1) Swinburne, A •. C.; Tristram. of Woness~, P• 5. 
'(2) Ibid.-
(3) Ibid., p. 6. 
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and accompaniment in keeping with its mood-.-nll in 

harmony with the reeling and spirit of the poem as a 

whole·· Into ea.ch changing scene Swinburne· enters with 

·as complete abandon as if that were the sole material for 

his poem. 

Part I~ "The Sailing of the Swallow," opens with 

an account of Tristram's return to the court of King Mark 

with the Irish princess whom he had been sent to win as 

the king's bride. The freshness of the morning, the beauty 

of the sea, .and the happiness of the two voyagers are in 

keeping vdth the swalt:ening of love which is the motif 

o:r this scene.. ·Iseult ·sits on the deck at dawn, her 

countenance "more fair than sunrise," and on her race "a 

silent light as of a God content." Beside her is the 

·knight and harper, Tristram, "a light to look on and be 
. . 

1oved," and one already counted 1'sacond symbol of the 

world for fame." Swinburne gives to the treatment of these 
,, , 

two a lightness and naivete in keeping with the s.imple 

delicate sen;timent now felt to\vard eaoh other--a marked 

contrast bo the, pa.ssfonate love they are soon to experience. 

As a background for the calm and unaroused 

emotions 1n this section he dasoribes nature in its fresh 

and buoyant aspects more fUlly and v11 th greater ornateness 

and color than he does in any other section of the poem. 

For example, he pictures the sea at dawn: 

The quick sea shone 
.And shivered like spread wings of angels blown 
By the sun's breath before him; and a low 
Sweet gale· shook all the foam-flowers of thin snow 
As into rainfall or sea-roses shed 

,_...-/ 



Leaf by wild leaf on that green garden-bed 
Which tempests till and·sea-winds turn and plough; 
For rosy and :r1a·ry round the running prow · 
Fluttered the flakes and feathers of the.spray, 
And bloomed like blossoms cast by.God away 
To waste on the ardent water. 

(l} 

In this setting the conversation of Tristram and 

Iseult about Arthur'$ court is carried o:ri simply and 

artlessly. Sometimes it ;s as romantioa1ly realistic as 

the foilowing conoerning Morgause: 

Ah," said Iseul·t ''is she more tall than I 
Look, I am tall;tt and struck the mast hard by, 
With utmost upward reach of her bright hand; 
"And look, fair lord, now, when I rise and stand,. 
Hovr hie;h with feet uplifted ! oan touch 
Standing straight up;. could thi.s. queen do thus much? 
Uayf over tall she must be then,. like me.1' 

( 2) 

But at other times it. touches questions of greater import 

to Tristram and Iseult than they are aware of, as in the 

story ot Arthur and Morgause. This calls forth Tr1stram's 

remark concerning the prophecy of the retribution that 

should be ~eaped upon Arthur for· his sin,, 

So shall God not suffer scorn, 
Nor in men's souls and lives his law lie dead, 

·. (5) 

and Iseult's ansV1ering comment, which suggests a precedent 

for look~ng upon the love of Tristram. and Iseult a.s blame-

less because then sinned unknowingly. At least· the reader's 

thought is challenged, and preparation is 'thus made for 

enlisting his sympathy ror the lovers after the drinking of 

the love potion with its all•oonsuming power. 

(l)Swinburne, A. c.,. Tristram of Lyoness~,. p~ 26. 
( 2) 1.!?Jl!.' p. 21. 
(3) IQ.!!!., p. 25. 
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Houeveri since Swinburne stresses the forces of 

love and fate in the tale. he dares not attribute too· much 

to the philtre. I:Ie thus adroitly leads to the unconscious 

dawning of affe6tion between the two from the early part 

of ·the story to Iseult's meditation after Tristra.m's song 
of 1ove and light,· when she wonders if. love should come 

. to her, whether she would be able ·to know and recognize 

·1t.. Moreover, as a· subtle, overcasting influence, 
· Swinburne makes the reader feel the sublime seriousness of 

his theme when he says. 

Yet was not ·1ove.between them, for their fate 
Lay.wrapt in its appointed hour at wait. 

. ( 1) 

Thus skillfully does the poet come to the account of the 

drinking of the love potion and the dramatic suggestion 

of 1 ts · fatal oonsequanoes :ror the lovers, vrhose "life 

changed in them, for they quaffed Death." 
The second part,. "The Queen's Pleasanoe," presents 

an idyllic picture of the life_;~of the lovers 1n the forest. 

The narrative. is hurried over briefly--the marriage of 

·Iseult and Mark, their life at the c9urt, the secret visit 

of the knight Palamede, his singing for Mark who offered 

him any gift he· should ask, the request for the queen, her 

rescue by Tristram,. and the esoa.pe of' the lovers into the 

forest.. The three months they spend there is described 

with something of the beauty a.nd abandon with which 

Gottfried portrays the life in the love-grotto. The "soft 

1ive gleamsn that penetrate the dark, the "fleet butterflies-

{l} Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of Lyonesse, p. 17. 
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white, blue, and sere lear-colorea,n and the thrill of 
the ."sof·t seau form a peaceful,· harmonious setting for 

the happiness· of Tristra.m and- Iseult in these days' of . 

their stolen joy.. Thls section ends with a lovely 

description of davm; and Tristram•s saying to the waking 

Iseult, 

As the davm loves the stmlight I love thee~ 

These words a.re the motif tor the- action and· ·the ·l~icnl 

rhapsodies.· Both lovers give themselves up to this emotion, 
which is symbolized in .the o.losing line;, 

And all the sea :lay subject to ·the sun. -· 

Here, as in much of Swinburne's work; he uses t.he sun. as 

the symbol of the sun-god to whom the natures of the· lovers 
are.in complete submission. 

Portrayal of'·Tristram unqer the influence of the 
love pot ion is the can tral theme of' Part III, ttrrris tram 

in Brittany.n Three years elapse between the parts;. and 

no explanation is made here of' how the life ·1n the forest 

is terminated, nor why Tristram is now a banished man 
" 

vmndering on tlle shores or Brittany. Almost half' of this 

scene is devoted to nis soliloquy on love and fate. He, 

recalls his romark to Iseult, 

As the dawn loves the sunlight I love thee, 
and with this begins his reflections. He bewails the power 
of forbidden love to slay those who are caught llln·its 

grasp; yet he realizes that its action is governed by lavts 

in harmony with the laws of the universe. Then comes a 

hope that 



Out of this moonless and faint-hearted night 
That love yet lives in, · 

{l} 
there shal.1 be light., and with a wild. cry he prays for the 

f"'u.lfillment of' his love even though it means death. But. 

as he communes with himself, 

His great heart being greater than his grief, 

he endeavors to rise above his own passion--to view.it 

composedly. As he meditates, he feels that even prayer 

in.behalf of his love would be foolish, for he says: 

now should rate, 
That is not good. nor evil, wise nor mad, 
Nor just nor unjust, neither glad nor sad--.......... •· ... 
Hou should it turn from its great way to give 
Man that must die a clearer space to l:tve? ........ •· ..... 
How should the storm.a of heaven and kindled lights 
And all the depths of. ·things Gnd topless heights 
And air and earth and fire and water ohange 
Their likeness, nnd the natural world grow st1--ange, .. ·• .......... . 
That man might have a larger hour for love? 

(2) 

But Tristram is not bowed down by rate, nor even 

ready to meditate long on its grasp upon him. In 

characteristic fashion, Swinburne brings~ the con-

soling, reviving power of nature·. 

Yet as he went fresh courage on him came. 
Till davm rose too within him as a flame; 
The heart of the ancient hills and his were one; 
The winds took counsel with him, and the sun 
Spoke oomrort; in his ears the shout of birds 
was as the sound of clear sweet-spirited words, 
The noise of streams as laughter from above 
Of the old wild lands, and ns a cry of love 
Spring's trumpet blast blown over.moor and lea. 

(3) 

(1) Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of Lyonesse, p. 55. 
(2} Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
( 3) Ibid., pp~ 60-61. -
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Then as a writer describing his :favorite hero, the ;poet 

continues in highly· suggestive 'images 'the. lyric character-

ization of Tristram. Surely "the spring loved him," he 

·says, 

A spirit as morning, fair and clear and strong, 
Whose thought and work· were as one harp and song 
Heard through the world as in a strange king'.s hall 
Some great guest1 s voice that sings of festival. · 
So seemed all·things to love him~ 

( 1). 

rrowh.ere in the poem is Sw1inburne1 s hero-worship more evident 

than in the pages dealing with·Tristram. Perhaps·this 

accounts for his making of him a more nearly normal human 

be1ng--though idealized--then he does or Iseult of Ireland 
"'-

in whom is no other interest, no other thought than love·. 

Hnving thus presented Tristramt the autl10r hur1--ies with 
' . . . . ' 

more or less speed over the story of the meeting With the 

second. Iseult, the consuming power upon him. of her name, 

her :ra ilure to underst'and' l ts . ra·scina t ion for. rrris tram, 

the awakening .of her m,a.ide;n love r.or him,. and the almost 

umvi tting exchange or· vows.· 

So, dawned the moonrise of' their marriage nigh·t, 

says Swinburne, in direct contrast to the ·closing line of 

~-"The Queen's Pleasance, n 

And all the sea lay subject to the sun. 

The next . part,· "The. Maiden Marriage.," follows 

immediately so far ns time is conoerne.d, although almost 

half of it is devoted to Tristram's recollections of his 

past. Many of the well known episodes of the .lese.nd are 

( 1) Sivinburne, A. C., Tris tram of Lyone sse, p •- 62. 
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thts introduced--the incident or the sword in the forest; 

Mark's recall of the lovers, the jealous actions of 

Tristram•s_kinsman, probably the Andret of' other versions; 

the attempt on Tristram's life; his bragging or how he 

had redeemed Cornwall from the power of Moraunt; his 

banishment; his leap from the crag and swimming to sa:rety; 

.and the loyal rendering of aid by Gouvernayle, his squire. 

In the foreground of' 'l'ristram' s thought, however, even on 

his marriage night, is his great timeless, .changeless love 

for Iseult of Ireland. Although Swinburne idealizes 

Tristram•s love for the Cornish queen, he also portrays 

with sympathy and pathos the character of the Breton 

princess and her simple devotion to Tristram. With fine 

skill he keeps both Iseults in the picture and divides 

the reader's sympathy between them. He figuratively alludes 

to them. the one as a "rose full-hearted from the south 

and passion-coloured," the other as one of the "mild wild 

roses nigh the. northward sea." The description of the 

younger Iseult, especially, is given with oonvinoing 

charm: 

. her eyes 
Were emerald-soft as evening-coloured skies, 
And a smile in them like the light therein 
Slept, or shone out in joy that knew not sin, 
Clear as a child's own laughter. 

·(l) 

The brevity of the section· may be explained by Swinburne's 

problem in dealing with her. Her position is one which 

arouses pity; he cannot eulogize ber and yet dares not 

berate her. 

(1) Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of Lyonesse, p. ?3.· 



It is in Part V, "Iseult a~ T'-11tagel, n that 

the poetry reaches its greatest intensity., No part of 

the poem shows more passionately the two chords of the 
, . , 

poet's thought, love and fate. In a sense it is· a companion 

t-o each of the two preceding sections. While "Tristram 

in Brittany" reveals the strength and the power of 

Tris tram's love, it also shows h.im able to ta]:<:e·( a philo-

sophical view of it as one ·of'the great foraes or the 

world, bound to follow its own law as do other workings 

of the universe• After a few mchment's of wild cries, he 

resigns himself to his fate and finds joy arid reviving 

interest in his normal activities. In contrast 1 this. 

seotion presents Iseult of Ireland with her whole being 

engulfed by the passion of love and, except for what meager 

comfort she oan get from the presence of her lover's dog, 

she finds none in the life about her. This scene is also 
..... ·. 

a companion to "The Maiden Marriage;;" in .'that the events 

take place on the same night:that the Irish Iseu1t· gives 

expression to her wild prayer for 'help1a In this part also 

the musio of the poem reaches its highest level with the 

impressive choral accompaniment of the sea. Nature. is in 

perfect accord with the tragic intensity of the emotion. 

Here is no quiet picture or a rosy dawn'made sweet with 

the singing of birds and tha rustle of soft breezes as 

in Parts I and II, but rather a portrayal of wind and wave 

battling each other 1n the mad rush of a "shattering storm." 

Through various moods Iseult's prayer r~ses and falls and 

each mood is supplemented by a chant of the sea echoing 
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the change. 

"Joyous Gard,"-the title of':Part VI, is a fitting 

sequence to Iseult's passionate prayer. It begins with 

a brief lyric to love, the tirst two lines of which express 

the moti:rof the whole section, 

A little time, o Love, -a little light, 
A little hour for ease before the night. 

( 1) 

The aetion·takes place ii;i Lancelot's. "castle of the north" 

where-on an invitation of Guenevere to Iseult the lovers 

have f'led_for arew months of respite. The aooount then 

goes back" to explain Tristram' s return· to Cornwall \11th 

his brother~in-law; Ganhardine, that the latter might see 

the Irish Iseult and thus understand the reason for 

Tristram's attitude toward his wife. On that visit the 

lovers plan and_ make their escape to 1oyous Gard.· 

This section serves as a companion picture to 

"The Queen's Pleasanoen in which the lovers a.re portra~ted 

in the hey-dey of their passion. The joy of the experience 

in Part II is heightened by an atmosphere of brightness 

and hope•-in appropriate oontrast to the spirit of exultant 

resignation to f'ate that pervades this later passage. 

Mingled with this, however, is a sense of happiness in the 

fulfillment of their passion. Nature is in accord with 

both the theme and atmosphere as is seen in the following 

lines: 

Day by day 
The mighty moorlands and the sea-walls grey, 

( 1) Swinburne,. A. c .• , Tr is tram of Lyonesse, p. 87. 



The brown bright waters of the green tells that 
sing 

One song to rocks and flowers and birds on wing, 
Beheld the joy and glory that they had,: 
Passing, and hO\v the v1bole world made them glad, 
And their great love was mixed with all things great} 
As life being lovely, and yet being strong :like :rate. 

. . . (l) . . ' 

Their time is spent in hunting, in boating; in wandering 

over the moorland, and in quiet "communing of things past.tt 

The conversation turns to Merlin, "the great good·wizard·," 

as ·Tristram nam~s him, in whose doom•-or reward..;.- of love 

,the two see an illustration o:r the fate that ·may be theirs. 

Into their tallt comes. something of wistful~ yearning, 

especially when Iseult expresses' regret that ·he·r full and 

complete love has yet brought Tristram but "peril and 

sleepless watches," ttfearful breath of dread" more bitter 

than .death. In the end the lovers look forward to 

happiness and peace in ·a death that will fore.var· unite them. 

With consummate art Swinburne· closes this passage with its 

overhanging atmosphere ot fate by a brief natu1"e desorip""" 

tion. The· '·soun<ling soft funereal shor~,·" the ttfar gray 

sky," the "long grey sea, tr· the "sweet mist ·of moor and 

lea," snd the "s11enoe of the night" are in pertect harmony 

w1 th the emotional tone of· t.his· .part of the poem. 

While Tristram and Iseult of Ireland are enjoying 

their 'fevi brief hours of respite before their tragic end" 

the other Iseult is waiti'ng "~n her home· in Br·ittany for 

her husband's return._ Part VII, "The Wife's V"igil~" is'· 

devoted entirely.to her and to the- change wrought in her 

(1) Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of Lyonesse, pp. 93-4. 
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natur~ from the sweet.spirit manifest in her youth to 
the present one of bitterest jealousy and hatred., The 
scene has almost no narrative- element, no digressions, no 
relief from the one chord that vibrates through Iseult's 
whole being. This.section also forms a counterpart to 

Part V, whio;ti. desorib~s Iseult of Ireland, whose pa~sionate 
cry of love is opposed to the passionate cry of hate here; 
the one shows sacrif'ioi~l. d~fense of Tristram, the other 
e:Xultant blame. Both parts are compact; both sustain but 
one emotion to which all others become subordinate. 

With clear cut.lines Swinburne dra~s the portrait 
of Iseult of B~ittany. F~rst jealousy oonsumes_her hope and 
drives out love,. only to be replaced wit~ .hate.. In the 
bitterness of her lonely li~e she calls down God's judgment 
upon the two who have wronged her. As wrath possesses her 
she loses the sense of being wronged and beoomes sel:f'-
righteous, insolently so, until her soul exults in the 
fate and retribution that she reels must come to the lovers. 
She prays that she may be "the sword" that shall bring 
judgment upon them. Here again Swinburne uses nature 
to deepen the effect of the emotion. The wild fuDy of 
Iseult is reflected in the harsh northwest wind which 

seems to speak to her incensed soul, ::and as the day passes, 
to carry with it not darkness but death. 

From these highly emotional scenes, chiefly 
lyrical, the reader turns in Part VIII, "The Last Pilgrimage," 
to one of greater narrative interest. The keynote of the 
section is indicated-by.the opening lines in a.lyric 



addressed to Love but hinting of the «shadow of night" 
. . .. . ' 

that is soon to fall. The' action takes· place some time 

after the life at, J"oyous Gard whence Iseult had been 

restored to lier husband and Tristram. oalledc"to the aid of 

a neighboring ki~ whose kingde>m was beset by the giant 

Urgan. ·Tristram, now the knight seeking fame, starts out 

High-hearted with desire of happy f1e,ht 
And strong in soul with merrier sense of might 
Than since the fair fil .. s.t years that hailed hini 

· knight: 
For all his will was. toward the war, so long 
Had love repressed and wrought his glory wrong, 
So far the triumph and so fair the praise 
Seemed now that kindled all his April days. . . (1) .. 

With characteristic acceptance .or his rate. Tristram turns 

from the happy hours at Joyous Gard wi~th a renevred interest 

in adventure. Follow~ng the battle-with Urgan,. which 1s 

described with oonsid~rable vividness, Tristram sets sail 

for Brittany. His soul finds com:rort in the sun and earth 

and sea, favorite elements with Sw:f.nburne. Mingled, hm11ever, 

with Tristrrun's joy in the world about him and suggested by 

it i~ his yearning for Iseult. IIe fee-ls, too, a foreboding 

or approaching death or tragedy; yet as ha retmlls his love,· 

there comes a. oonsoiousness of hope--- and 9f happiness, what-

ever the end may be. 

Soon Tristram lands onthe shores of Brittany; but 

scarcely has he done so when a knight bearing his own name 

prays ror aid in rescuing his bride., It is a. bit of 

dramatic irony that leads-him to make his request in the 

name o~ Tristram's wif~-,- Iseult of' the White Bands. Bi.dding 

( 1) Swinburne, A. c., Trist.ram o:r Lyonesse, p. 115. 
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Ganhardirie carry the message'. of his quest to Iseult, 

Tristramagain starts on an adventure of knightly honor. 

Ganhardine goes to his s1$ter with the news, but can hardly 

believe the change in her nature that her bitter, ironical 

answer indicates. Th,is brie·:r scene between brother and 

.and sister helps to make more real and vital the character 

of Iseult of Brittany and helps also to maintain the 

rea.derts sympathy for the lovers. The interest then turns 

to Tristram again. The famous swimm.1ng soene is introduced 

after which the narrative pµrries on with the account of 

the winning of the quest •. the wounding of Tristram., his 

intense suf~e1~ing• Iseult's ·cold reception of him as he 

is carried into his castle by his men., and the dark spells 

that her· wrathful eyes seem to cast upon him~ 

The note of foreshadowing with which Part VIII 
' closes is strengthened 1n·the.opening lines of the final 

_section of the poem, "The Sailing of the Swan." The 

fulfillment of fate as it concerns love and as it is 

illustrated in the lives of Tristram and Iseult becomes 

'the theme of this closing passage. In .the first four 

pages Swinburne, not in the guise of any character 1n the 

tale. but in his.own, gives the long address to rate. As 

the prelude with its invocation to love announces the theme 

of the poem,-this passage with its invocation to rate 

becomes the epilogue. To Swinburne both love and fate are 

eterna1 :rorces in the world--forces from which man cannot 

escape, but with which he may grapple heroically. Thus 

the reader is prepared to view the death or the lovers, not 
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so much a lost battle as a noble achievement and the 

lovers worthy or sympathy and admiration tc» the last. 

After three nights of keeneat suft'ering, · Tris·tram, 

lying in his castle in Brittany. so longs for the presence 

of' the loved Iseul t that he sends· Ganhardine for her, 
giving him the "trotl1-plight ring" with which to gain 

audience with the queen.. ·In his fevered ravings the dying 

knight raoalls his amorous past as his wife sits nea», her 

jealous wrath bu1 .. ning her words into silence. Finally, as 

he expresses a fear that death with its h·ealing power may1_ 

not come, she is made to answer in words or poignant, 

dramatic irony,·. 

Fear not bu·t death shall oome---and after dea·th 
J'udgment. 

' ( l) 

The hate of Iseult of Brittany is well sustained through 

this soene, reaching its climax in her false announaement 
of the approaching ship bearing a black sa.11. Tristram 

tries·to rise to see for himself but falls dead. With 

excellent directness, Swinburne tells of the queen's arrivalt 
the wail of the people 'for the dead, the blow to the queen's 
heart; and her death at the side of her lover. ·By means 

of a .scroll around·Tristrnm's sword Mark learns of the cause 

of the lovers' passion. In.grief he murmurst 
Had I wist,-

Ye had never sinned nor died thus, nor had I 
So sore a part of sorrow. 

(2) 

Mark builds a chape1 wherein their bodies are interred, but 

(1) Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of ·Lion~, p. 141. 
( 2) 1!?.!S.·' p. 150. 
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as tim~ passes it falls into the sea and ts· ·swallowed up 

by the v1aves and no trace oi' it is left. This final burial 

of' the lovers in the waters whose music has been tlle 

accompaniment for the :varying emotions of the whole poem 

indicates Swinburne's fineness of poetic sense. The last 

lines mark .. the subsidence of. passion and the gaining of 

rest 1'that no love can give,'t as over the pair forever 

continue 
~he light and sound and darkness of the sea. 

Thus on a more or less comprehensive scale has 

Sw~nbur~e built his· poem. He has used the·old story with 

greater completeness. both directly and by allusiont than 

have any of the other poets v1hose works are treated in this 

paper. But while he has chosen narrative material he has 

selected from it with dramatic values in mind; o.nd handled 

the larger part of it lyrioally. This is not surprising, 

however, when one considers Swinburne's temperament and 

·cast of mind. The choice ot the legend dealt with, the 

theme that runs :through it, ~the atmosphere tha~ surrounds it, 

~he interpretation of character, and the poetic expression 

a.re all typically Swinburne's. 

The congeniality of the subject, the author's 

conception of love and rate, and the mood accompanying the 

th~me have already been suggested. The fact that the 

material Vias literary, remote in time from his own, did not 

deter ~winburne from treating it subjectively, for to an 

llll;Usual degree he was able to project himself into any story 

or into any age that had a definite appeal to him, as he 
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~fd .in this tale ot: passionate .love in its elementa:t 

setting •. Moreover, he had a marked abhorrence of changing 

the essentials o:r mediaeval matter. This. accounts, therefore, 

for the little invention .of incident in Tristram of 

;Lyonesse; Swinburne,. with a ·deep reverence for .t.he great 

themes of the imagination,. which he felt, we:re given to man, 

not createq by him tor a single age, kept close to the 

twelfth oentury sources. He maintains this mediaeval 
. . . 

atmosphere ~Y the _uso of the love potion; by the primitive 

·traits he eives to the characters, especially to Tristrrun, _, 

the knight, the harper,. the lover of dogs; by the elemental 

love and fate which he describes; and by the use of nature 

not only to create atmosphere but .sometimes to motivate the 

soliloquies. The frequent allusions to Merlin and his 
magical rate also help to preserve acreeiing of mysticism 

and strangeness that belongs to the Middle Ages. 

It i~, however, 1n the interpretationof characters 

that Swinburne's own personality is most clearly evident~ 

To Tristram, whom ·he ide~:ilizes, he gives his own joy in 

radiant landsoa:pes and his nrdent love of the sea. The 

poet'f!3 enthusiasm runs riot when he describes Tristram1 s · 

rowing in the storm scene or Part I. The. music and triumph 

of the strong strokes of the oars, the vigor that drives 
them and the speed with which they carry.the boat along 

serve as an outlet for Swinburne's own love of battling 
/ 

with the _sea. The same is true ot the two swimming scenes. 
But it is in more ·the.n 1ove of nature that Tr1st~am re.veals 
the poe:t himself. The burning ardor or the former's love 
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passion.is only an expression of the exuberance and 

completeness with which Swinburne delighted in abandoning 

himself ·to· any emotion; and love was the emotion into 

which he. could enter most rapturously. Closely associated 

with love in the poet•.s mind was the consciousness of an 

overhanging fata, and he puts into Tristram's experience 
an· exultant acceptance of it, even though he must fight 

to escape the end it may have for him. Because of this 

acceptance Tristram can turn from the sweet hours of the 

queen's pleasanoe or of' Joyous Gard and find o6nsolat1on 
in nature and pleasure in adventure. The heroism with which 

Tristram a.pproaohes death shows SVTinburne•s own ideal of 
how man should take his part in a struggle in whioh he must 

inevitably fail~ but one in which his mettle ia revealed 
by bis attitude toward the experience, influenced as it is 

by love and rate·. 

Although Swinburne draws the portrait of the hero 

with a great deal of vividness and reality, he limits the 

two Iseults.to scarcely more than personifications or single 

emotions; the> one or· love, the other or hate. Ona hardly 

thinks of Iseult of Ireland as experiencing any other passion 

than love. nor of having any.other interest than.one pertain-

ing to its fulfillment. Thus, while she is not Swinburne's 

.ideal or womanhood, she is his ideal of a person under the 

delirium of romantic ardor. But the poet is almost as great 

a hater as he is a lover-; hence, his success in portraying 

the intense hatred of Iseult, the \7ife. He does, hm-::ever, 

whether by aoctdent or design, .m...qke of the younger woman a 
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more r0al persow than ,her. namesake• · Her malice ·has· a 

more normal development and :passes through more stages.· than 

doas the love of Iseult of' Ireland.. In ·addition. to: her· · 

conversations with Tristrrun: a11d ·11er soliloquies,. her 

relations to her brother Ganhardine reveal her changing 

personality. Consequently, ·though less space is devoted to 

her, the reader is better acqua~nted with her· than with h.ar 

rival. One knows the_ older Iseult ohiefly·through 

soliloquies, when to be sure, her innermost soul is -laid 

bare, and through her relations to her lover, when also she 

is in an eostaoy of jciy or grief. 

Of the few other characters introduced, only Mark 

has any :personality in his own right. Ile- is the Mark or· 
the Thomas version, mild, almost unsuspecting, generous,. 

forgiving, and regretful of his share in the. trag~.e deaths. 

Swinburne weaves·him into his theme by having even the 

wronged husband recognize the transcendent power of love 

and fate. 

The poet •·s style is as definitely a result of his 

individuality as are his conception and interpretation of 

characters. The hurried, melodic sweep of his verse is a 

direot expression of his own exuberant temperament. Ile is 

a metrical artist and perhaps·no poem better shows the 

details by which he attains. this excellence than does this 

one. He uses the rhymed couplet; but, instead of "stopped" 

lines, he makes almost constant use of·enjambement except 

in the Prelude which is written in heroic couplets. He 

frequently substitutes for an·iambus an anapest, a foot 



mo1~e adapted to imaginative and suggestive expression than 

the· .former. Freque11t. ·almost excessive,. alliteration, 

combined with a :preference ror-·liquid sounds, contributes 

greatly. to the musical effect which makes Swinburne's 

verse distinctive. Illustrations are superflous, for almost 

any passage chosen at i 11andom will reveal examples of these 

qua1ities:. · Pa.rt of Swinburne•s. success in music of 

expression, moreover, is .due to the constunrnate art with 

which he .. chooses the right V1orda His r:ords nnd phrases 

are hardly memorable in themselves but for what they 

contribute to an entire passage, for their blending with 

.the atmosphere and emotional life or the whole. Yet with 

all his mastery of words~ the range of his poetic vocabulary 

is comparatively narrow •. He seizes upon certain words not 

so much for their intellectual iniport as ror tonal end 

connotative value, and then uses them in an infinite variety 

-of combinations. Thus nr·oem-flowers of the sea'' and other 

expressions are so overworked that they lose their exao·t 

meaning and become abstractions. To other words he definitely 

and effectively attributes symbolic ~ignif'icance, as to 

the sea, the wind, the stars, the sun. Swinburne has a 
:rondness for oo1or impressions and uses .them freely to 

heigl1ten or sustain emotionaLmoods: white is a favorite 

and he uses it 1n many combinations; red he associates with 

love, and green with hope. His poetry has the gorgeous, 

ornate effects.that st;J$eest much_ rp.etorioal imagery; e.nd 

yet,. ex?ept for perso~i:f'ioa t ion, figures of speech are 
• ·- I.·-;;: '~ 

comparatively rare. He gains.the rich, vivid p~ctures that 
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are so characteristic of' him largely by elaborate care in 

regard to details rather than by comparison. Although he 

is always master of his language, it tends to overstimulate 

him until he is swept away by nsheer delight of verbal and 

metrical artifice" and lets "decoration overflood con-

struction." Thus this more or less regular rhythmic sv;ell 

of' rhymed verse and the almost delirious use of words tend 

to produce a strange dream-like quality that often obscures 

the thought. Swinburne himself' foresaw the danger when he 

spoke of "the dulcet and luscious form of verbosity which 

has to be guarded against." (l) 

A second quality of Swinburne's style in this poem 

is his temperamental use of nature. He sees it always in 

perfect harmony with man's spirit. The dawning of love is 

ushered in by the freshness and beauty of a·morning on the 

sea; the jealous hatred of the younger Iseult is reiterated 

by the wild wind; the waves are ever responsive to the· 

emotional moods of the lovers •. Doubtless the poet's own 

worship or. the sea led him to associate it chiefly with 

those two passion-tossed lovers. 

Perhaps no finer illustration of the musical 

accompaniment o:f wind and wave can be_ found in English poetry 

than the choral response to the_passionate prayer ot Iseult 

of Ireland as she gives utterance to the varying strains of 

the one emotion that consumes her. (2) In the first wild 

delirium. of her petition she becomes defiant end glories in 

(1) Nicblson, Harold, Swinburne, P• 5. 
(2) Swinburne, A. c., Tristram of L:[onesse, pp. 79-86. 



her love and i·n what she terms the "perfection Of her 

transgr.ession.~" ~o _this the storm utters its avenging 

re.frain: 

And swordlike was the sound of the iron wind, 
And- as a breaking b~ttle was the sea. 

Then in her sudden remembranoe that Tristram is losing his 

hope of salvation through their passion, she reveals the 

sacrificial character of her love as in agony of soul she 

prays, 

Let me be 
Hated of ·him so he be lmved of thee, 
Lord: for I would not have him with me there 
Out of thy sight·and love in the unlit air, 
Out of thy sight in the unseen hell where I 
Go gladly, going alone, so thou on high 
Lift up his soul and love--

while outside her castle walls 

As a full field charging was the sea 
And as the cry of slain men was the wind. 

But realizing that answer ·to her prayer ~vould mean eternal 

separation from her lover, she calls out for him and yearns 

for his presence until 

All~their past came wailing in the wind, 
And all their future thundered in the sea. 

Her prayer changes then to a loud cry for one hour of love 

as she has known· it, to which tbe elements mutte:r their 

rebuke: 

·And as man's. anguish clamouring cried the wind, 
And as God's anger answering rang the sea. 

Soon comes t·o her the consciousness of her guilt and she 

grows wrathf'ul and bitter in her acousutions; but the next 

instant she is aware o:f God's understanding and compassion. 

Yet that thought only le_a;as her to· meditation on the great-
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ness or Tristram.' s love to her, and with it :co..mes a 

quieting effect echoed by the music of the vanishing storm: 

A.hd like man's heart relenting sighed the wind, 
And as God's wrath subsiding sank the sea. 

In the closing words of her prayer 'Iseult pleads \Vith. 

infinite yearning that whateve·r be their· ·aoom ·.1t may not 

separate her and Tristram. And with this 

heaven stirred eastward, and there came 
Up tlle rough ripple a labouring light like flame, 

an ·emblem of hope to her. Her soul has now spent itself' 

in the v1ildness of her petition and she turns again to the 

dog Hodain, and her heart .finds comfort in· tears. Here the 

poem rises to the highest emotional level and.is ln no way 
v1eakened by tl1e over~elaboration that sometimes quiets and 

dulls Swinburne's readers instead of stimulating them. 

Another example of Swinburnets use of nature is 

found in the famous s\1imming scene. The incident occurs. 

just before the battle in which Tristram receives his mortal 

wound. rrot only does. nature respond to him but it animates 

his thoughts and eives significance to them. The passage 

is marred only py. the long digressions in which the poet 

describes the sea and analyzes in detail the hero's feelings 

as he plunges into the water. In spite of these deviations, 

however, the scene is unsurpassed in vigor and beauty of 

pictorial effects. One other example may be noted~ the 

final burial of the 1overs in the ocean that had for a long 

tirne echoed their jqys and ~riefs.. The peace that is theirs 

in death is associated with- cosmic toraes of' the world and 

in a return to the universal, harmonious processes of nature. 



Sw;inburne is less sensitive to structural form 
,/~-- ~ ~ . 

than to metrical. He laoks the qualities or a narrative 

arti~t; an exploit leads him to pause and rhapsodize on 

the e.mot~ons it suggests rather than to move to the next 

step in the action. He cannot develop a straightforward 

plot. Always.his narrative tends to become an extended 

lyric. He does, however, have dramatic ability, and with 

real skill he chooses his scenes, always mindful of the 

significance of the event and the intensity of the 

situation and its relation to his main theme of love and 

hatee: In these he preserv:es 'the 1nte1"est 1n events by 

carefully chosen allusions to incidents in the legend which 

tend ·to keep in the reader's mind ·the continuity of the 

pl~t, even though the emphasis is up.on the passions thus 

·aroused. Contrast is tlie devioe he most oommonly uses to 

enforoe his emotional moo.d and emphasize the .. unity of the . 
poem. Moreover, frequent repetition, constant, varied use 

or nat.ure, reiter~tion of theme contribute toward the 

building up of the po~m as a whole. The unity or balance 

of the poem on the other hand, however, is sometimes 

weakened by Swinburne's capriciousness. He lets himself 

be led into long digressions.which detract from the develop-

ment of .his theme. ·For example, one becomes so interested 

in Tr1stram.'s account o"f Morgause that it is only with 

effort that he returns to the description or the first 

symptons of love between Tristram and Iseult. 

Critics of Swinburne have been almost unanimous 

in their praise of the lyrical and metrical qualities of 



Tristram of' Ly:onesse~ and of: its expression of emotion. 
. . 

·Mr. Welby says it is "unrivalled for long sustained passion~ 

for rapture maintainedat a pitch..one.would suppose 

possible only. in brief lyrics." (1) But he also calls it 
' ' 

a "su,.blime failure•" chiefly because the style is monotonous 

and not in keeping with tbe narrative subject. (2} Edmund. 

Gosse gives a similar verdict.· But he calls the "prelude" 

as·"learned and brilliant a piece of vers1:r1aation" as 

is met with in "the v1hole of English literature;t' and he 

says that ror "sustained splendor of language the zodiac 

of' amorous constellations is unequalled. n· {3) Mro Wood-

berry considers the work "m·ost repres~ntative of his 

[Swinbur~e's] qualities, each at its best." (4) 

ThE:l poem with all its virtues and weaknesses must 

stand as a magnificent performance, best enjoyed by those 

who are willing to approach it with respect for the author•s 

conception and interpretation of the legend. such an 

·attitude, combined with,.a. spirit of leisure and an abandon-

ment to emotional stimuli, will yield ~he reader a·pleasur-
able experience, one, perhaps,"more often enjoyed· later by 

recalling than by repeating. One turns f'rom it, thrilled 

possibly, but emotionally exhausted. Herein may be the 

chief defect of the worlt. Ev~ry passage so nearly approaches 

a purple one in manner of expression and in intensity of 

passion that the very uniformity produces a sense of fatigue. 

(1) Welby, T. Earle, Swinburne: A Critical Stuiz, p.lBO. 
(2) Ibid., p. 237. 
(3) Gosse, Edmund, The Life of Algernon Chas. Swinburne, fP· l.c.'1.-3 
(4) WoodberrJ, Geo. E., Swinburne, p. 29. 



It' lacks heights and depths that a more narrative trea,tment 

·might have yielded. Yet Swinburne never could have made it 

other than he did. 

In the last anaiysis·Tristram of Lyonesse stands 

as an intimate study of the poet's own emotional life. 

Passion,1 not fate, is Swinburne's chief interest; but to 

give passion fUllest .Play he makes it a direct fulfillment 

of fats.. :tn treating this dual theme he reveals the lovers' 

reactions to.fate as impersonal. not limited to one time 

or place, but as cosmic and eternal. He shows his belief 

in the fundamental unity of the world and the harmony of 

creation. The sun, the wind, the sea, therefore, are ever 

in tune with man's experiences. Back of these experiences 

and ever leading them, is fate. The universe is in its 

grasp. To Sv1inbu1·ne, only revolt and resistance are \Vorthy. 

Consequently, passion leads not to misery and bitter 

wailing, but to a heroia failure which was inevitable from 

the first, but which en~obled man by his struggle against 

it. 



CF..APTER ·FIVE 

Tristram's End 
by 

Laurence Binyon 

An antithesis of Swinburne's poem in .almost every 
respeot is the n.Elxt treatment of the legend, th~t of' Mr. 

Laurenoe.Binyon. Where the form.er gives a comprehensive 
. . 

recital of the main outline of events from the first 

introduction of Iseult of Ireland into the story to the 
end,. the latter oonfines"its.materiai to a mere fragment 

at the close of the hero's lite; the one is exuberant,. over-

flowing, exultant in joy and grief,. the other quiet,.. 

restrained, regretful; the one. conceived on a grand .scale 
and exeouted with the flourish of abounding vigor .• the 

other a small thing exquisitely done by a man sensitive 
rather than impassioned. In onlyone·particular·oan the men 

claim kinship; both are scholars.and their work shows the 
influence of a love of books and an acquaintance with ltTe 
through literature. 

Mr. Binyon's poem, "Tristram's End," was written 
thirty years ago when.the author was scarcely that many 

years of age. (1) What led him to the material we do not 

know, but at least he was sufficiently interested in it to 

(l) Mr. Binyon says in a letter dates .October 22 1927, 
"It is thirty years since that poem('Tristram's End'j was 
written." 



prepare a scenario for a play on the subject a few years 

later~. though the play itself was never written. (1) Mr. 

Binyon 11mits himself as to sources more than any other 

poet studied.,. Hts text reveals a vary close following of 

the version of Thrnnas·of Brittany as translated by ·the 

poett Gottfried. He seems to catch the gentle, kindly 

spirit of these two, and from the translation be makes 

judicious and sparing selections for his own. He uses 

·directly only the few events connected with .the deaths ot 
Tristram anc1 Iscult and alludes to such earlier incidents 

as he needs to clarify.and heighten his selected scenes. 

Accordingly he makes reference to the killing of Morolt 

and.Tristram's consequent wound from the poisoned sword of 

the giant, Trist:ram's going to Ireland to seek healing of 

the Irish queen, his harp playing, and his pretense at 

being shipwrecked. the drinking of the love-potion, the 

loyalty of Rual and Brangian; and Tristram's dropping leaves 

into the stream that flowed through Isoult's apartments as 

a signal for·har to meet him. 

Thus·the poem is scarcely more than a fragment; it 

contains but four hundred and twenty-two lines divided into 

three parts. Part I describes Tristram in his fatal illness 

awaiting the coming of Q,ueen Isoult, for whom a. messenger 

has been sent. Beside him watches his wife, her kindly, 

compassionate nature struggling against the pangs of jealousy. 

The atrife reaches its climax when 

" ••••• with eyes bright in divining dread, 
Hardening her anguished heart she bends above his head. 

(1) Letter o.f Mr. Binyon, October 22·, 1927. 
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•o Tristram!--How her low voice strangely rings1•-
'There comes a ship, ah, rise not, turn not pale. 
I know not ?rhat this means, it is a sail 
Black, black as night 1" She sho·t her word; and fled." 

. (1} . 
This quick, realistic passage with its terse, almost 

epigrammatic close is follov1ed by the weakest part of the 

entire poem, the meeting ot .the lovers. A situation tha_t 

should be strong in genuineness or emotion becomes almost 

sentimental. The efreot, however·• is counteracted by scattered 

bi ts ·or charming poetry,. such as tl1e following.: 

"••·······the breeze 
Blows like a blue oloak; and now 
Like .magic brought to his divining e_ars. 
A voice, that empties all the earth and sky, 
Comes clear across the water, nrt is Iln . 

{2) 

Part II is dramatic in :rorm and.feeling, and recounts 
the lovers' last hours together. Through their conversation 

come all the allusions to the earlier incidents of the 

legend. The poem gathers momentum both in interest and 

intensity, checked only by the cold regularity of' ·a1te'rnating 

speeches exactly eight lines. in length. A note, hardly o:r 
. . . 

tragedy or.fate, but rather of plaintiveness pervades this 

section--and indeed the whole poem--deepening into melancholy 

in the next part; Despair is present for a mo~ent, but it 

gives place to regret and then to comforting memories of the 
i ,, ... 

triumphs that love has brought in spite of strife, tears, 

failure; and dismay. Much is made of the sad sweetness.' ot 
the :past and the passionate joy of the present-a joy which 

has now come too late. It is in this irony or fate that the 

(l} Binyon, Laurencet Selected Poems, PP• 23•24. 
( 2) 1!U:S!.. 'r. 25 • 



tragedy comes, though one feels it not so much tragedy 

as very deep and moving pathos. This, however, becomes 

tinged with bi~terness when Tristram says, 

''Only joy we meant, 
Yet woe and wrong we have wrought. 
I vowed a vow in the dark, 
And thee, who wart mine, I gave 
For a word's sake, to King Markl 
Words., words have digged our graves • . . . ., ........ . 
Acourst be still that day, 
When lightly I vowed the king 
Whatever he might pray 
Home to his hands I'd bring% 
Thee, thee he asked! And I 
Who never feared man's sword, 
Yielded myself to a lie, 
To save the truth of a word." 

{l) 

Indeed from this struggle of Tristram and Isoult 

to harmonize a double loyalty: loyalty to Mark and the man-

made promises given to him innocently, and loyalty to the 

love that had· unconsciously developed in them and was beyond 

their power to limit or control--from this struggle springs 

the most poignant passion of the entire poem. Thia is the 

thing which makes it stand apart from the other six 

1nterpret~t1ons o..r the legend. Isoult· voices the nobility 

of this conflict-~and its tutility--when she says, 

'!When last we said farewell, 
gemember how we dreamed 
Wild love to have learned to quell; 
Our hearts grown wise we deemed. 
Tender, parted friends 
we vowed· to be; but the will 
Of Love meant other· ends. 
Words fool us, Tristram, still." 

. { 2) 

This last line is like a "leit-motit" running through the 

(1) Binyon, Laurence, Selected Poems, p. 30. 
(2) ~ •• pp. 31-32. 



entire poem, but wvith more force and power in this part,.. 

With fine skill the poet carries the conversation on to the 

emotional clirD.ax, acoompanied·and heightened by.the dashing 

of the dim waves without the castle walls. The last stanza 

is broken into three speeches, brief, ~ense, genuine, and 

closes with Isoult•s passionate cry to her lover, 

tl() leave ·me· not in the grave 
Of the dark worldt Me too taket 
Save me, 0 Tristram1 savel n 

"· . (1) 

Part III begins w1th,a quiet nature lyric~ a direct 

and fitting contrast to the dramatic o~loae of the previous 

soene. All night long the calm, slow waters roll on the 

shore, 

"And fall in soft thunder, and upsurge 
For ever out of unexhausted night." 

. . (2) 

Human death is present, but the sea voices no dirge of grief. 

The morning steals softly into the room and with it comes 

the faltering tread ot the young wife, learning by keen 

degrees 

"That with the dawn her widowhood is· there. 11 

(3) 

Sharp and piteous is her cry of woe as she remorsefully 

upbraids herself for her part in the tragedy~ Recognizing 

the infinite power of such a love as theirs, she calls for 

the "wedding robes," prepares a bier, and sends ~ristram and 

Isoult back to Cornwall ·with her last sad, submissive words, 

(ll Binyon, Laurence, Selected Poems. P•· 34. 
( 2 Ibid., p. 34. 
( 3) Ibid., ·p. 35. 



ending in a.dolorous wail• 

ncarry him hence~ proud queen, for he . is thine, 
Not mine, not mine, not mine.l '' 

(1) 

·The scene then changes to Tintngel where the lonely 

Mark each day looks eagerly southward for the return of his 
: . .. 

queen. He is the .kindlyt ·forgiviilg Marl{ ~f the ~omaa 

. version, aware now that love .had a claim superior to his.· 

Stupid, unsuspecting he may_·h~ve be~n, but. he recognizes 

with rare penetration not only the power of tate but also 

the greatness of human fidelity and devotion and the sore 

wres tl·tng of Tris tram's ~ove for I soul t with his oath to 

the kine; and Mark knows that death has left him "loyal unto 

both. '1 The pathos strikes its deepest note in the closing 

1ines Of the poem when the aged man, the Viotim Of 

circumstances, looks on death and says, 

"But I lack all things that ever I had, 
My wife, my fri.end, yea 1 even my jealous raee;" 

.. . (2) 

and to Isoult he murmurs, 

".And now the end is cane, alone I stand, 
And the hand that lies in thine is not my hand," 

(3) . 
. . 

an echo to the wail or Isoult of Brittany as she saw the 

sails· carry the funera.1 bier away. 

The style of the composition indicates the careful 

and discerning word artist that Mr. Binyon is. His poetic 

expression is the result ot scholarly culture and a nature 

{l) Binyon, Laurence, Selected Poems, P• 37. 
( 2) 1..Q.lQ.., P• 59. 
{3) ~., p~ 40. 



sensitive to beauty~ Mr~ Maynard says that in.spite of 

oertaindefeots he. is perhaps ~he best·balarioed of the 
living poets~ (l} Ho\vever true that may' be, the poet here 

seems to have an origlnal inspiration t·o recognize manta 

striving :ror the highes.t in 1ove and beauty,. and to express 

it in words that are always discriminating and occasionally 

of unusual force and charm. One could hardly express more 

in a whole page than is found in the·.following brief 

sentence: "She shot her word, and fled,." Many of the 
passages al1"eady quoted illustrate .the beauty of diction. 
Figures or speech are rare· but effective. Alliteration and 

repet1t1on·are perhaps overworked, especially the latter, 

.Ona almost suspects that repetition is sometimes used for 
the purpose of buoying up a cooled passion· or resuscitating 
an over-restrained one. 

Mr·. Binyon makes use of the conventional meters, 

varying them to suit the ebb and flow of emotion. Parts 
I and II, which are largely lyric and narrative, are written 

in iambic pentameters with frequent li~es of three feet and 
at least one of two. The serious note pervading the poem 
is struck at once by the initial trochees in the first 

lines. Alternating rhymes and rhyming ~o~plets a.re :·common 

throughout the production. The meter of Part II with, its 
dialogue between Tristram and Isoult of Ireland is almcat 

entirely in three beat lines; and the iambus.is the usual 

rhythm. Only in one passage do anapests prevail. Here 
. . ' 

their quick, light movement suggests the thrill and dreamy 

(1) Maynard, Theodore, Our Best Poets: English and 
American, Chap. XI. 



happiness of the incident recalled. 

ttisoult, let it all. be a dream, 
The days and the deeds, let them be 
As the bough that I cast on the stream 
And that lived but to bring.thee to me; 
As the leaves that r·broke from the bough 

·To float by the window, ·and say 
That I waited thy coming--0 now . 
Thou art come, let the world be as theyt " . . ( 1) 

It 1s·ohiefly in this evenness and beauty of 

expression and in the unity o~ design combined with the 

high ideals underlying the conception of the poem that 

~Ir• 'Binyon .most truly reveals himself. Moreover, he often 
• inserts his own reflections on human nature and conduct 

as.called forth by the events transpiring in the poem. Thus 
he ,comments on the younger Isou1t.'s deceit: 

"Tenderest·hearts by pain grow oft the. bitterest 
And haste to wound the thing they love the beat." 

. . ( 2) 

Nature is used only sparingly and then for adornment except 

1n the description o:r the quiet of the sea on the night of 

the tragedy when it seems brought in for its ·contribution 

to the th~ught back of the action. Here, like Arnold, Mr. 

Binyon views nature.calmly performing her function reeardless 

o:r man's turmoil. and strife.· 

He pays little attention to the creation or a 

mediaeval atmosphere~ which some poets have felt essential 

to the appropriate treatment of the legend. The poem is 

definitely of the nineteenth century, influenced greatly by 

the ideals ot the Vio.torian age in whioh it was written, and 

(l} Binyon, Laurence, Selected Poems, pp. ~2~33. · 
(2} ~·• P• 23 •. 



by the· kin~ly, refined, scholarly .temperam~nt of the 

author; it lacks.much of.the overflowing passion that other 

poets have found inherent in· .. the materiall!t "Tristram•s 

End" is perhaps not· a great poemt but it is one in wbioh 

genuineness o:r emotion and intense and.varied reactions 

against the powers or rate find simple and vivid expression. 

All these, ho\!'rever, seem chastened, refined~. and under 

restraint. The conception of' the characters. is .not out.;. 

standing; but eaohof" the four·is given a clean,·finely 

drflwn portrait; entirely: ln keeping v1ith the. source material 

and at, the same ti..rne. hav.1ng .those distinguishing ma1·k·S that 

j~stify.a new telling of.-the:stocy • 

. Almost no oritlcal comments on the poem have been 

available. Of the volume of Selected Poems which· includes 
this treatment the Greensboro Daily News·of Morth Carolina 

is quoted by the Book Review· Die;es·t for 1922 ·.as characterizing 

Mr. Binyon' s poetry thus: "His verses are full at ,a'':beauty, 

which if not of the highest order ot·1ovel~ness.1a·stil1· 

beauty." This comment ap:tly·applies to the· poem under 

disousa1on. Only one direct.criticism to .it has been found. 
Mr. Harold Williams says,. "The third part of 'Tristram's 

End' is finely conceived and impassioned." (1) On the whole, 

the poem, though scarcely more than a fragment, stands ·as 

an enrichment of the old legend. 

( 1) Williams, Harold~ Modern English Writers, p. 84. 
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. CH!w...,TER SIX 

The Famous Tragedy of the Queen of Cornwall 

by 

· Thomas Hardy 

The twentie.th oentul"J has seen three major 

literary treatments of the nworld's greatest love-tale," 

all of them coming \vithin a pe.riod of five years. Of this 

group the ·aar~iest is by Thomas Hardy with The Famous· 

Tragedy of the queen of Cornwall. The first e·di·t1on was 

printed in Uovember, 1923, when the author was eighty-

three years of age. Hardy, who for a long ·time had been 

eminent as a novelist and had more recently won distinction 

as a poet, found in the Tristram legend congenial material 

for his firs.t real play, ·he himself saying that though 

The. ;oyn.asts was cast in the mould of a drama 1 t was hardly 

intended for the stage. 

Professor Chew suggests.three reasons ·:ror Hardy's 

being drawn to the material: a pract~oal, a sentimental, 

and an antiquarian interest .. (1) For several yea.rs the 

·norohester Players, a group ot amateurs, had presented 

dramatic scenes from the Hardy novels~ and this.play was 

written for them. Second, the ancient site or the trndition 

had a romantic fascination for the poet. The rocky coast 

of Cornwall was the scene of his first successful novel, 

(l} Chew, Samuel C.·, "!sot Ma Drue, Isot M'Amie," 
'New .Republic, 38:23. 



the theme of several of his lyrics, and the place where 

he was assooia ted with those to whom he dedioa tes t11e play. 

Third, Hardy's life-long interest in folk-traditions made 

the legend attractive to him. A :rourth reason may be 

:found in t;b.e fact that the· tale· illustrates one as:peot ot· 

his philosophy of life, man as an unwilling instrument in 

the hands of an inescapable destiny. Whatever the reason 

ror his interest, we do knov1 that it was a theme he had 

in mind for some years; in a letter to Mr.·cockerel1, the 

Director or the Fitzwilllam Museum in Cambridge, 'he says 

·that as early as 1915 or 1916 he had begun work·:'on a:· 

drama Of "Bretonts Helen," but had abandoned it until 1923' 

when it was completed. (1) 

The title :page outlines concisely the purpose and 

general ple.n--"a nevr version of an old story arranged as a 

play for mummers in one act requiring no theater or 

scenery." He then indicates the setting by means of two 

curiously interesting drnwingst one an "Imaginary View ot 
Tintagel Castle a.t the'Time of the.Tragedy" and the other 

an. "Imaginary ASpeot of the Great Hall at the Time of the 

Tragedy." That the production might be acted under the' 

simplest conditions, he briefly suggests the meager stage 

furnishings necessary: rushes strewn across the floor, 

curtains, screens, or oliairs. to denote openings, arid a 

settle spread with skins; '.and the costumes of the players 

which, he says, should be the conventional ones of bright 

(1) Henderson, Archibald, ttThomas Hardy ina Hew Role," 
Forum, 71: 783-790. 
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linens trimmed with ribbon, as in the old mumming shows. 

With due regard to the compression his scheme would require, 

the author chooses to depict only the closing hours in the 

lives of·Tristram and Iseult when events are rushing swiftly 

toward the final catastrophe. For this reason he limits the 

time covered by events to about the time required for 

presentation, and so arranges incidents that they may all 

· take place within the one room. . From this simple plan the 

·drama proceeds. 

The play consists or twenty-four brief scenes 

enclosed within a prologue and an epilogue spoken by :Merlin, 

who "being ageless, deathless," combines the spirit of both 
the past and the future. He presents the situa.tion, 

introduces its tragic theme, and final~y anticipates the 

appraising attitude of the reader by asking that for the 

two women he 

"Judge them not harshly in love 
Whose hold on them was strong; 
Sorrow therein they tasted ot, 
And deeply, and too longl" 

( l} 

Then enter the "shades of dead old Cornish" men and women, 

who in recitatives contribute necessary explanations 

throughout the play, create and maintain an atmosphere or 

moral and philosophical questioning, and often echo the 
~esponse of the reader to the aotion. The presence or 
these spirits of the dead_at all times upon the stage~ 

and their grim sobriety, shorn of all subtleties and dis-

{l} Hardy,, Thomas, The Famous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Cornwall, p. 6. 
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traotions, deepen the note: of sincerity that pervades 

the·work. 

The action begins on the evening of Queen Iseult·•s 

return from her secret voyage· to Brittany, made useless 
by the false report or the sails by Iseult, the wife. 

Events follow each other rapidly-trark•s unexpected and 

suspicious entrance; the current·rumors conoerning·the 
!he o.-rYL ua.l of 

queen i doubt as to Tristram;'s· death; Tris tram~ auivat, · 
A . 

disguised as a. minsdirel; his vrif e's coming; her guileless 

revelations; the lovers' last hours together; Mark's 

treachery; Tristramt,s death; Q.ueen Iseult •·s revenge; her 

suicide by the leap into the sea; the younger IseUlt'.s · 
puzzled comments on the-deed~ just accomplished and,her 
departure in wonderment as to.why and how things have fallen 

out as they have. Then follows the melancholy dirge of the 

chanters and the epilogue spoken by Merlin, in_whioh he 

again refers to man's age~ong query over the problem of· 

life and its attendant ·sufferings .• 

For sources Hardy makes free use of all versions, -

but in the main he follows the B6roul and Malory renderings. 

He keeps the spirit of the former but-uses details lar~ely 

from the latter. Thus the time is during the reign of ~ing 

Arthur; and allusions are made to 1:11m, to Launcelot, and 

to Palomides. Of the seven major interpretations of ·the 

legend treated in this paper this is the only one that 

refers to Tristram's having.been reared by a jealous step-
mother as he is in Malory's· story. (1) The influence of 

(1) Ct. Mr. Carr's play. 



the.Thomas version is.seen in the faot that the love 

potion 1~ of' lasting effect. The unusual fidelity or 

Tristram.'s favorite hound. Houde.in, shown in his leaping 

.to death with Q.ueen Iseult recalls the ve~sion formerly 

attributed to Thomas of Eroeldoun in \¥hioh. he reooun~s 

Roudain's licking from the floor.of the deck the drops of 

the love drink that had fallen there, and of his increased 

devotion to his master--and, we infer, to the mistress 

also. {1} Possibly the conflicting conclusions of the 

legends in the main versions, together with a.desire to 

~dhere to the.classical unity of plaoe,led Hardy to. invent 

a new ending. He does this by combining two old endings 

with some original additions. He uses the· story of the 

sails as in the B~roul and Thomas versions; but, instead 

of Queen Isault's landing on hearing.the wife's false 

message of Tristram's death, she returns to Cornwall. Ho.rdy 

then invents· the incident of' Tristram's reoovery and his 

journey to the castle of Tintagel, to which plaoa he is 

followed by Iseult of Brittany. The author turns to the 

Malory account for Mark's murder of Tristram. But the 

kill.ing or Mark by Queen Iseult and her suicidal death in 

:b'he sea are original in this rendering o:r the legend. 

T)Jemanner of handling the material, the character-

ization, the. style of. writing,· and tha philosophy under-

lying the production are all typical or Hardy, and could 

scarcely have had the same combination in the hands of any 

other poet. The influence of his early training as an 

(1) Maynadier, Howard •. The Arthur of the English Poets, 
p. 162. 
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architect is evident in tne·care and economy of literary 

construction. The play is one of greatest compression, 
almost a f'ive-aot drama confined within the narrow limits 
of a one-aot play; yet nothing essential to the emotional 

intensity or dramatic effect has beensaorifioed thereby~ 

It is only the art of Thomas Hardy that has made this 

possible. With disorinlinating skill he has prepared for 

the culminating moment of the play. Through Merlin the<· 

theme and atmosphere are suggested; a spirit of dark and 

foreboding despair broods over the action. The chanters 
review the necessary fac.ts of the legend; and the immediate 

events are presented with deftness and deliberation. Though 

details are scanty, one a:rter another is carefully set 

forth, seemingly with little attention to feeling. There 

is brevity, yet no spirit ot undue baste. One is conscious, 

however, that inevitably the· actors are being drawn ·to a 
doom, unalterable and invinoibie. On the whole this manner 

or development does.not stimulate the emotions until the 

latter part of' the play; it is a synthetic, intellectual 

method. But this does not mean that there is no high point 
in the drama. Indeed, the very method causes the tragic 

in~ensity of the situation to burst upon one suddenly; and 

only on reflection does one see that the end was carefully 

anticipated. 

It is thus that the reader comes to Scene XX:I where 

tbe passion rises to its highest level• All in the.earlier 

scenes that was light, petulant, fault..:..finding, temporary; 

gives place here to the eternal, elemental qualities which 



are the very essence of· the ·legend. Nowhere is Hardy's 

idea of.the awful presence o'f a great unthinking, uncaring 

Destiny more evident than in this climactic scene. But 
even here the lovers find compensation 1n the rapture of 
their love and in their triumphant acceptance of its doom 

as expre~sed in Tristra.m's final song: 

"If, Love, the night fall on us, da:rk of hope, 
Let us be true, whatever else may be; 
Let us be strong, and without waver cope 
With heavy dooms, dooms we could not foreseel ~ 

' (l) 

A moment passes and Tristram murmurs thoughtfully 

a question about Mark which is answered by the thick voice 

of the king h~mself as he lifts his dagger to deal Tristram 

the fatal blow~ Action is quick and emo.tion tense here, 

each ~ade more effective by the slight lull, in w1;11ob in 
characteristic fashion Tristram. recounts his eminent services 

to his uncle and· cousin. Then follow qu iakly Q.ueen Iseul t • s 

desperate act of murdering Mark and her own renunciation of 

life in ironical. almost defiant terms: 

''I have livedl. I have loved1 ~ O I have loved indeed: 
Mot Heaven itself could size my vast of love?" 
". . . ( 2) 

She rushes to the door in the rear, and in the gloom without 

slowly moun.ts the parapet, from which with arms uplifted in 

farewell she leaps into the sounding eea beneath~ Brangwain 

voices the close harmony of man and nature, which is a 
cardinal point in Hardy's philosophy, when she says: 

"The sea's dark voice last night, the sky's vast 
yawn 

(1) Hardy, Th9mas, The.Fnmous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Cornwall, p. 69. 

( 2} Ibid. J p •. 73. 
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Of hollow bloodshot cloud, mean·t murder, then,. 
As I divined!" 

( 1) 

It is thus by oarerul accumulation o:r details that the poet 

reaches his climax. With equal skill and economy he barely 

hints at succeeding events in order to center final atten-

tion upon the younger Isa.ult with her wide open, childlike 

qu eat ioning. 

Hardy is concise not only in building bis plot, 

but also in the manner of revealing his characters. Few 

details are givc~n, but each o:r the main parsons emerges with 

a clear out portrait, familiar, yet new and distinctive. 

Tristram lacks something of the buoyancy attributed to him 

in most or the other renderings of the legend. His love is 

not quite so exub~rant; it ls still passionate, though 

possibly more settled and subdued. He is the old Tristram, 

however, in his readiness at making excuses and laying 
~nJ . 

blame upon others, (even when he is at the. point of death) in 
~ ( } 

his boastf'ulness·over his accomplishments. Towar~ the two 
. " 

Iseults he preserves well balanced relations. His devotion 

to Queen Iseult is all that a lover of the old story could 

ask; and to her he addresses the lovely little lyric 

beginning• 

-ttLet's meet again to-night, my Fair.'"' 
His attitude toward· the younger Iseult is almost new in thls 

version. His chivalric qualities make him pity her. though 

ha blames her for her tr.eachery. Iler childishness he accepts 

as graciously as he can,. but he reproves her all th.a while. 

(lJ Hardy, Thomas, The· Famous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Cornwallt p. 76. 
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IUs attitude toward her. as revealed in his explanations 

to Iseult of Ireland is almost CO\'tardly and irresponsible--

not at all that of the wandering knight who fought for 

King Rowel and received the gratitude or his whole family 

and tha love or his daughter. The gracious ·courtesy that 

one always associates wiih Tristram is absent. One can 

not say that Hardy fails in his treatment of Tristram. Yet 

the· feeling remains that he:re is not quite the tradi tione.l 

hero. 
More successful are the pictures of the two Iseults. 

Mr. tascelles Abercrombie says that the contest of these 

two is the th1n9 which most v~rsions slur or botch, but it 

is the thirig which Hardy's genius holds best. · (1) At. least 

both wcimen are made very real and human. Iseult of Ireland 

is as completely consumed by the love passion as she 1s in 

Swinburne's poem; she says that love, which is to others 

a. "freakful dainty'' is her "starved, all-day meal." Love 

determines her every action, but at the same time it makes 

or-her a very ·human person; in its behalf she becomes 

~evasive. blaming, sarcastic, petulant. indignant, despair-

ing by turnso She constantly battles between devotion to 

her lover and jealousy of her namesake, with whom she fears 

she must share her love. Yet toward this rival she shows 

one woman's sympathetic understanding of another. Sha 

realizes, even in her jealous passion, the love motive of 

the wife, and with quick keenness of feel.ing sll~ comments 

pointedly, ·"Yes, women are so." .rust as· clearly does she 

(1) Abercrombie,.:Lascelles, "Mr. Hardy's.Play,tt Nation 
and the Athenaeum, 34:591. 
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sense the innate variance or their· natures when she says, 

"Why, she and I pare c>il and water here:- · 
Other than disunite we· cannot be.n 

(l)' 

Another illustration of her penetration of human nature may 

be cited from her conversation with Tristram when l1a 1s 

trying to explain and excuse his marriage, and she answers 

poignantly, 

"A v1oman' s heart has room for one alone; 
A man's for two or tllreet" 

( 2} . 

'11oward BrangV1ain she maintains the privileged air of a 

queen tov1ard her f'avori te maid, as when interrupted by the 

maid's remonstrating comment she calls out impatiently·, 

"Don't speak., Brangwain, but hear me, n (3) 

and again, 

ttBrangwain, I would you did not argue so"(Z) 

But Hardy makes her exalted also. Striking is her courage 

when we know her consciousness of the hopeless· struggle of 

her love against fate. It is thus superb courage that in 

the end enables her to ·exult ove,r the graatness··or her 

passion and challenge Heaven itself to measure the vastness 

o:f it. Fute ·ennobles her nature until of the lew·a and hated 

Mark she can say, 

We will not jeer a·t him: 
Such darkness.overdraws us~ it may whelm 
Us even with him my masterl" {4} · 

( 1) Hardy, Thomas, ~ne JJ:amous Tragad:y of the Ql!een of 
Cornvrall, p. 59. 

( 2) Ibid., p. 39. 
(3) Ibid •• p. 24. 
(4) Ibid., p. 68. 
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It is through these real and lifelike attributes that Hardy 

succeeds bes.t· in individualizing his portrayal of the older 

:rseult. He first makes us feel her humanness; then he 

reve.als the sincerity and power of the emotion that controls 
her~· His treatment is more varied and to that extent more 
successful than that of either Arnold or Swinburne and 

justifies his giving her the title role. 

In this play also we have a distinctive treatment 

of Iseult of' Brittany. She is childlike almost to the point 

ot stupidity, gullible when she should be wary, blundering 
when the greatest of discretion is needed,. ready to abase 

herself before both Tristram and the queen, unoonsoious or 
the lack of convention in her actions, and totally unable to 

understand the love be:tween her husband and the rival Iseult. 

With utter guilelessne-ss she turns from the scene of the 
' ' i:: '· . harsh and revengful murders to comment blandly upon the beauty 

f:'i..... 

of the queen •. Her ve-ry innocence wins our sympathy. Yet 

Iseult of Brittany is ·not_ a ·child only; or if she is, she 

has. a ohild' s unpremeditated grasp of sane of the world's 

eternal questions, :ro~ intuitively she tries to evaluate 

life and with a cry of poignant despair she says of the queen's 

suicide, 

" •••• o she should not 
Have done it to herselft Nor life nor death 
Is worth a special quest." (1) 

In his comment on Iseult of Brittany Mr. Lloyd Morris 

says that fate makes sport of her~ f'or Tr1stram and the queen 

(1) Hardy. Thomas, The Famous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Oornwaet.1, p. 770 
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had tha eosta!Jy of their love to compensate their sufferings 

and Mark had his revenge:;· she ·had· nothing. {l) It. seems 

indeed that it is the.irony of: her lot to see the wholesome 

devotion of love for her husband bring forth only ev'il 

results. She beoomes the unconscious. means of hastening the 

oa tastrophe. nut even: in it she accepts fate witll a d1 lld., s 

simplicity. Piteously she comments, 

" ••• Well, well; she's lost him, 

Even as have I." (2) 

The minor·oharacters receive brief treatment, 

Drangwain;s being the most original. In this play she is 

mor~ than a mere puppet or the embodiment of devotion to a 

superior. She is still the faithful maid but one who dares 

to have a mind of her own and to remonstrate with the high-

strung qu~en. She is quick also to understand the love 

inspiring the actions of Iseult, the wife.. Mark is tlle 

treacherous, vicious king of' the ~1orte Darthurt: only rougher, 

coarser, more unfeeling, tyrannical,, and sensual. He is 

shown here-as never having loved T~istram nor Iseult and 

as having sent Tristram for her only in the hope that he 

would be slain on the voyage. Andret is equally lacking in 

chivalric virtues and is scarcely more than a tool of the 

king, his one outstanding quality being eagerness to spy 

upon the lovers. He is quicker, however, at sensing a 
. ' 

situation than the more stunid Mark. Both men belong to the 
\ -

later prose· romances. 

The chanters are hardly characters but figures 

(1) MoITis, Lloyd, "Mr. Hardy's Version of a Famous Love 
Story," Liternru: Digest International Review, January, 1924, 
P • -~(~!. ·H,argyc, Thomas, The Famous Tragedy of the· O,ueen · of 

Cornwall, p~ 80. -
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introduced to _create a drab background and an atmosphere 
of gr+,mforeboding. -They, moreover, se~e~ as a force to 

give significance to. the _events talcing plaoe. Hardy suggests 
- the 

their purpose and value in his preface to "'first volume of 
The Dynasts. In spealting of the past triumphs of the Hellenic 

and Elizabethan theatres and why those triumphs ·oan hardly 

be repeated, he suggests that practicable compromise between 
plays or the past e.n(l or the p~esent may be made in "the 
shape o-.t a monotonic delivery o:r speeches, with dreamy 

conventional gestures, something in the munner tradi·tionally 

maintained by the old Christma9 mummers. the curiously 

hypnotizing impressions of whose ~utomatio_style, that o:f' 

persons who spoke by no will Of their own--will be remembered 
by all·Who ever experienced it." (l} This explains many of 
the·speeches of the chanters and the part those speeches 
contribute to the·mood- and action. The shades are, moreover, 
lik-s the Greek chorus that stands ·about· the nt\10 or three 

passionate souls in travail." They.symbolize wisdom and 

experience with which the fortunes of the chief actors are 
in contrast. The fact that they are spirits detaches them 
from the action itself, and makes more authoritative their 

utte1"8.nces than would be possible if they were living 

characters necessarily· i:nfluenoed by a. variety of possible 

consequences of their speech and action •. Being dead, they 

must be sincere; and this sincerity becomes a note in the 
entire play. 

This note is also at the basis o:r the almost austere 

(1} Rardy,.Thomas. The Dyp.asts, Preface, p. xi. 
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style of the production .•. Here are no shilll:Dlering display 

of words, no extravagance of imagery., no elaborate metrical 

patterns. The greatest of concentration in the use of 

language is maintained. This pat'tly accounts for the 

shortened forms that appear, as .t'honeysuok0 for 0 honeysuckle," 

"whelm" tor "overwhelm," and ndole" for "oond.ole;" for the 

very marked use of compound. adjectives, as •tstorm.-strid 

air," "letters rapid-wrought.," "held-dearest dower," 0 a 

queen shore-reached in safety;" and for the coining Of verbs 

from other parts of' speech, as ''She shall not- foot this 

deadly land,'' ·ttthe weather worsed;" and ,.Queen Iseul t had 

homed." Hardy manifests, .m0redver, an unusual fondneEis for 
Anglo-Saxon terms. Suoh words as uoark,~ "fetoh<ld~n 

"hol t, ... "reolced of," and "simpled n reenforce> the. idea of 

strict adherence to truth and are particularly in keeping 

with the oharacter·or the shades of old men and women, who 

make the f1•eest use of them. Doubtless,., too, the fact that 

the story was arranged as a play for mummers led to an 

unusual use of' native words. 

Figures o:f speech are comparatively rare but ertec-, · 

tive: "Seas sloped like ·houseroo:f's,'' n1ove •••• my starved, 

a.11-doy mea1,__n and ''nerve stretched like a lute string." 

Only in the use of alliteration is there excess; but such 
expressions as "ghostly grave· array," "holt and hurst," 

"foil and fence,., deepen that hypnotic· effect which the· 

chanters produce. Genuine poetio charm and beauty are 
. ' 

attained in these alliterative lines of blank verse: 

"'Aye! Sudden-shaken souls guess not at guile.¥" 



and 

~She deemed that it had dealt him death indeed.w 

The compound epithets, Anglo-Sa»on words, archaisms, new 

formations, shortened forms, together with the proruse 

alli te.ra ti on, tend to recreate the mediaeval atmosphere of 

the legend. This is further suggested by the meager stage 

:furniahings of rushes and skins and by the peculiarly even 

and rhythmic verse. 

The meter or the play presents an interesting study 

in variety and regularity. The prologue and epilogue contain 

uniform iambic tetrameter lines, relief from monotony com1i:ig 

only· in the use of varied stanza lengths and rhyme schemes. 

The effect is a stately dignity in keeping with the prophetic 

utterance of the sage. The play itself, with the exception 

of the lines of the chanters and three short lyrics, is 

written in blank verse which is free and easy in order to 

satisfy the demands of dialogue. Caesuras come at irregular 

intervals. and occasionally a trochee or an anapest is 

substituted for an iambus. The lyrics are dainty and musical. 

The first is sung by Queen Iseult and reflects her sad, 
\ 

dontemplative mood. The poem consists of two stanzas of 

seven lines, each beginning with four trimeter lines 

followed by a pentameter, a trimeter, and a dim.eter line, 

with an abaabaa rhyme scheme. The other two are sung by 

Tristram. Here again the meter is in harmony with the mood. 

The earlier one is delicate and graceful with the light and 

dainty movement of the ballad measure. It is an effective 

contrast to the heavier music of the main part of the 
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tragedy_.• The first two stanzas are typical of its qualities: 

"Let's meet again to-night, my Fair, 
Let's meet unseen of all; 
The dny-god labours to his· lair, · 
And then the evenfalll 

"O living lute~ O lily-rose. 
O form of fantasia, 
When torches waste and warders doze 
Steal to the stars will we!" 

{l) 

These are among the loveliest lines of the play. In Tristram•a 

other lyrio,ia.m.bio pentameter lines are used to express the 

deeper feeling:· of impending doom that is draw~ng ·in upon the 

lovers. 

The speeches of the chanters have Uniformly even 

beats ·which enhance. the weirdness.or their mutterings. ,Vari-

·aty 1a· gained by.diverse patterBs for stanzas 1 rhythm, meters, 

and rhymes. Two, three, and.four beat 'lines are common and 

many rhyming couplets appear. Not until one real].y" scans 

parts of the play is he aware of Hardy's scrupulou3 ~sgard 

for poetical structure. This, combined with economy of 

words and a preference for native expressions, contributes 

to the highly individual treatme.nt that Hardy gives to his 

version of the legend. In the main his styie is successful; 

yet the inordinate compression sometimes obscures the 

meaning to one unfamiliar with the legend; the frequent 

inverted word order and intricate oddities of expression'are 

often harsh; and on a few occasions the choice of' words jars 

the sensibilities and destroys the prevailing mood. In the 

most dramatic moment of the play when .. Queen Iseult has 

(1) Hardy, Thomas, The·Famous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Oornwall, p. 40. 
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murdered Mark and is going to her,own death the watchman 

says• 
"She's glode off like a ghost, with deathly mien; 
It seems tov1ard the sea,--yes, she--the Q.ueen." 

. ( 1} 

Almost as bad is Brangwa~n's comment a few minutes later, 

."llerats more of this same stuf'f of death." 
( 2) 

"Glode" and ''stuff" are hardly reoonoilable with the dignified 

and tragic tone of the play. 

In spite of Hardy's careful expression one feels 

that thought is always paramount to form; and it 1~ ~n the· 

philosophy underlying this treatment of the legend that the 

poet reveals himself best. It is not strange that he should 

have been drawn to the Tristram. story. ror it is essentially 

ona·of fate. He saw in it three people, the unwilling 

victims of an.unesoapable destiny; they come in conflict 

with the laws of nature which Hardy sees as "mighty, eternal, 

and pitiless as iron•n They are brought into this conflict 
by events seemingly trivial and yet momentous and unalterable 

in their consequences. Two of the characters are tempted 

and do wrong; Hardy would not hold them responsible, however, 

for they have no power to cope with fate. They are conscious 

of the evil of their action, yet helpless; and in this the 

poet sees the great trage_dy oi' the legend. Though he is 

interested in them as individuals, he is so conscious of the 

invincible, unfeeling power that overtakes them that he 

·sees also their insignificance and the utter futility of 

(l) Hardy, Thomas, The Famous Tragedy of the Queen of 
Oornwal1, p. 74. 

c2) rn., p. 75. 
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their aation. His passion is quiet, for rebellion is 

useless. Mever does he find comfort in a. '"triumphant 

defeat" as do Swinburne and Rol:>inson~ .It is this absence 

of activity in meeting rate that makes Hardy's treatment 

o-r the legend seeni at first lacking in passion. Rather the 

passion is there; but it is passive, not because restraint 

is honorable, but because any other reaction is useless. 

His characters are noble in that they meet fate bravely 

though with defeat. Only 1n the consolation of their love 

do Tristram and Queen Iseult find their oompen%?at1on~ and 

Iseult of Brittany finds her compen~ation, if suoh it .can 

be called, in memories. This is the fulfillment ·or their 

hope. 

Thus it seems that the legend was singularly suited 
•, 

to Hardy's conception of it an~ to his art, ·The careful 

development of dramatic action, the evil destiny overhanging 

that action, and the sympathy that suoh·a situation arouses 

are individual to him. Critics have disagreed as to the 

measure of success 1n his production. Mr •. Lloyd J~101Tis says 

that out of the legend the poet "has shaped a finely pro-

portioned and nobly imaginative tragedy; at once a play 

magnificently effective in its dramatic intensity; 0 and 

again he characterizes it as a play.wherein tra~ic power and 

poetic beauty are inseparable.;~and produce in the reader's ·. 

imagination that sustained incandescence which is an effect 

only of noble art •. ( J.) i'::·. 'Le~aelles .Abercrombie sees the 

(1) Morris, Lloyd, "Mr. Hardy's Version of a Famous Love 
story," Literary Digest International Review, cTanuarz, 1924. 



l~_gend "reduced to an action of such passionless, naive 
simplioity5 ·that it is. only to be recognized ~Y the names 

of the charao_ters;" but he adds that it is a "beautiful 

pi~ce of shapely artistic logic•" (1) 
Mr. Arohibal~ Henderson combines his- oritioism with 

his account o~ seeing the play presented. (2) Since 

Dorchester had no theatre. the ·play was produced in the Corn 

Exchange by the· Dorchester playe_rs •. an a'llateur company 

(inc1nd1~ a. grocer, a doctor, a clerk, an auctioneer, a 
saddler, and a head b:t'ewer) who had previously presented 

.scenes from Hardy's novels and for whom the play was written. 

It was coached by the author, assisted by Mrs~ Hardy. The 

latter witnessed the production together with several 

distinguished vi.sitars. ·Hardy was not pres~nt but greeted 

friends genially at his.home at Max Gate. The play was 

broadcast by the Eritish Broadcasting Company. The stage, 

Mr"' Hencierson says, was almost an exaot reproduction of the 
seoond of the drawings o.n the :f'ront.pa$e of the book. The 

. ' . 
chanters he describes with .~ome detail. "A chill seizes 

·the auditor as the Chanters~~three men and three women, 

ghostly, grey-gowned figures, priestly in garb and mien,--

glide forward• chanting in weird monotone, and seat them-
selves, racing the audience at each side of the proscenium 

arch." They remained seated throughout the performance in 

semi-darkness, their faces partially covered. They.spoke 

in unison but in such a monotone that their words were 

(1) Abercrombie, Lascelles," "Mr. Hardy's Play;" Nation 
and the Athenaeum,· 34: 491. · 
- ·. (2) Henderson, Archibald> "Thomas Hardy in a Mew Role," 
Forum, ·11: 783-790. 



not well understood. This,. Mr. Henderson feels ... is a. 

fatal defect of the play as a·oting' drama,· for too ·much of 

the action that de:fini·tely contributes to the development 

of the plot is left to them. He feels a.lso that the effect . 

attained is" that of too great complication. of plot~ too 

olose compression. While the performance was quite up to 

the level of amateur theatricals, he believes it· is really 

not a ":play for mummers" but a nolose knit drama which would 

tax the utmost resources of dramatio and dramaturgio art 

for sucoeasfu~ production"!'" 

These adverse criticisms, however, do not effect the 

poem a.s a reading drama, fOr'He.rdy has written not so much 

for the eye as for the ear, the heart, and the imagination. 

The play can hardly be· called a great version of the legend.; . 

but it is one, the force and power of which increases with 

repeated readings. The· compression with its carefUlly wrought 

e.nd suggested details furnishes material.formany of what 

Hardy calls "mental performances." No other poem within the 

scope of this paper is more typical of' its author or more 

revealing 9f his outlook upon.life. Pessimistic it is1 but 

not altogether without a faint glimmer ot·that "unconquerable 

bopen for which its author sought--vainly1 _perhaps. The· 

tragedy of the "Famous Queel'.l of Cornwall" gives a new 

pe:t'apeotive of the legend, and is an additional proof of 

the eternal qualities of a thousand-year-old'story. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Tris tram 

by 

Edwin Arlington Robinson 

The eternal youth of legendary lore is evident 

with new force 1n the only long narr~tive treatment of 

the Tristram. material in the twentieth century, the recent 
poem entitled Tristram., by Mr. Edwin Arlington Robinson. 

To a singular degree the poet is spokesman for his age 

with its predilection for human passion heightened by 

psychological analysis and intellectual interpretation. 

He has heard· in this legend the deathless voices of love 

and tragic disaster and has expressed concretely and 

minutely for his contemporaries the interplay of personality 

which he sees associated with the struggle of man's inmost 

desires agains;t; ti.Ina and fate. No other poet discussed ........ ~ 

in this paper has b~en so bold as to throw off the haze 

of mediaevalism and bring his characters out into the light 

or the noonday sun under which they battle with problems 

as old as man himself, and at the same time has held so 

closely to the basal faots and elemental spirit of the 

legend as has Mr. Robinson •. 

After reading the poem one feels that this is 

neither a tale of the past projected into the present nor 

a tale or the present with the trappings of the past. Rather 

one finds 1n it men and women of flesh and blood, who yearn, 
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who become consumed with passionate emotion, who strugglet 
who go down in defeat, who die viotoriously ·in· spite of 
that defeat--another evidence that human nature does·not 
ohange. The fact that the poet has thus written for his 
age of that which is ageless.and at t};lesame time has 
composed ~ poem colored by his own philosophy and ·personal· 
oharaoteristics is the distinguishing mark of this.very 
modern rendering of the legend.. To appreciate best the 
erreotiveness and skill with which this has be·en · 
accomplished· one ne.eds to know something of Mr. Hobinson•s 
interests and methods of poetical procedure. 

He has been called a ttbiographer or souls,..'' (1) 
an estimation which indicates his almost exclusive interest 
in people. That interest, combined vdth his fondness for 

dealing with ideas, marks his literary range;. Eut no poet, 
of this age particularly, has gone deeper in·to a study of 
these two subjects than has he·. They have led him to such 
a constant and serious pondering of life as to have ,gained 
for him from certain critics at one time a reputation for 
a "p.essirD.istio philosophy." His reply to that oriticism, 
uttered many years ago, reveals his real attitude toward 
life and people: ''The world is •••• a kind ot spiritual 

kindergarten, where millions of bewildered infants are 
trying to spell God with the wrong blooks.tt (2) Always Mr. 
Robinson is concerned with:.what men and women ot every 
class are able to make of life. Their struggle to know 

(1) Redman, Ben Ray, Edwin Arlin5ton Robinson, P.- 95. 
(2) 1.Q.!S.., P• 33. 
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Gpd and his univers~ and their reaction to it has an 
intense fascination :ror him. He brings all or his own 
1.deas and experience to bear and a11 he has gained from 
contact with other·people. He is ever preparing to draw 
his final conclusion. He works as a scientist not yet 

through-with his observation of human souls in action, not 
yet ready.to render his final verdict, ir indeed ha oan 
ever render one. His poems are records of laboratory 
eiperiments. . He examines one soul after anothe1• in all 
its various reactions to f"ind his answer; and then he 
realizes that a new ·case may bring.: new readings. To it 

he turns ~11th the ·same eager, curious interest which he 
has brought to every' other one.· The particular ideas he 
associates with the question of life are passion, time, 
and fate.· His conception of the eternal values of' these 
themes forbids him to pass judgaent--a judgment at best 

only a surface and transitory estimation of success or 
failure. ··If he shows· any preferenoe, however, in his poetry 
it is for the man whom the world calls a failure. 

His_ interest in people and their questions has . 

extended beyond modern-life. In history and legend be has 
also found fruitful sources for his literary studies. Indeed 
in legendary -lore, he is able to make his study of motives 
all.the more concentratedt since ii@ ~on~iders it necessary 
to re-create the past, and consequently has none of the 
distractions that vivid realism of tod~.y often calls forth. 

In writing this poem, therefore t the author was not_ 

entering a new field, for already he had made two ventures 
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into the Arthurian cycle with his Me1•lin and. Lancelot~. 

Both of these, in spite of ~is marked intere.st in philosophy 

and s:vmbolism., ere told first of all as love storiea. It 
seems natural then that h~ should next dea.l with a legend 

the essence of .which is the 1ove passion. Doubtless,, also; 

he was attracted by the overhanging :rate that le<\ the. lovers 

to their "success in defeat," a favort,te theme wit~ him, 
and by the interactions and reactions of those persons who 

were necessarily associated with the .. fulfillment of that 

f'a.te. 

Tristram was first published in, the s~ring of 

1927 and was reprinted four ~imes in April and May following. 
Immediately it was the subject of ex·tended articles by 

critics and reviewers,. and Mr. nobinson beoe.me.at once one 

o:r the m<?st frequently discµssed American :poets, if .he did 

not already llold that position. The poem is.narrative in 

form and consists of approximately 4500 lines of blank verse 

divided into·ten parts, the divisions being c~iefly to mark 

a new focusing for· the minute character ana1ysis·~ ·In spite 

of :the uniformity of meter the interest.is now narrative, 
now lyric, now drama.tic. Indeed Mr. Robinson's keen dra.matio 

insight gives vitality to all the worlct even the lyric 

passages. 

The study of the sources of the poem is as ·interesting 

for the things exclud~d as for those included. In the main 

the Beroul version is followed. The aotion takes place 

during the reign of A:-rthur by whom Tristram. is made a knight 

of the Round Table; ~ristram himself is King of Lyonesse 



and his father is still living. The influence of Malory 

is evident in the hero's insanity in t1;e :forest; Mark's 

imprisonment, though for a new reason; the lovers' life 

at J"oyous Ga.rd; and the lewd character of Mark. The 

change that comes over the latter after the lovers die in 

in keeping w1th Gottfried's translation 01' the Thomas 
version. Traces of' Gottfried are to be seen also in 

Griffon. the scourge. of Brittany, suggestive of two incidents 

in the old poem·~ristram's slaying of the giant, Urgan, 

which devastated Wale.a• and his vanquishing the marauding 
neighho.rs"'c)f the younger Isolt's father. The events '. . 
referred to that are common to all sources, are the killing 

of Princess Isolt's kinsman, Morhaus, her healing of 
Tristram.'s wo-µnd, and his wqoing ot her for his uncle Mark. 

Original in Mr. Robinson's treatment are the gift of the 

agate to Isolt of Brittany •. the part Gawaine and Morgan (1) 

play in the story, and the.death of Tristram at the hands 

of Andred .. 
. Though this is one of the longest of the modern 

treatments or the legend, it contains pomparatively few 

allusions to the conventionalized tradition. The reason, 

doubtless, is t-0 be found in the concentration of interest 

upon per~ons, not events. The most noteworthy omission is. 

that of all supernatural elements. There is no love potion 

and Queen Morgan is shorn of all her unreal powers. This 

· ( l) This is. the !:;!organ le; Fay of Malory who furnishes the 
magic horn from which Iseult must drink to test her chastity. 
Pollard, Alfred VI.,,. Tile Romance of King Arthur and His Knights 
of the Round Table, pp. 153 ff. 
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does not mean that there is·no magic· in the poem; it has, 

one may say• a rationalized magic· which at·tributes large 

influence to the enchantment of love, the mystery or·t11e 

sea, and the strange, resistless sweep of time.and fate. 

These, with their effect upon the people of the· story; a.re 

the distinguishing features of this version, and they are 

altogether in harmony w·ith the spirit of the old legend • 

. In brief,. the story begins with a picture of 

Isolt or the White Hands at her castle window in.Brittany, 

looking wistfully for· the return of Tristrant:. At that 

moment the hero himself ·is in Cornwall, standing without 

the· castle of Tintagel, cursing the blind .fate that kept 

him from recogni.zing his love for Isolt of Ireland until 

she is promised to another. Unwittingly, by refusal to 

attend the wedding f'estivities, he makes enemies of Mark, 

Morgan, and Andred. He is.banished from Cornwall andwanciers 
insanely in a forest attended by tbe faithful GOuvernail 

and later.by Morgan. In search of alleviation for grief 

he returns to King Bowel's land, where he saves his host 

from the attaoks ·of Griffon·,. the giant scourge ot Brittany. 

Overcome by the gratitude. or the king's.daughter, Isolt• 

and attracted by her "white need". of him, he marries her. 

For two years he rules in his wife's native land; tben at 

the instance of a visit from Gawaine he goes to Camelot to 

be knighted by King Arthur.. Before he and Gawaine. depart, 

however, Isolt of Brittany confides to Ge.waine her foreboding 

that Mark will kill Tristram. In answer she learns that 

Mark is imprisoned; as.a result of this knowledge her alerm 



fo~ Tristram is, .i~oreased ·by .her fears ·of the Irish Isolt ~ 

Arrived at Qamelot, Tristram establishes himself at Joyous 

Gard where soon Mark's queen joins him, having bean 

brol,lght there throug~ the agency of Guinevere. Heedless 
of danger, the lovers remain together un~il one day in 

Tristra.m's absence Marl~. realizing he can h9ld neither 

body nor soul of the now pining Isolt, opens his dooz:s 

to Tristram.. 11le lovers have a last meeting, which 

lfierminates in Andredts killing of' Tr:tstram. and iJ;l the 

queent~ death beside hµn.. Mark then reoo@izes the hand 

of fate and sees in the death of the lovers.a peace they 
could.not attain in li+e. While the lonely Mark is 

pondering the failure of' his plan, Isolt of· Brittany, hearing 
of' the death of Tristram, tinds a solace which she lacked 

when he was alive. 

It is not,in the action. however, but in the ~any
sided;and_ detailed portrayal of people that the· poem reaches 

its highea,t a.chieve~ent. In this Mr. Robinson's objective~ 
method is most ·evident. He views his characters from many 

angles. under many conditio~s, alwajs so aloof from them 

that no personal prejudice.or predisposition may.influence 

his observation. At the same,_time his kindly, sympathetic 

understanding of human nature, his·penetration into the 

motives that underlie human conduct. and his obsession for 
learning what men and womet1- can make of the paramount 

questioi;t o:f life are-always present despite·his somewhat 
cold laboratory procedure. 

·Since he is p~imar1ly interested in watching the 
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ett'eot·ot one personal.1ty;upon another, no one character 

oan be drawn apart from others. . In this triple.·lova 

story, therefore, Tristrammust be considered chiefly in 

his relation to the two Isolts, although eaoh .. of the other 

seven persons throws additional light upon ·him. Mr. Robinson 

beg~s with an indirect.approach, first presenting Tristra.tm 

through the effeat that a previous visit to Brittany has 

had upon Isol t of the Vlhi te Hands. What kind of a knight 

oould it have been who left an agate in the hands and a. 

promise in the heart of this child-woman that have so 

consumed her being that she.is ever watching to the northward 

for a fulfillment of that promise? Then the scene shifts 

to Cornwall, where 6n Mark's wedding night Tristram,. 

unwilling to be a witness to the ceremonies in the hall,. 

stands without at the foot or the oastle steps<oursing 

fate a~d blind folly f'or his tardy realization at his love 

for the Irish Isolt, who, he says, ls soon to be.the "bartered 

prey to an unholy sacrifice." As the regretful thought .of 

the past comes· over him; his passionate love,for Isolt 

grO\vs in intensity. Under its sway he reacts· with varying 

emotions: indulgently to tlie kindly solicitation.of 

Gouvernail, his.friend andbodyservant sinoe:ohildhood;. 

with cold courtesy to the wily lures or the senf;mal Morgan; 

generously to .the fealty ·and devotion of Brangwaine; and . 

with wild ecstasy of joy to the coming of Isoltia His love 

for the latter is always above mere physical. attraction; it 

is at once self-saor1ficing ~nd passionate. At Soyous Gard 

it is the controlling force even in his enjoyment o:r nature. 



And the greeri grass was music as he walked--
Unti1 beyond, it there were trees again, 
And through them was the sea, still silver-white, 
And flashing as before. Wherever he looked, 
He saw dark eyes and hair and a white face 
That was not white, but was the color of love. 

. . (1) 

He .meditates much upon the eternal quality of liis an:d Isolt's 

love despi ta time and change. He believes that back of it 

is :ra ta ever leading' it on to fulfillment • 

Another side of Tristram•s character appears in his 

relation to ·the younger Isolt. Her childlike simplicity and 

her complete trust bring out the more tender and gentle 

qualities in him. 

· And he sang many a time to her thereafter 
Songs of old warriors~-. and old songs of .love 
Triumphant over vravs that were forgotten; 
And many a time he found in her gray eyes, 
And in the rose•white warmth of her attention 
Dominion of a sure necessity 
Beyone experience and the need of reason • 
• .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • And many a time 
He would have gone,. if he had not perforce 
As many a time remained to sing for her 

·Those old songs ·ove·r· and as many a time 
Found in her gaze that sure necessity 
Which held him witli a wisdom beyond thought, 
Or with an innocence beyond all wisdom, 
Until he sang one night for the last time 
To the King's child. For she was his child now, 
And for as long as there was life in him 
Vfas his to cherish and to wonder at, 
That ha should have this white wise fiery thing 
To call his wife. 

( 2) 

After his marriage be enters with feverish zest upon reorgan1z-

ing the Breton Kingdom and tries to shut out th~ love for the 

Irish Isolt that eve~ recurs to him as the tragic refrain 

of a 'song. But he is torn constantly by these t\Yo ties which 

he sees as written by .fate upon his heart "in red and white." 

{l} · Robinson, E. A., Tristram.., p. 154. 
(2) Ibid., p. 92-3. 



When his wife's jealous anger, "new and un~oretold, !t is 

aroused• he understands.with a guilty twinge of conscience 
the sUff'ering that lies beneath her emotion; yet he knovis 
that "cold lies" will have ri.o comfort or virtue now. ·Tlie 
honesty in her challenges the honesty in him. · ·· 

Thus he is ever try+ng to adjust himself to lite._ 
V!hen Gouvernail makes. the loyal assertion,of' Tristram's 
innate kingliness, it elicits the bitter reply, 

There' a a contentious kingdom in m:rself 
For me to rule before I shal1 rule others. 

( l.) 

Time,. changet ~ove,, rate a1 .. e always presenting new problems, 

problems that at the last worl' themselves toward a. solution 
mingled still with regret. Yet .thorough as the analysis of' 

Tris tram is, varied as the pio·tures are, one. :reels.' that this 

Tristram is not quite·the distinctive one of the o,ld legends. 

Mr. Robinson meets with the . same difficulties· in making his 

hero real that most of the ot~er authors dealing with the· 

legend have met, unless it be· Swinburne, who idealizes him 
at the expense of all other persons in the poem~ Mr. Conrad 

Aiken accounts for what he calls the ''comparative failure 11 of 

Mr. Robinson with Tristram to the .fact tha·t lie is not 

suff'io:lently a "m~n of action," that he is a "kind of helpless 

introspective Hamlet." {2) 

On the whole, the two Isolts receive more fascinating 

and successful treatments than the hero receives. A possible 

explanation is the tact tha.t the reader. sees them change and 

(1) 'Bob1nson, E. A.; Tristram, pp. 83-4. 
( 2) Aiken, Conrad, nTristra.m, n Uew Rem1blic, 51: 22. 

May 25, 1921. 



grow. The author mak.es use of' the same method as with 

Tristram" although with fewer characters reacting upon them. 
In Isolt of Ireland one sees the hate in behalf of 

a dead kinsman transformed to the most passionate love. 
Delicately she relates to Tristram how its first dawning oarne 
to her. 

Alone once in the moonlight on that ship, 
•••••••••• I believed. that you would s:peak, 
For I could hear your silence like .a song 
Out of the sea. I stood by the ship's rail, 
Looking away into the night, with only 
You and the ocean and the moon and stars 
There with me." · 

(1) 
Tristram then was not aware of that love that was to consume 
them both. But at last the realization does oome to both 

of them, she is awed by the fate which has withheld a 
knowledge of love until its consummation seems impossible. 
The love passion in Isolt is or a little finer, more delicate 
texture ·than it is in Tris tram. It permea tea and transcends 

her whole being so that she can say, 

My life to me is not a little thing; 
It is a fearful and a lovely thing; 
Only rrry love is more. 

(2) 

But her love, she l'ea.lizes, is a spiritualized 

passion not to find fulfillm.en·t in a home, for, she says, 

"Vfe are not for~ the f'ireside." It is always intense and 
sacrificial. but under its sway varying glimpses of Isolt 
~ay be caught. She is at first hopeful that time is on their 
side, then fearful of accumulating danger, then brave with 

( 1) Robinson, E. A., ·Tris tram,. pp •. 51-2. 
C 2) I!?JS.-, p. 144. 



confidence in the strength and. power of love,. Under ,the 

completeness of her surrender to its sway at,Joyous Gard she 

is so childlilrn that 

••••• her dark eyes became, 
For a· dim moment grayt. and were l'ike eyes 
That he[Tristram] had left behind in Brittany. 

' . . . (l.) 

She is laughing, dreaming, enthralled in her emotions; yet 

ever pursued ·by a vague ·roreboding. Back at Tints.gel where 

at last the doors have been opened to Tristrarn she shows 

perfect understanding or her lover when she says to him in 

the moment of their meeting, 

"! shall hear all you do not say to me., · 
Tristram..n 

.{ 2) 

In these last hours before the tragic end· she .refuses to give 

room to vain regret, for she believes their passion is one 

that· defies time and change. Toward the end ·her love me;,llows 

into complete resignation, symbolized by the awesome stillness 

that has fallen upon the sea.. Almost the last words are a 

oomplete renunciation of all but love which is :ror·them 

eternal. 

One reason for the greater realism in the treatment 

of Isol t of Ireland may be _her ab 111 ty for self·-analysis 

without self-a.bso1--ption and her ability to penetrate into the 

moods and attitudes of other people. For Mark who can arouse 

only hate in her she has an unexpected understanding. She 

sees in him 

( 1) Robinson, E. A., Tristram, p., 137 •. · 
( 2) ..!.Qi!!. t p. 183. 
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A nature not so base as it was common, 
And not so cruel as it was ruinous 
To itself and . all who thwarted it. 

. (1) 

This tempers her loathing with pity. Again, when Mark, 

aw:are that fate has defeated him, gives permission for 
- . 

Tristram to come to the castle, she is quick to react with 
·generous appreciation to what he roughly calls not mercy 

but reason. "There was your side, always,'' she says. It 

is ·this sensitiveness of Isolt of Ireland to respond to the 
varying moods of others., her ability to give herself wholly 

to love.that draw the reader to her. 

Without lessening the reader's interest in Queen 

Isolt, Mr •. Robinson with rare and discriminating power directs 
attention to the younger Isolt. The opening lines or the 

poem present a delicately etched picture or Isolt of the 

White Hands as she awaits the return of Tristram. Her trust .. 
in him she naively pits against her father's warning of too 
much confidence in the knjght who lightly made a promise or 
return. King Howel's kindly, fatherly solicitude is met 
by a quaint wisdom that transcends ordinary childhood's 

experience. 

• •••• "I have no more a child," 
He thought, ttand what. she is I do not l~now • .. ... . . . . . 
A changeling down·from one of those white stars 
Were more like her than like a child of mine." 

(2) 

Her chief charm lies in this.rare combination or child, 
vroman, and elf ,whioh is suggested in the sympathetic o:rening 

(1) Robinson,, E. A.,, Tristram, p. 123. 
(2) Ibid., p. 18. 
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conversation between father and daughter, revealing both 

personalities at the same time.- Her character is funther 

developed by the coming ot Tristram. The method of delineation 

is here, as often, indirect and built up slowly. Ber 

helplessness and childlike candor arouse his sense of protection 

until in am.using her with song he unwittingly grows into 
the "soul and fabric or her lite," and fearing what would 

be her rate "in the cold game of kings·," he marries her •. 

The father throws additional light upon his daughter's 

character when with exceptional discernment he says to Tristram 

just before the marriage, 

••• "You have a child that was a woman 
Before she was a child, and is today 
Woman and child, and something not of either, 
For you to keep or crush•-wi thout a sound 
Of pain from her to tell you so. Beware 
Somewhat of that, Tristram; and may you both 
Be wise enough not to ask more of life 
Than to be life, and rate." 

(1) 

This ability to suffer in silence is indicated in her words 

to Gawaine expressing the fear that.Mark will kill Tristram, 

words she belie1fed 
, .,. ,·1 

•••••• .- • tamed 1n her · 
Enough to be released and to return 
To the same cage there 1n her aching heart. 

. . (2) 

Only once does this quiet sutfering break out in a moment of 

ljealous·anger, revealed_ merely by the curl of the lip and the 

calm. ironical questions that cover up the seething emotion 

within. 

{l} Robinson, E.A., Tristram, p. 94. 
( 2) .I!?1S·' p. 107. 
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Toward the love.making of Gawaine of the "soon-
recuperating heart" she-maintains_ a playfUl, half 
satirical,, half indulgent attitude: 

. ''You ~':·ere . not malting love to me. 
Gawaine,_ and if you were it wouldn't matter. 
Your v.ords, and even with edges a bit worn · 
By this time, will do service for years yet. 
•·••··~······Do you like that? 
If you do not 1 say it was never said, 

·And listen as if my words were bells of gold, 
. Or what you. will• You will be hanged some day 
For saying things, and I shall not be there 
To save you, saying how little you meant to them." ' . ' ·. ( 1) . 

But with all her jesting she wins the light-hearted Gawaina 
to_a sincerity and earnestness seldom felt by him. 

It·is, however, in the depth and devotion of her 
love to her husband,·· in the grimness with whiob she meets 
rate, and in the suffranoe with which she resigns herself 
to it that her strength is evident. To the comforting 
words of her :rather after Tristram's·death she says, 

'"But I shall never be all alone--not now; 
And I shall know there was a fate more swift 
Than yours or mine that hurried him farther on 
Than-we. are yet. I would have been the world 
And heaven to Tristramt and was nothing to him; 
And that was why the .night came down so dark 
On me when Tristram.: .. ~died. But, ·there was always 
Attending him-an.almost visible doom 
That I see n<;>w; and vrhile he moved and looked 
As O]le too mighty and- too·· seoure:.:to die, 
He was not mingled and equipped to live 
Very long. It was not earth in him that burned 
Itself to death; and she that died for him 
Must have been more than earth. If he had lived, 
He would have pitied me and smiled at me, 
And he would always have been kind to me--
If he had lived; and I should not have known, 
Not even when in his arms, how far away 
He was from me. Now, when I}oannot sleep, 
Thinking of hi.mt I shall know where he is." (2) 

(l} Robinson, E. A., Tristram, pp. 104-5. 
( 2) Ibid., pp. 207-8. 
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The final picture of her is similar to the first, 

a lovely faoe at a castle window gazing with dreaming eyes 

across the white waves above whiohare flying~ ever flying 

the white birds--the symbol of the quiet resignation and 

the dreams that must ever after· be the source· of her joy 

in lite •... 

To the r'.:;maining seven oharaoters Mr. Robinson 

gives scarcely more than outline sketches,._ but these are 

equally penetrating studies. Brangwalne and Gouvernail 

have significant partst but their few appearances already 
referred to suggest their oonventional roles; Gawaine's 

personality in its reaction upon Isolt of Brittany has been· 

cited; Andred here is·not so much a villain as a halt~ 

insane degenerate, inspired by jealousy; Morgan,. foiled 

by her efforts to lure Tristram to herself, is suspected 

of a share in the murder; the portrayal of King Bowel with 

his fine understanding 01' and deep respect for his daughter's 

wisdom is convincingly drawn; King .Mark demands more than a 

summary sentence. He, toot changes under the reader•s 

scrutiny. Like the Mark ot Malory's version he is lewd• and 

sensual, a man of notion; yet as he sees the power of fate 

and its Un.deviating working, he becomes a half morbid 

psychologizing king, marveling at the peace the lovers have 

round in death, and wondering if the. blow ot Andred •s lmife, 

dealt not by Andred but by .the hand of :fate, was not after 

all an.act well done. Dimly conscious he is that .Tristram 

and Isolt have experienced a joy that never could have been 

his, that was outside his power to experience. «one more 
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weary thing't. it is 1 he says, '. "to learn, always too late." . 

Thus Mr .. Robinson has centered interest· upon . 
cha1~acters, and yet retained the love passiont the essence 

o-r the legend. His mal'.Uler ot .presenting his people is a 

tasoinating one. Significant moments and experiences are 

chosen; ,enough setting is presented· to make both the cause 

and the etteo·t or the reactions clear. It is .a method that 

challenges the intall1 otual alertness of the .reader and 

acoolUlts largely for the pleasure to ·be derived from the 

poem •. · 

Interwoven with the action and characterization are 

the guiding forces of the poet's own philosophy of life, 
centering about the ideas or love and time and rate. But 
~he keynote of the entire poem.·1s love, and it is not better 

expressed th?-n in Tristram's own words to.~Isolt at Joyous 

Gard,; 

"Love is the· only thing that in its being 
Is what it seems to be •. " 

( 1) 

About tbis idea everything.revolves, yet the enjoyment ot 
even this can be frustrated by time. The lovers are ever 
conscious of its presence trom their hope in the early part 
of the poem that it may be on their side. through their few 

moments of defiance.of it at Joyous Gard, until it fina11y 
overtakes them at Tintagel. Only when they can look into 

the future and catch a vision of eternal peace in death 
does love transcend time. In equally close association with 
the underlying thought of the poem 1s the brooding, melancholy 

(1) Robinson, E. A., .Tristram,· p. 149. 



fatalism of the Anglo-.:saxon.; It :is signifloant to note 

that in this poem rate·has·a two-sided natura 1 each at 

variance with the other; the lovers are ever torn by the 

earth):y necessity which divides them and the ideal necessity 

which makes them one; ' ( l} ·. The four oharaoters most closely 

touched by this triple love story are all aware, before the 

end' of the faot that fate has made the tragic termination 

the inevitable one~ Slowly the. realization dawns upon each; 

and the two who surviGfe, Mark and Isolt of Brittany, reconcile 

themselves to what fate has left them• Not as directly but 

with as sure a touch as Hardy~ Mr• Robinson ma.1-a."'es one feel 

the unohangeableness of destiny. 

In no treatment of the legend since Swinburne's 

has there been more adornment brought to the poetic expression 

than in tl1is poem, unobtrusive and simple though that 

adornment is. Most mysterious and awful is ·the steady, 

relentless wash of the sea·, sounding its inessages o:r fore-

boding or of comfort as ceaselessly upon Breton shores as 

upon Cornish rooks. It becomes almost an accompaniment to 

the emotional levels of the poem: to Tristram the wild 

beating of the waves is a. symbol of the struggle his 

passionate love for Isolt must ever engage in: to Isolt 

herself the brooding calm of the waves on the night or her 

last conversations with both her husband and her· lover.; is a 

forecast or the peaoe for which she yearns:. 

"The sea was never so still as this before,." 

{l} Times Literary Supplement{London). September 22, 1927 
p. 640 •. 
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,She said. "It ·is like something after lifet 
And it is not like ~aeath;" 

(l) 
to:Isolt of Brittany, it :is not: so much the "blank.ooenn" 
across.which she gazes, but the 

..... ~ •••• white .birds flying 
Flying, and 1 always flying, and still flying, 
And the white sunlight flashing on the sea, 

( 2} 

that are representative of the dreams that always must be 
hera,to compensate for the love that she has lost. In otber 
ways .nature lends. enchantment to "the atmosphere qf the poem: 

Tristrsm's love is reflected in· the sea,. the forest, the 

grass~ the birds, and the flowers; and the sensitive, 

imaginative ears of the Irish Isolt are equally responsive 

to.the language of the stars. 

}r!r. Ro.binson use.a pictorial effects only as he 

mingles them with the workings of th~ mind. The most striking 

.instance of'.thia combination with 1ts vivid realism is that 
of Tristram's,return to Joyous Gard a:f'ter Isolt has been 
taken bao~ to Tintagel. Deftly the author fills in details 
suggestive. o.t her presence., and at the. same time describes 

minutely how the fact.of.her absence slowly dawns 1n her 
l..over•s mind. For almost :five pages interest is maintained 
as the emotiona1 intensity rises steadily to Gawain's 

eonTirm.ation of the gathering tears. Figures or sp~eoh are 

comparatively few in number; but when used, they often 

c.ontribute to the sheer magio ot Mr. Robinson's verse: 

(l) Robinson, E. A., Tristram, P• 177~ 
(2) Ibid., P•· 210. 



., •••• Like a wild wine her love 
\Vent singing through him and all ove,r him; 

. . : (11 ... 

and ae;aint 

••••••• he was listening . to . the · blended gold 
And velvet that was always in her· voice; 

{2) 

and yet again• 

••••••• his words ached 
Like sla.ves feeling a lash. 

(3} 

More often, however. it is not rhetorical imagery.that 

creates the charm of any particular :passage but the simple, 

almost offhand, manner of working aoc;,umulatively·- through to 

a vivid and et:f'eotive conclusion. After the minute analysis 

of: Tristram's yearning for Isolt when he finds himself-a.lone 

at joyous Gard and after the, first wild ecstasy of:ctheir' 

meeting one feels the poigna~t w1.stf~lness of her q118.int 

plea to llim: 

"Tell me how many lives ago it was 
I left you in the moonlight on those stairs • 
.And went up to that music and those voices, 
And. for God's reason then did not go madl 
Tell .me how old ,the world. was when'it died--
For I have been alone with time so long · 
That time and I a.re strangers. 1' , 

(4) 
Mr. Robinson has no tricks of style~ He uses 

regular blank verse meter throughout, but he succeeds in 

giving 1 t a quality .Peculiar to himself partly by the 

frequent use of feminine endings and partly by placing the 

caesura as nearly as possible to the beginning of a line. 

(1) Robinson;. E. A.,. Tristram, p •... 140 .• 
(2) Ibid., p~-141. 
(5) Ibid., p. 191. 
(4) Ibio., P•,· 154 •.. 
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Re repeats words,and phrases, usually with skill, and 

uses· but little alliteration •. His language is that of 

everytlay life, which lie· ri ts naturally and mus ioally into 

the prevailing meter. It·is these qualities largely which 

enable him to achieve· the,striking~aggregate·effects whioh 

lend distinction to this poem. A scarcely better illustration 

ot this· can be pointed ou~t than the last meeting o:r the 

1overs with its ~tragie culmination in murder and death: 

•· .... : ••• a •••• They did not see 
The stairs where they.had stood once in the moonlight, 
Before the moon went out and Tristram vront 
From her to darkness, into time and rain. 

: Leaving her there w-1 th Ma1~k and the · cold sound 
, Of waves that foamed all night. They did not see 
T11e·silent shore below, ·or the blaok rooks 1 
Or, the black shadow of fate that came unfelt, 
Or, following it, lilce ev 11 dresses as man, 
A shaP.e that arept and crawled along to Tr.istram, 
.A.nd,1€.tpt upon him with a shining knife 
That ceased to shine. After one cry to God, 
And her last cry, she could hear Tristram, saying 
"If' it was Andred•-give him thanks--for m.e--
It ·was not Mark-. •••• Isolll tt 

(1) 

Here are mingled simplicity of language, sk11ltul repetition, 

vivid pictorial. de ta 1i,. the symbolic accompaniment ·or the sea, 
• < •• 

dramatic intensity• the hand or fate, and jealous hatred even 

in murder defeated by pe.saionate love•-all inherent qualities 

of this long·poem. 

A·part of Mr. RObinson's success comes in his 

aeoura:te, discriminating knowledge of 'i'Tords and his eft'eotive-

ness in hand11ng them. Particularly facile is he in his apt 

use ot; epithets: ttsonl-retch!ng verse," "the last scorching 

ounoe of desperation," "the pursuing clutch of a mad 

. (ll Robin~on; E. A•.• Tristra.m.1 p. 134. 



retrospect.," neager cinders." "metai~: laughing," "demure 

determination," and "climbing silence." Occasionally this 
habit leads him to affectation in such expressions as 

"necessary little neck," and King Rowel's warning to his 

daughter that .she "relinquish(her.1 commendable affection, " 
for she is "too high and too essential" to be the sport Of 
fancies. But thes·e instances are exceptiona1. 

The poem is narrative throughoutt; a. narrative 
. . 

enhanced by dramatic and lyrical moods.· investing certain 

passages. This form, combined with Mr. Robinson's proneness 
to psychological and philosophical elaboration, ·has led in 

some instances to aridity in style. At. time· this element 

is :runther 1nareased by the poet'~1 habi:t_(~lready referred. 

to) or repeating his idea over and over with only slight· 

change of words. Mr. Conrad Aiken, who is the .only magazine 

critic read that is definitely meager with his praise, says 

that sometimes these passages conoeal a subtlety worth the 

effort; but often they do not; he comments, also, unfavorably 
·,, . 

upon this 11elabol"ate obscurity," the nabsenoe of tactile 
qual1 ties in language," and the lack o:f· "ruggedness in 

blank verse." Moreover, he feels that the poem contains 
too little action,_, and though the lyricism is sometimes 

beautiful and the analytic dialogue often acute, there is a 

great deal too much of both. (l) 

It is concerning the narrative element in the poem 

that the critics speak most definitely. In contrast to Mr. 

Aiken's criticism is that of Mr. Lloyd Morris,. in which he 

(1) Aiken, Conrad, "Tristram,." New Republic. 51:22 •. 
May, 1927. 



says· this is Mr. Robinson's finest narrative poem and is 

namong ·the very fe\v f~ne modern n&.r1"'B.tive :poems in English."( 1) 

Mr. Gorman pronounces it the nbest long poem in Arm rioan 

letters.," and. the version that "immediately suPersedes all 

other variants of the legend." .12) He comments further on 

the sustained.mood and unbroken charm of the poem. John 

Farrar says here is a ttmatura poet writing a poem which is, 

for beauty, for teohn1que 1 for passion, for dramatic skill, 

the equal at least of' any great narrative poem in the English 

language,t• and then adds, «Here is a book that your great 

grandchildren will know. even if you neglect i:tP' (3) 

Thus do critics judge this highly modernized version 

of the Tristram legend~ shorn of all its old magio but 

invested with a ne\r magic of the· sea and love and. rate. Nothing 

essential to the story has been omitted, and not a great deal 

has been added; rather Mr. Robinson, in the light of his own 

intere·sts and preferences and in harmony with his own 

questioning concerning life, has taken the tradition, endov1ed 

it with twentieth century habits of thought and revealed to 

his readers not so much vrhat events signify as what ·actually 

happens without and within .the soul of his oharaoters and 

bids his readers:judge f'or themselves the meaning of life and 

love and fate. The tale in his hands becomes detached from 

both past and pres~nt and. centers its interes.t upon the 

unchanging qualities of human nature. 

: (1) Morri•t Lloyd,> ttThe Career of Passion," Nation.124:586. 
(2) Gorman, Herbert s.,. Literary: Review of New York 

Eveni!W Post.Vol. 7. no-.· 35. P• 3. May 7, 1927. 
· (3 Farrar, J"ohn. under ".The Editor Recommends," Bookman 

65~ 455-~. June, 1927. · 



CHAPTER EIGET 

Tristan and Is10lt 

by. 

John Masefield 

The latest treatment ot the legend is Mr. John 

Masefield's necent play Trista·n and ~salt, Which appeared 

in the summer of 1927. Although printed after i1r. Robinson's 

Tristram, it is really an earlier writing, having been first. 

performed in February preceding its publio&t:ton. Two render-

ings, however, oould soaroely be more unlike. In contrast to 

Mr. Robinson's carefully elaborated analysis of character and 

motive, with little attention to plot, the reader here finds 

the action, stripped of all expository or embellishing 

material, speeding forward with suoh breathless haste that . 

the characters a.re reduced to soaroelymore than tragic 

types of emoti~nal experiences. 

Knowing Mr. Masefield's almost habitual use of 

narration, one is not surprised that plot and action should 

be paramount in his treatment, but what led him to legendary 

lore and to this story in particular would be a matter of 

raI_idom conjecture. But, having chosen his mater1a1-; with 

characteristic disregard for conventions, he boldly selected 

incidents and atmosphere from the most primitive and least 

familiar sources of the legend. 

The study of sources, therefore, presents an interest-
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ing antithesis to the other handlings of the story in this 

paper. Instead or the pictorial background of the days of 

ehivalcy so· habitually asso.ciated witll. the legend, one 

:finds here the crude, barbarous state of society of the 

ninth century Celt. Tristan is a Piotish prince 9 son of 

Olwen and Tallorc--a combination of the Piotish hero, 

Drostan, and the Welsh Trystan ab Tallwch of an old triad.(l) 

:J:n the old triad Tristan was a "mighty swineherd," so 

faithful that Arthur, Kai, ~nd Bedwyr(the same characters 

with the same spellings that ooour in this new rendering) 

.could not get a single hog from him whether by ruse, violenoer 

or theft. This incident ~ •. Masefield enlarges upon and 

inserts as oomio re1ief between two serious scenes of his 

play. Other hiil.ts of primitive origins are Kolbein's name, 

suggestive of th~ period ot Viking rule in Ireland; his 

manner of winning Thurid for his \Yife; his demand of a 

tribute of young m~n and Marc's plea tor the substitution 

of ''copper and tin, or linen,. or grain, or beasts;" and 

Sowkin·• s gif't to Marc of the "black puddings" as an Easter 

duty. 

In addition to the material of the Welsh triads, 

the poet has selected from both the B~roul and the Thomas 

versions: Tristan's challenging an enemy of Maro and of the 
' kingdom of Cornwall and the resulting fight on an island in 

the sea; the faithfulness of' Tristan's foster father, Dinan, 

the Bual of the Thomas poem; the voyage to Ireland for the 

princess Isolt; the love potion; the substitution of 

(1) McMeill, Geo. P. ,. Sir Tris tram, Intro. 
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Brangwen on the wedding night; the use of rye-meal to 

prove ,Tristan.'s secret visit to_Isolt; the ordeal by drink; 

tpe banishment· to th~ forest and the. ·incident of th:e glove 

on the sword; and ·Tristan.ts appearance disguised as a 

harper, used elsewhere only in the Hardy play_. ~t with 

these are some outstanding omissions. There is no m~ntion 

made of .Tristan's rame as a hunter, a distinction doubtless 

gained after the legend was carried to Europe,, SJ.fd.but· 

little is made _or his skill e.s a harper; the love grotto 

is only a .. "den" in the. forest; the~e. is· no Gouvernail,. nor 

Andret, nor second Isolt•-all proof of the poet's. d~sire to 

get away.as muoh as.possible from the ti:roe worn incidents 

and stress the fresher ones of the more :primltive beginnings. 

Just as notable :as Mr .. Masefield's +-eturn to the 

dim origins of the legend are ·his inventions, suggested 

indirectly perhaps by some parts ot the traditiona1 story. 

He merges ·the two voyages to Ireland into one aml so · 

accounts for Isolt's relationship to Kolbein that she feels 

no antagonism ·toward· Tristan, ~ather gra:titude for his having 

killed her hated roster father. Consequently, their love 

has an opportunity for natural development. Despite this 

:faot, the love potion. figures importantly in the story; not 

once but three times is· it used: first by Tristan and Isolt 

whe·n they are waiting for the ship that· is to bear them to 

Cornwall. again by them just be:rore the potion is ca~ried 

to the bridal chamber, and finally by Brangwen and Maro. At. 

this last time Brangwen so trembles after she has drunk 

that- she drops the gold cup and spills the liquid. Thus 
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she ever after loves· n!arc7. but her affeotion is not 

i~eturned~-

. The most original ·invention in the play is tha 

conclusion and· the events' leading 'to· it. After the lovers 

discover Marc's glove laid upon the drawn sword between 

them.t ·Isolt insists .on returning to. her husband that he · 

may know she recognizes his g1 .. ea.tness in sparing their 

live·s--.and possibly· that she· may find rel.ief from a sudden 

:prick of conscience·.. She. arrives at the ~e..stle in. time to 

reoeive Mare''s forgiveness- and accept from him the leadership 

o:t the: country during·his-absenoe in Arthur's wars. In the 

days th.at follow word ia· brought to her that her lover is 

wandering insonely in the forest, but she remains obdurate. 

Evenwhen, half dend, he steals into the castle and gains 

ehtranoe to her, does she heartlessly order him removed and 

flogged. Only when Maro's. de(lth is reported and she hears 

Bran~wen's bitte.r mourning for him, does jealousy lead her 

to the forest to r·~d the dying Tristan.: She reaches him 

just as he expires, and in a passion of bitter remorse she 

stabs·hersel:f and dies--an end. which is hardly an improvement 

on the .tradit:iona.1 one of' the sails. A reminder of the old 

oonolusion, however! is Tristants death in the forest. 

Attendad by the, faithful Pixnie,. he moans his desire to see 

Isolt. Again and again he asks the girl to look for a black 

horse. coming through the· forest, Black Eagle, whom he had 

given Isolt in more fortunate days. Getting a negative 

answer,. he p1eads with her to go once more to learn if a 

brown horse appears,, for· Isolt~ ha believes, may send Brangwen 



ahead to announce. her coming •.. Just as Tristan. is. at the 

point of .death,, he hears the sound of horses~ hoofs in 

the distance and intuitively knows it is Black Eagle bearing 

Isolt to him. In :pathos and tragedy, though not in incident, 

the final scene is comparable to that of the older versions. 

The ·action of the story, therefore, toue:.hes upon . 

various incidents in the lives of Trist~n and Isoit, ·from 

the first acquaintance, of the former with :Maro. to the· death 

ot ·the i·overs. Comp,rehensive as ·that is, the actual 

presentation ·on the stage requires only two·hours.and twenty 

minutes, according to a note which Mr. Masefield adds to 

the published play. In this note. also, he indicates the 

severe·setting needed. "The, play was written,-" he says, 

":for a theatre with a fore stage* or· apl"Oll:r and a main stage 

on a· somewhat higher level. At the back of,, a.nd above, the 

main stage, there 1s a ga11ery·or·baloony, approached by 

stairs on each side." such an a1 .. ra.ngement, "together w1th 

' the very mea.gereat furnishings,. makes possible the· rapid 

progress or the action through the frequently changing so.-en.es. 

The barbaric atmosphere is enhanced by the bright and vivid 

colors worn by the actors. 

The events .ta:Ice plaae in Ireland, Tintagel, a 

swineyard, and a forest; and E}Xoept in two or. three instances, 

the time elapsing be.tween scenes is limited to a few honrs•-

a few minutes in ·soma casEl;s •. Destiny. ~ppeara as the· 

controlling force in. the play and speaks l>oth the prologue · 

and the epilogue. But her presence is manifest oonstant1y 

throughout the trage:dy by the reactions of various characters, 
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particularly Thurid and Isolt. ·In the prologue, Destiny 

sounds a dignified note; sugges.ts the aspeo.t ·from which the 

situation is to be viewed, and presents the theme. There is 

somethingas·grim, as unchangeable, as hypnotic in manner 

and atmosphere in the :first vrords of Pestiny as in the 

chants of the dead Cornish men and women in·Hardy's Famous 

Tragedy: 

I am She who began ere Man was begotten, 
I am deathless, unsleeping; my task is to make 

· Beginnings prospei~ to glo~y and crumble to rotten 
By the deeds of women ali~men and the ways that they 
· take. 
I am the apple and .. snake~. 

I show 'fristan. the prince, in glory beginning, 
And Isolt, the maid, in her beauty; I show these two 
Paasing from peaoe into bitter burning and sinning 
From. a love· that was lighted of old. I display them 

anew 
.And the deaths that were due. 

Tbe action itself ·is divided into tV!elve scenes, 

marked in the text only by directions for the curtain. The 

play opens with two ,explanatory o.onyersations by which the 

· reader learns that Cornwall ·is_:under ·the curse of the pirate, 

Kolbe.in,. who has killed King Meirohyon and King Tallorc, 

Marc's father and brother-in-law, respectively; that he is 

now demanding a t1~1bute. of thirty boys; and that Dinari has 
. . ' 

brought Tristan hithei- to -reveal to him his troubled heritage. 

From this beginning the action moves on rapidly through the 

visit to Ireland, the first meeting of the lovers, the 

drinking of the love potion, and the marriage of Isolt and 

Maro. The speed slackens .only long enough for the subtle 

Kai to set a.live suspicion of the new queen and her lover. 

Then, inserted between the tragic incidents or the marriage 
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night .and th~ )>anishment of t:t;ie lovers, a.re .the:_ three 

comic . scenes presenting .. the misadventures in the· swineyard,, 

From this the action ·hast~na.~»to its tragic :-0lose~. 

·But on tl;la whole, one· baa. ~he feeling .. that Mr •. 

~ .. '!~1sei'ield h~s only outlined. the events-•events. that should 

be made pertinent. by . a fuller i developmen·t ·of . the persona.11 ties 

connected uith them. Only.oooasionally is his character 

portrayal convincing; seldom·. do· his people .seem :r:eal~ a 

direct contrast to the men.and v;omen:who move through Mr. 

Robinson's poem. :Marc is the most consistently dravmt In. 

the first scene he is the mild-tempered king desiring 

protection ror his men,·will~n.g to pay double ·the tribute 

but in ·some medium other than men •. Even t}1e gl.ow:tng passion 

of the lovers fails to make him .appear cruel or leVlo. as 
he is in th~ later prose romances. Whenrumorse.ga.:inst the 

queen.must be considered, he comes to her direatly •. The 

same evenness of disposition. and lenienoy,.in spi-teof his 

wife! s o:pen guilt, make ·him permit the lovers· to ·escape·. 

unha:rmed to. the forest, al?-d. later so stirs .:his: ptty that he 

he leaves in the forest the sign of forgiveness.. He does 

not once drop out of. the· character first set ':ror him •. 

Isolt, on the other,hand;.1s:so changeable, so 

wanton at times,.so violent and bold in her·protestations .of 

love, so cruel when in a place of power, and occasionally so 

unfeeling in her affections .. that one recognizes ·the tradi.tional 

Isolt only by her name and a few familiar incidents. She is 

the fearl~ss and passionate queen, w:how.ith the poison dr~nk 

of ordeal in her hands, oan declare,. 



nr drink to the setting free of the soul ~71 thin me, 
That it may foliow my love, my Tristan slain," 

( 1) 

and later can say of that same man, 
ttCarry that frantic madman into the court, 
Deliver him to the guard as a cast felon, 
And let the marshall flog him with fifty stripes 
And drag him upon a hurdle out of the bounds. 

,.Remove him .. 11 

( 2) 

The only explanation for such an erratic change is that the 
king pitied.and forgave her and her lover went insane for 
love of her! Only in her generous judgment of Maro on the 
discovery or :ilia. gleve in the forest, 

"Sorrow has ennobled him; he has done such a deed 
As none but a great man·could," 

(3) 

does- one catch the.fineness of her struggle against wrong, 
her desire to be loyal to Marc, and at the same time the 
genuineness of her affection for Tristan. But even here the 
love for Tristan is piteous rather than passionate. Maro 

. . 
calls forth a sense of duty, not love, :from her; and her 
reactions to him· reflect her determination to fulfill her own 
destiny and to consider him only in relation to that; thus 
when word is brought of the king's death, she prays for help 
to govern Cornwall right1y, thinking of his death only when 
asked concerning his burial and then replying nonohantly, 

''God made· the earth where he is; he will sleep sweeter 
Under the millcwort and the larks of' heaven 
Than in this charnel of bones and dead sin." 

. (4) 

Were this person a creation of the poet's mind purely, one 

(l).Masefield, john, Tristan and Isolt, p. 105. 
( 2) 1.Q19...' p •. 131 •. 
(3) ~.,_p.115. 
(4) Ibid., p. 134. 



•. might feel that here was a woman~ capricious end t<?mperamental, 

trying to find herself in a world of constantly changing 

situations; but such an interpretation oannot be harmonized 

with ~he innately unselfish character of the Isolt that 

Tristan loved. 

Traces of the familiar Isolt .are evident,, however, 
when Brangwen's express~on of grief over the death of Maro 

moves Isolt to go to her lover who lies in the forest at the 

point of death. Almost bitterly she oomments, 

"Love is so terrible, 
A love like mine. I have killed Tristan, my lo•·er; 
Killed him as though with a sword.: 
I have been perilous to Tristan and Marc • 

. What have they had from me but fever in the bones?n(l) 

But ever here is chiefly dissatisfaction with the way she has 

met life notwithstanding her effort·to ma~e restitution to 

Maro, and only a suggestion is found of the compensation that 

love in death oan bring, a compensation that is characteristic 

of former handlings. 

Tristan, on the other hand, foll.ovrs the conventional 

role more closely, though the.delineation of his character 

lacks special distinction. As foster son and nephew he is 

loyal, faithful, and valorous; as lover, :fearless, almost 

foolhardy, and devoted_even to the point of insanity. But 
th~ 

ha lacks much of graciousness of manner so of·ten attributed " ,_ 

to liim; and ~ane o:r_ his remarks and i'Jeactions to stimuli are 

inane and senseless. Only in the closing lines does the weak 

and dying hero arouse the reader's sympathy~· 'something of his 

(1) Masefield, John, Tristan and Isolt, p,. 134. 
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former charm returns es he eagerly, piteously awaits the 

sound of Blaok Eagle's hoofs announcing the arrival of Isolt. 
Here too the poetry w·ith its tense passion and deep pathos 

rises, to a higher. level ·than ts usual in the work: 

Ther~ was no horse on the moor, no horse at all. 
Save a rider with a spare horse drawing nearer. 
I shall mount and ride with him and·not return. 
But there is a ho~se upon the moor: I hear him. 
I will look to· see: alas, I am so weak 
That I cannot stand, nor see. But on the moorland 
A horse is at a gallop heading hither.... · 
It is she .... yes ••••• it is she ••• 
But she cannot knov1 my dwelling, she. will pass me. 
Isol t,. I am here 1 !sol t, Queen I sol t, !sol t. 
Mo• no$ no, she has passed: she could not bear me. 
What time of year is it? are the harebells come? 
It's the end of the Jear with me, 'l'ristan, the Prince. 

Isolt the maid, Isolt the Queen, 
Isolt the April, b~dding green. 

Those are Black Eagle's hoofs. Eagle, boy Eagle! 
~{es, it is Eagle, he hears me: Isol t is coming. 
It is Isolt coming to see me before I die. 

( l) 

Characterization of the three officials of the king's 
court, Kai 1 Bedwyr; .and Ai'thur, affords opportunity for subtle 

interplay of personality, uninoumbered by later tradition, 

for these men a.re.so fal.' removed·from their conventional roles 
in. Malory _:t;hat one recognizes them on1y·1. by their names. Kai 

is a.n artful study of a man a little too self-conceited 

concerning his own ability to judge his fellowmen--evident 
from his first comment on Bedwyr, na good man •• but ••• no 

sub~;lety. ;io breadth," and on Arthut·, "a good man, but no 

depth, 0 to his finally being tricked by the latter when the 

actual·stealing of the hog takes place. Arthur shrewdly 

manages to· keep a root .in both camps. He aids with plans 

(1) Masefield, JC?hn, Tristan and Isolt 1 p. 140. 
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:ror the thert; but when the alarm in the swineyard·is 

sounded, ha is far enough away to return with.Mara and, 

free from suspicion, listen to the mumblec1 explanations of 

his ma·tes. At the same time Arthur puts himself in favor 

with Tristan by his veiled warnings of possible tx~ouble-~ 

a favor in which he constantly grows by his sympathy with 

the lovers in their affection for each other •. (1) Thus in 

an incident entirely foreign to the play, plain+y" faro1oa.1 

in nature , and having to do w 1th miner parts only, has r~rr. 

Masefield.given his shrewdest, most subtle character revelation 

of th~ whole work. 

Origihali ty in ac.tion and character is roa·tohed with 
' . 

an equal freedom in meter. The author uses a very free and 

loose form of blnnk verse. governed by the stress of natui .. al 

speech. Consequently there are many feminine endings and 

great variety in length of line. While the foot is pre;railin.gly 

iambic, often twelve or thirteen·syllables are crowded into 

one line, ancl oooasionally :ror a speoifio eff,eet the nunibor 

is increased to "fifteen or reduced to eight.. Usually the 

pause or drop in the musical phrase comes at the end of the 

line, even at the sacrifice of the though·t relationship between 

tho ideas, as in the following lines, in whioh the first is 

clenrly a deDendent time olause of the second:. 

(1) Some basis for Mr. Uasefield's ha,ring Mare call upon 
Arthur to serve as a witness at Isolt's trial may be found in 
an incident added to the story after its rendering into Frenoh. 
Arthur, urged to decide to which Isolt should belong, Tristram 
or Marc, dealared that one should possess her while the leaves 
were on the trees and the other while they were off. Marc 
greedily ohose the '.::inter, whereupon Isolt reminde\i him of 
the holly, yew and ivy. that,were never without leayes; hence 
Marc lost her forever. Bruce, J. D., Evolution of Arthurian 
Romance,. p. 191. 



The hunter speared you·a salmon in the river. 
He said that he saw a young man in the forest. 

( l) 

On the Vihole, however, the quality of the verse used in the 

d:talogue. is st1ccessru1, lending a tone of resienation and 

finality to events. Moreover, the crowding of syllables 

produces an effect o'f tenseness and s\~ift speed, two chief 

virtues. of the work. 

Variety in meter is found only in Destiny's proloeue 

and epilogue and in the little insane snatobes of song uh1oh 

Tristan utters in the. forest. One of the latter, a typical 

illustration, occurs in Tristan's dying wail, already quoted, 

where the two lines of song inserted d~tract rather than add 

to the highly imaginative .temper of the pas;.Jage. The prologue, 

a lyric of two five-line stanzas, contains some of' the best 

poetry.in the play. Here are brevity, richness of sue;c:estion, 

candor.and directness of expression, and music or verse to 

an unusual degree. The epilogue is weaker only because of 

less art.is try in choice of v:ords possibly. To try in a short 

:rour-line stanza to make "happen" and t'shapenu rhyme, nnd 

at tlle same time preserve:the seriousness and dignified tone 

of jud.t:.,cment passed on the dead is dii'ficul t;, if not impossible. 

The diction is sometimes inharmonious or inooncruous and 

occasionally unnecessarily crude; but more often it.is merely 

lacl-:ing 1n distinction. Fevr words are particularly rich in 

co~i-iotation except those that help to re-create tho early 

period out o:r which the· sto1'y rose. Such expressions. as "I 

came to ready his death bed" and ttyour gear is aboard" adds 

(1) Masefield, john, Tristan and Isolt, p. 123. 
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greatly to the primitive atmosphere. As to the names 

of the swineherd's family, Hog, .sowkin, and !=>.~gling, one 

is not quite sure how seriously they are to be taken: v1hether 

they are used to heighten the crude, barbaric background ot 
the notion or to strengthen the comic effect of the interpolated 

pig-sty incident. Alliteration is not marked and figures of 

speech are used sparingly. A few, however,. are exceedingly 

fresh and telling. Thus when Hog is asked if he has hope 

of his freedom, he answers, 

"No, lord, none: that v1ould be.heathen,. to hope. 
I feel inside like a pan Of eels being boiled,, 
But never let it be thought I dared to hope.'' 

( 1) 

On the whole Mr~ Masefield succeeds in his handling 

of events and in his verse effects better ·than in his conception 

of his main characters. His failure to vitalize his men and 

women, combined with the stark barrenness and speed of events, 

sometimes produces an abstract or generalized emotion, 

bordering on sentimental! ty, says one cfi:~·:ltic; (2) and the 

verdict seems a fair one. The action is the,.best thing in 

the play; the incidents are colorful, the movement direct and 

swift, and the result a vigorous story. But a serious defect 

ot the plot is an utter lack of proportion. Almost one seventh 

of the work is devoted to the events ot the marriage night 

and a restating of' the great love of Tristan and.:Isolt. The 

only explanation seems to be a desire to re-emphasize the 

tragedy and enforce anew the barbaric mood of the period. 

( 1) Masefield, John, Tristan::and Isolt, p. 55. 
(2) Church, Richard, "The Return of the Tragic Muse," 

Spectator{London). 139: 102. July 15, 1927. 



The defect of balance is evident also in the interlude 

of the stealing of the swine, the only·example of direct 

comedy introduced into the legend in recent treatments. 

Over thirty pages out of one hundred forty-two are consumed 

·with this episode, which, fresh, vigorous, ·and humorous in 

itself, leads far away from the tragic tone of the play. It 

is;7h.armonious, and instead of producing emotional relief' in 
/\ 

the reader, it in~pires a new interest, from which he is 

drawn with effort. Yet, despite this disproportionately long 

digression in plot, the author proves his ability as a story-

teller. 

Another· outstanding feature of the play is Mr. Mase-

field' a conception of fate. Mention has already been made of 

it as a controlling force in the action as set forth in the 

speeches of Destiny and in the reactions of various characters. 

The poet sees rate as providing both the temptation to wrong 

and the punishment for it, :but be places final responsibility 

for the latter upon man. Thurid says, 

"No fate is to be dreaded, but borne, or changed," 

and Iso1t, 

"There is no avoiding fate, going or staying." 

Both recognize its presence but experience has taught the 

older woman that it can be controlled. Consequently, man is 

not powerless before it as Hardy conceives him to be. It may 

be a stern and relentless force, but it is one subject to 

both "the spirit of man and the judgment of God." Like other 
poets treating the legend, Mr. Masefield sees the acts of 

the lovers as a transgression of moral law and their lonely• 
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remorseful deaths the inevitable result whioh·their conduct 

has elicited from a fate: that is both~ sure and just- Thus 

he places emphasis·upon. the,oonsequenoea of wrong doing and 

glides lightly over the compensation that death:~brings ·to a 

passionate love impossible··of'· earthly fulfillment-~ a 

compensation that· other poets have stressed. The emphasis 

thus made seems oharaoteristio of the poet, for the fate that 

follows Tristan and Isolt ls the .. same merciless one that 

guides the action in the Widow in Bye Street and other poems. 

· The play, it seems, met the c~.itios· 1n.an ~Vil hour 

just following the days when almost universal praise was 

being heaped upon :Mr. Robinson•s Tr1stram. This Tristan and. 

Isolt· is so radically dif.ferentt so out of the ordinary, and 

at the same time· so arresting that reviewers were puzzled 

what to make of it. Mr. Church in an intermittently.favorable 

or1t1o1sm adds that it gives a "convincing finish to the 

reader's conviction that this furthe.r treatment of a thread-

bare theme is well· justified. (1) · Another critic characterizes 

it as "a pulsing play; quick with intimations.of' fate, less 

qu·iok with passion's tide; swift and copious in scene':~'and 

event, yet, with·one exception, thrlfty enough in their ordering; 

wrought in a language pared down to the severest needs of 

action; and running to a rhythm that at once expresses 

Destiny's urge and speeds Tragedy on her oourse."-(2) Another 

accuses Mr. Masefield of being "inclined to rant«· and feels 

that in this play hfs style, so successful in dealing with 

. . 
(1} Church, Richard~ .ttThe<Return of the Tragic Muset" 

Spectator(London). 139: 102. July 16, 1927., . 
(2) Living A.ge from Manchester Guardian.'333: 841. 

November 1, 1927. 
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original narrative material, is utterly unsatisr~otory 

because the characters.are already people of the reader's 

imagination and conflicting inventions a.re o~t of place. {l) 

Still .. another criticizes the dramatic technique that fails 

to develop any incident except the comic one "beyond the 

scenario stage" so that the. ".Play never seeJI,ls quite to 

come off." (2) Perhaps Mr. Stanley Kunitz best expresses 

the consensus of cri t 1oism vrhen he terms it a :play "generally 

effective and superficially lucid and sometimes beautiful 

and once or tv1ioe terribly wise, but hardly memorable or 

impo.rt~n t •" ., ( 3} • 

(1) N"ation and Athenaeum. 41: 585. July 30• 1927. 
{2) Eaton, Walter Prichard, Books of New York Herald 

Tribune. J"anuary 1, 1928. p. 10. 
{3) Kunitz, Stanley :r., -Saturday Review-of Literature. 

December 10 1 1927. p. 432. · 
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CHAPTER NINE . 

Miscellaneous.Treatments 

In addition to the seven major liteJ;ary interpre-

tations or the legend therf3: are several other poet.iOal 

works dealing with the material more or less comprenensively.(1) 

Outstanding among these minor treatments are the two plays 

.by Mr. :r. Comyns Carr and Mr.· Ar~hur Symons, respeotively. 

These men have produced full length dramas, which, hav ever, . . . \ ' 

because designed pr~arily for stage produC.tion and deriving 

part of thei'r success from a studied scenic effect,~ have . . : . . ' 

lost somewhat in literary excellence. Yet despite this faot 
they present inte:resting contributions to the old legend and 

suggest the adaptability of the material to drt{matic forms .. 

The earlier of these two works is Mr. Carr's 

Tristram.and Iseult,. a four-act blank verse tragedy, first 

pres anted at t~·· Adelphi_ Thea t.~e in London 1 . Septerriber 4, 

1906. The poet h~d dealt with Arthurian lore in one other 
\ 

play at least, his King Arthu;:, produced in a.London theatre 

five years before. In the.second experiment, as in the first, 

the author's dominant purpose was to make his poem suitable 

(1) Mention may be made here of the plan of Richard Hovey 
to use the Tristram and Iseult story as an underplot in a 
poetical drama to be entitled Astolet.· His work was never 
oarried beyond a few plans and notes; since his death these 
have been edited and published by his wire.· These notes, 
together with his oom:pleted. plays,. show ·his intention of 
handling the entire .Arthnr1an cycle. Hovey-,. Richard, ~ 
Holy Grail and Other Fragm.ents, PP• 67-7?. · / 
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for tha stage; an~ for this reason the reading version can 

only suggest what the entire :fulfillment of llis plan is. 

Plainly •. the incidents are those selected for their graphio 

beauty and d1•amatia import; and about these he creates an 

atmosphere of romaiJ.ca and illusion, by elaborate settings 

and effective lighting arrangemento The central theme· is 

love and death, treated, however, with more picturesqueness 

and color than :passion. Both are developed to the tragic 

end by superstition,: mystery, and a thirst for revenge. Mr. 

Carr's play handles the legend in a manner different i'rom· 

the usual conception in that rate is not in it an· over-

shadowing motive, _al though Tristrem feels him.self ·1ed on 

by it at titiles. 

Mr. Carrhas.reoognized the literary value of the 

ea1 .. 1ier episodes of the legend, and,. though he retains the 

death of the lovers in the final scene,. he uses that 

earlier material often only alluded to by others as back-

ground. · ·Jror such sources lle holds closely to the Beroul 

and Malory versions-. · Re invents little, usually only 

coloring an incident or scene to suit his d~amatio purpose. 

His chief changes are in the character of' Tristram's step-

mother,: who remains the jealous, scheming woman to the end; 
in Tristram and Isault'·s drinking of the love potion, not 

forre:rreshm.ent as in the conventional story, but because 

they think it poison tor Mark; in the conception of the 

second Iseult as a vision, the identity of which is not 

quite clear; and in the combining of the death or the lovers 

with the incident o:r the queen'"s bower~ an incident that 
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comes some time before the .end in the old st.ories ... 

The plot is developed through tour· acts" the· 

titles of v1hich suggest the somavrhat melodrama·tiiQ atmosphe~ 

that pervades the· en-~ire vrork: The Poisoned Sword, ,The Hands 

That Heal, The Love Draught,, and the Wound ·Inv1noible. · The 

play proceeds vrith comparative leisure·. giving ample 

opportunity for pictorial effects and musical interludes; 

the action· embraces the plotting. of Markt- Andred, and the 

step-mother age.inst Tristram~, Tristramt'.s: journey to Ireland 

for ·healing, his. wooing of Iseult to be the· bride of Marlc_, 

the natural grmvth of love between her and Tris t·ram, " the 

queen •·a discovery of Tristr~rn' s identity by means· of the. 

splintered sword, Tris.tram's t,1ght with Sir 'l'alomid.e to 

prevent his.taking Iseult, the sailing of the ship bearing 

Tristram and Iseult to Cornwall,. ~h~ drinking of the love 

potion, the marriage of M~rk and Iseult ,. the: plotting o:r 

Marltt .Andred1 and the dwarf against Tristram, and finally 

the·oatastrophe 1n·the queen's bower. 
The setting is cho·sen with a very definite, view to 

the appeal to the eye. The first Act ·takes place· on tlle·-

Cornish shore and affords ample opportunity ·for pietorial 
effect.: we Bee a rocky ledge, the ship in the bay, and the-

wounded knight being carried aboard on a. litta~ attended by 
a chorus of maidens• The· second Act present9 the romantic 

glamour· or the palace of the.Irish king, with wide windows 

overlooking the lists where a tournament is.in progress. 
. '. 

The recessed alcove containing· the curtained couch. on 
which lies the wounded Tristram and beside 'whio·b upon a 
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low seat sits !seult ·harping and singing softly, further 

enhances the mediaeval atmosphere. It is in this aot 

also that the" strange phantom of the second Ise.ult first 

appears.· As the Irish priricess stands gazing at the knight 

whom she has hea·led and has ·now learned to love, a chorus 

of unseen. spirits is heard, and gradually through drawn 
curtains comes the· shadowy form of Iseult of the Whi ta 

Hands. The vision speaks prophetically: · 

''My name is ·thine, I too am called Isau1t·, 
.Isault of the White Hands, whose ma~ble touch 
Like tl.line hath power to heal. And where I dwell, 
.In that far moonlit 1and towards whose pale coast 
All·sails shall run for haven at the last~· 
There too at last the sobbing seas shall bear him, 
And thou shalt' seek him there. Yet,: hearken now 
.And store it in thy hear·t agains·t that hour 
Thou shalt have need of' it: whom thou hast healed, 
Though .all unlmow'ing~ thou shalt ·wound again; 
Whom thou hast wounded I alone may cure. 
}Tay. ask no more, the end shall answer all. 

( 1) 

The. third Act gives a. soene in ;Iseult's cabin on 

board the Swallow,. and sUggests the mystery and power of 

the sea durtng and.' after 'ff storm. Lighting arrangements 

reveal the gray davm of- the sky with faint glimmerings of 

color. The .set.ting doubtless adds materially to the element 

o:r su:perstltion, and to the foreboding, that are important 

in the.action centering about the drinking of the love 

potion by Tristram and.Iseult and their coming under the 

magic spell of love.: TJ:le scene, olosing with the bustle of 

the sailors in preparation f'or landing, ·contrasts well with 

the dreamy quietness of the two oharaotera. 

· (l) Carr, J". Com.yns,. Tristram and Iseult, p., 24. 



Variety and.rustic beauty are .Provided,in the last 
Aot, which takes place chiefly at Iseult's forest bowar. 
Through it flows a small st1~eam, and beside this Iseu.lt. and 

Branguaine keep lonely v:lgi.l,. looking f9r the notched ·piece 
of olive wood which signals Tristram.ts arrival.:. ·The lovers 
meet, but are soon discovered by Mark" Andred, and the 
dwa·r:r ~ · While Mark is enjoyfug hia revenge ·and planning a 

suitable punishment for the lovers1 .Andrsd creeps up·trom 
the rear and kills Tris:t1-.am. · 'l1he stage grovws dark, . end 

only Tristram and Iseult remain upon i·t. In the :final 
tableau the vision· of Iseult of the w·.u1te Hands again appears, 
accompanied by a chorus of voices in the distance. A single 
shaft of light falls upon her a.s she.bends over the ·dying · 

lovers. Tristram. ts words ·close. the 'play·,,,, 

"For all Love's wounds there is no ·cure but Death! n 

The outstanding qualities o:r this play are the 
music of the verse, the use of the supernatural, and the 

pictorial effects. The meter is, blank verse interspersed 
·-with many lovely lyrio·s; particularly beautiful are the 

short.love song by Iseultearly- in the play·andthe. speeohes 
of Iseult of the White Hands. · Their beauty is produced by 

the delicate reeling· expressed and the' careful choice of 

words. The supernatural plays a very important part in 

developing the plot. An old sage's prophecy., the intuitions 

of the.queen, the strange power· or the sea ·in storm upon 
the princess Iseult., the oabalistio insoz·iption upon the 

flagon containing the love potion: 
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Those twain who .drink or this sweet wine shall dream 
An endless dreaIIi that kD.owa no waking here,· 
. . ... '. ·~ . . . ' ( 1) 

the;quiet talk of shadows.followed by the malignant.real 

_ one.~."_cast by Tristram's. en~mies--all suggest the restless 

. :rorebe>dlne that runs th.roughout the play. .But strangest of 

all is.the vision o:r.Iseult of' the White Hands, who, unreal 
and vague, is probably intended as a symbol of death. 

The· emphasis., .however, is so entirely upon that 

which appeals to the eye and the emoti~ns that the thoueht . . 

ha.s been sacrificed. As a result the play seems superficial 

and sentimental. One turns from it~ therefore, with little 

remembrance ct the glowing passion that is inherent in the 

legend and with the final catastrophe so softened by the 

visiQn. of the;: second Iseul t .. the. t he . thinks. of . the . ca tnstrophe 

not·; at all as a punishment for transgl'ession. 

Mr. Symon's."play, Tristre.n e.nd Iseult 0 is 'llso a 

blank versa tragedy . in f.our aots. The fact ~hat the poet 

was born in Wales~. of c·ornish parents, {].oubtless accounts 

.in :part for his .interest 1n th'-s .legend of· Cornwall,. The 

theme, is the fa·tality of love, .first sugc;ested b:r the Irish 

Queen's.warning to Iseult, 

. "Love· is more cruel than a savage beast; 
· · Therefore fear· love," 

(2) 

and is parried out.undeviatingly to the end • 

. Four signifiaent SA~ dramatically ef'feotive scenes 

are chosen dealing with the life of Tristan fr9m his second 

·(1) Carr, j. Comyns, Tristram and Iseult, p. 42. 
(2) Symons,. Arthur-.. Tristan and Iseult, p. 9. 
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voyage to Ireland to his death. By means of direct 

presentation and allusion the more important events of the 

legend are covered. Mr~ .. Symons. uses as his .one .source th~ 

Thomas version, even. preserv.ing in. most eases. the exact . 

spel.ling of pro:per names found in the Gottfried translation 

of the Thomas poem. Practically his only> invention. is in 

making bo~h Meridoc, a false friend of Tristan 1n t'he 

source, and Iseult o:r.Brittany.oousins of Iseult of Ire~and. 

This accounts for the acquaintance between the two girls 

from the beginning and for the presence of both in the 

opening scene. 

The play is primarily one·rQr acting ina modern 

theatre whioh makes use of' all the equipment of stagecraft .. 

Possibly this fact deprives 1 t of some of that grim and ste1'n 

impressiveness which is developed by the simple plans for 

presentation called for by the. Hardy a~d Masef:l.eld treatments. 

The events are chosen for th~ir dramatic value .. and center 

about th.e following. incidents: the discov~ry .o:f Tristan as 

the slayer of Morolt bymea.ns of ·th~ splintered sword, the 

drink1ne or the love potion, the surprising of t~e love!'Js 

toget.her in Mark•s garden, and the death of Tristan in. 

Brittany before the arrival of Q,ueen Iseult. Each act has 

its own climax; yet the play moves· with increasing force to 

the culmination. 

Considerable skill. is shovm .a-t times in the develop-

. ment of action and the handling of emotional .crises 1 ·an 

illustration o:r which may [le seen in the acaount of Iseult's 

discovery of. Tristan as.the one who killed her uncle, Morolt. 
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Careful preparation is made 'for.the scene; one.is aware 

of Tristan's strange attraction for Iseult, of her love for 

'Morolt, and of' her zeal. for finding his slayer and avenging 

·his death• With this introduction the conversation. turns 

to. woman's love.. Iseult declares a woman can do more than 

die.for love; then, fired with a craving for revenge, she 

starts to her feet orying, 

"Tristan, I had an uncle whom I loved 
More than I ever shall love man; this brave, 

. This tenaer, more than fa the1' to me, this 
Glory of Ireland, was most foully slain • 

. If Morolt's murderer stood before me nov1 
As you stand there; I, woman that I am, 
•Give w.e your sword: I do not fear to ~ea 
·The nakedness ot steel: give it to my hand." 

{l) 

She takes Tristan 1 s sword, lift.s 1 t in the air 1 and utters 

. only· the wo1"ds, ''I would dar.e--'' ·when she stared fixedly at 

it. 
11 0,. this is some \Vi'tchcrart. No. 
The sword, the sword, it cannot be the swordt" 

. ( 2) 

And then comes t11e undeniable realization that Tristan is 

her uncle's sla~rer. Here; the narrative is swift, the poetry 

highllf imaginative,· the character rec1otion pointed end 

suggestive, and the emotional quality marked. It might be 

stated, however, that the affection for Morolt seems somewhat 

overdrawn for the sake of· dramatio effect. Relief from a 

scene marked by· intensity of feeling is secured, not by 

aomedy. but by variety and color of incident. Indeed, no 

humor oecurs unless it be the .g1"irn side remark of the jester, 

(l) Symons; ArthuJ]·, ·Tristan and Iseult, P• 10. 
(2) llli·· p •. :11 •. 
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Melot,. a:rter he has ·aided Mark ·to come upon the 'love rs ·in 

a ·secret meeting: 

"I have era.eked the nut; they will scramble for the 
pieoes." 

Some interesting light is shed upon theruniversal 

and adaptable quality of the legend by Mr. Symon•s oonce:ption 

of the characters. Tristan believes himself so completely 

led on by fate that he hardly seems conscious o'f sin, though 

he realizes others hold his oonduct as that. But he.def'ends 

himself before them with the thought that if they.knew the 

power that controls him they_, too, would hold him guiltless. 

Despite Tristan's unconsciousness of personal wrong doing in 

the matter or love, he~ has a high sense of honor and feels 

deeply the shame that his love brings to both Mark and Iseult·. 

Ile expresses an unusual loyalty to Marlt, and when banished, 

begs Mark's forgiveness~ Tristan is much milder, more 

reserved, less buoyant than one fin.de ·him in other. versions.· 

But he is still the lover of the sea and a skilled harper 

and maker of song. 

Iseult of Ireland has as much Celtic impulsiveness 

as Mr. Masefield attributes to her, less the erratic perversity 

of temperament. She seems older and more mature than Iseult 

or Brittany, toward whom she preserves an indulgent air in 

the first scene which is touched by jealousy in the second, 

and is changed in the last to a wisdom that only experience 

can bring. Thus when her cousin remorseful~y cries out that 

her false report has killed Tristan~ she replies,· 

"Comfort yourself, Iseult of Brittany, . · · 
And hide y9nr head and.weep; if you will weep, 
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·Because it had to be, and leave me here, 
You have done nothing in this mighty death." 

. ·• (1) 

Grief gives her understanding, symr:a thy, and a resienation 

to fate. The other Iseult .J.s well characterizea·by 

Tristan's rem.ark~ 

"She has the face of one who is content, 
Making a little last with loving it." 

. ' . ' ( 2) 

The hate that develops within her at the end comes only \'li th 

a.,struggle and is gone the moment she sees what it has 

wrought •. She is an almost exaot counterpar·t ·of Gottfried's 

·character. 

Mark also is the Mark of Gottfried, but is here 

given a vividness and detail of" treatment not elsewhere 

~ssigned h:i.m. He is an old men and concerned t11at his 

nephew, even in wooing a bride for·him, shall not represent 

him as younger than he is or without faults. Re is so 

unsuspecting that only after the most definite proof does 

he believe the levers guilty. His grief over their 3in is 

so great that he even threatens to kill them and. tl1en himself. 

He shows an unwonted generosity to Iseult not sugeested by 

other versions. 

Much ot the pictorial l)eauty that contributes to the 

suooess of ·the play eomes f1~m the mediaeval setting indicated 

in stage furnishings,, in costumes and business of characters, 
and- in the mental attitudes. suggested by the dialogue. The 

opening scene is a large hall in an ancient castle where 

sit the :princesses at work with their sewing. Iseult of 

(1) Symon·s···~ A.rthur., Tristan and Isetilt, p. 106. 
{2} Ibid., p. 9. 
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Brittany is embroi~er-ing the figure of a "knight in 

armour, dying•-" prophetic possibly of her.role at.the 

end of the d.rama. Attention· 1s direoted to the character 

or Tristan as a wandering.knit;ht and harper; to the inference 

that the marriage 1s arranged chiefly as an allianoe .. between 

the two nations, to the loyalty to clan, to the formal court 

customs, to the sacred respect ·for a. guest w~:th the queen• s 

consequent protection of T.rist~,. to the solemn .swearing of 

vc'JWs, and to the belief in spells and superna.tural elements 

as illustrated in the poisoned sword and ,W the vow that 

it must bt? used but once--all characteristic. of the period 

ot legendary origins. 

The mysteri<?us. pc;>wer of the love potion is given 

added prominence in this treatment. Instead of drinking it 

for refreshm.ent as in mariy versions, Tristan and Iseult here 

use 1 t to seal a oovenaiJ.t to lay aside enmity foi• · the sake 

or honor--a topic which they have just been·disoussing. 

Dramatic foreshadowing is oorribined with magic as Iseult ·speaks, 

"Pledge met:·~my husband, Mark;"· 

and Tristan rssponds, 

"Health to Iseult, honor and peace to Markl'" 

Then foll0¥7S with oonsid~rable emotional intensity the account 

of the auakening of the_rat~l spell of love •. Foreboding is 

used almost to the point of extravagance; there is hardly a 

page that does not contain some word or phrase of ominous 

import. 

Fate in this play is a control.ling factor,. with 

foreshadowing, superstition, and even. magic contributing 
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toward its inevitable consequences. It so dominates the 

characters that they lose much of their free will and 

becorne mere puppets. If an act can be proved to· be the . 

result of fate, it is at ·once justified. Hence, Tristan's 

explanation ot it as the force that led him to kill Morolt 

bringe immediate.pardon from the queen, who is completely 

submissive to· its power•. When Tristan and Iseul t are 

discovered together in the king's go.rdan, the latt;er shows 

herself uhoonscious o:rany wrong doing, and justifies to 

her accuser her love to Tristan, which, she says, is "innocent 

as lite or death." Thus, while Mr. Symons indioates the 

fatality of love as his theme, he scarcely makes more or it 

than a justification for the acts ot the lovers. Ile seems 

'to make ra·te the motivating force, directing the action and 

adding color and dramatic ef"feot, rather than a means through 

whioh to exp1"ess his :philosophy of life. 

·The style of t11e play may b,e characterized as 

marked by some degree of grace and beauty, yet it is not 

distinctive. The blank verse is dignified in tone, poetic 

in suggestiveness, and varied and musical in sound. Many or 

the lines are shortened to only two or three f'eet, and 

frequently lines have ;feminine endings so that ease and 

naturalness in expression are gained. The diction is 

appropriate, not often ornamental, but simple and straight-

rorward, in keeping with the narrative emphasis of the dra11a. 

Frequent allusions are made to nature, but only the sea is 

significant in heightening the emotional mood or tone. In 

the last act, when Tristan lies dying, and Iseult of Brittany 



is struggling between .love and ,jealousy, the riishing. of. 

the cold wind and the b~at o~ the waves in the gray rain 

·foreshadow the impe:riding doom. The sensitive intensity of· 

· emotion. attains a beauty here that is unsurpassed elsewhere 

in the drama and only· approached by the scene. ·or· the lovers' 

meeting in the garden a.t dawn.· The.poem has man:y·.beautifUl 

lin.es and passages, but .none ·that s·tand out as memorable.· 

In the last· analysis,. ·in spite of the beauty of 

the verse, the delicacy and poetry of the feeling,.. '.the U.Jmsual 

skill .in the choice of i~1oidents, ·.dramatic .and·pioturesque · 

in themselves, the play so over-stresses th~ magio effect of 

the love pot ion tlm t · it takes . the ex:per ienc:es out of the. 

bounds of normal hum.an reactions and fails to give in"!ielleotual · 

stimulus for a mo~ern application; this a.ocount.s largely for 

its lo.ck or permananoy as a contribution to tl1e legend. 

Not only in narrative and dramatic form has the· 

lee;end found expression in reoent years, but it 110.s been a 

rrui tfUl source for lyrics as wel~. · The fact that ·these 

appear in current magazines· is an evidence of the wide 

popularity of the story ancl of its orystalization into a 

type or unselfish, :passionate love. From among these occasional 

lyrics two or three deserve speo,ial mention. "Tristan in 

Brittany," written by Mr.·Lauriston Ward·a.nd publ1shed in 

a Harvard undergraduate magazine, the Harvard Monthli[t in 

March, 1902, catches the essential spirit of self•renunciation 

in love that makes ete1'llna.l the old tale. ( 1) . Tristan lies 

on his couch mortally wounded and longing for the. coming 

(1) Howard Maynadier quotes the greater part of this poem 
in his Arthur of the En,glish Poets, p. 173. 



of Iseult~ In his :fevered ravings he pictures h5.s ·soul, 

his body being dead,. ascending to the throne of Heaven and 

there in sel:r-abasementpraying foreiveness,-only to find 

that the greatness and.utter sincerity or his love has 

1.Jurned his-guilt away. Another poemt equally strong in 

emotion but treating love.with much less ennoblement, is 

Christine Liebeneck Swayne's "Tristram Forethoughtful,"(l) 

which appeared in Poet Lore, 1913. A third poem is 0 Tristram 

and Isolt," by Don Marquis 5 (2) a burlesque, notable chiefly 

:ror its cri tioism df the over·e~tpha.sis soi:ietim~s .put upon 

:bhe pass.ion of love when unaccompanied by unselfishness and 

sincerity--~n emphasis tftat can easily produce sentimento.11 ty. 

{l) Poet LoreJ vol. 24. pp. 358-60. 
(2) Homa Booko~ Modern Verse. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Comparisons and Contrasts 

A study of the.Tristre.m legend as found.in English 

and .American poetry since 1850 has revealed a diversity ot 
•'. .. 

interpretations in a variety of forms. The fact that the 

poets have approached the story with different attitudes 

and habits of mind and have viewed it from different angles 

affords an opportunity for many comparisons and contrasts. 

In the mediaeval period, the material, not the author,. was 

important. Subjective treatment was fro\-med upon. Today, 

however, this legend maintains an additional interest because 

people not only find enjoyment in the story but they are 

interested to see what new light a particular ,author can 

shed upon a world-old tale. How Arnold's and Tennyson's 

serious concern with conduct, hmv Hardy's grappling with :fate 

in relation to man, how Swil1bu~ne's immersion in the delirium 

or love, and hO\v Mr. Robinson's ~cientific study of hum.an 

reactions have varied. the f?rm.?nd styl~ .. of expressQon·; have 

led to the use of certain sources, have influenced the 

selection of .details already there and the addition of. 

supplementary ones--all of these call forth many comparisons 

and contrasts which add significance to the study of the 

Tristram legend. 

The material lends ~tself chiefly to an exPression 

in narrative or dramatic form,.though certain strongly 
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emotional qualities find utterance in lyrical verse, 

varying from the snatches of song in the dramas to the 

rhapsodies to love in Swinburne's poem. In the long narratives 

of Swinburne and Mr~ Robinson appear the most striking 

contrasts. In the one is vivid mediaevalism not only 

furnishing a rich and appropriate background but closely 

~inking itself with the progress of the action as well; in 

the other, vivid modernizatlon stripped of the glamour of 

the past and revealing the questioning, analytical spirit 

of the thinking of to-day. The one poe.t shows strong bias 

in favor of the·lovers; the other stands aloof and calmly 

views the reactions o:f' his characters. One appeals primarily 

to ·the emotions, the other to',bo·th emotions and intelleot. 

The poems of Arnold and Mr. Binyon present a great similarity 

in handling of details, iµ.·mingling or dramatic and lyric 

elements with the narrative, and in the restraint brought to 

bear upon the treatments. Both employ the trappings of the 

past only as they lend tone and atmosphere to the theme; the 

one is characterized by vigor of thought, the other by 

delicacy of feeling. 

Likewise the four dramatic handlings suggest certain 

comparisons and contrasts. Both Hardy and Mr. Masefield make 

use of meager stage settings,. and of compression in style ... 

But, whereas the compression in the one deepens the passion 

and centers emphasis upon the thought and philosophy under-

lying, in the other it seems to wenken the passion and pro-

duce an abstraotion not quite cori.vincing, though it does 

succeed in speeding the action for the purpose of :producing 

a good story. In contrast to the severity of setting and 
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style in these ·plays is the elaboration of .piotoria). ,and 

emotional effects .in th~ (}arr and S~rmons .pla.y.s. One wonders, 
h.owc."c~ 
-1.;hopo~o1'0, if it will ever: be ·possible to make the legend 

successful with an appeal to the eye chiefly •. Brilliant 

stage effects may suggest only;but when they go-beyond that 

with undue filling in of .. detail, they ·.dwarf the- powers of 

the imagination-•powers whioh must be strong and active 1f 

the real passion inherent in the legend is to be·felt. At 

least the fact remains that o:r the four plays· those of Hardy 

and Mr. Masefield,. respectively, seem to have the best hold 

upon the interes·t of the reading public. To the . extent that 

Hardy excels in compression, in harmonizing all moods and 

inoident .. with oharao:ter and theme,. and in preserving. a sense 

of balance in construction, does his play excel that·of 

Mr. Masefield. 

The choice of sourQe material also shows a variety 

of interests and approaches to the legend. . The Thomas version, 

with its gentle, kindly spirit, its picturesque beauty, and 

its moving pathos has attracted almost every poet except Mr. 

Masefield and Mr. Carr. The former's hatred .of empty 

conventions and the desire to strees the bas1~, elemental 

qualities of life perhaps_explain his going b£?,ok to the most 

primitive sources; and Mr. C~rr's purpose ~~ present a drama, 

rioll in sensuous splendor and romantic charm, probably drew 

him to the chivalric rendering of Malory. All the poets 

except Mr. Symons have made use of the Beroul B.D;d:Malory 
{J) 

allusions to Arthur and his court. Arnold uses· the story of 

Merlin's encharitmeri.·t'-: by the_ wily Vivian to illustrate the 
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Breton Iseult's complete self'•mastery and her submission 

to fate through her recounting of a~ale of passion similar 

to that which has made her the victim of circumstances. 

Tennyson gives to the love ·of~'Lancelot and Guinevere the 

ennoblement that is inherent in the 'l'ristram legend and 

reserves for subordinate treatment ·the passion of Tristram 

and Iseult as an·111ustration of the degrading effect of the 

doctrine or free love, which the poet saw e.s a deteriorating 

force in the social·life of his day. Swinburne, also, 

strengthens his theme by allusions to the love of Lancelot 

and Guinevere. Mr.Robinson· :finds opportunity- in his Gawaine 

incident to throw additional light upon the characters or 

both Tristram. and Iseult·of Brittany, and he uses Q,ueen Morgan 
with her sensual attraction to make more sublime the 

spiritualized·love of the Irish Iseult. Mr. Masefield, true 

to his penchant for the unusual, takes the Arthur, Kai, and 
Bed\vyr of an old Welsh triad as the leading characters in a 

comic interlude• Thus even in-the choice of sources have the 

author's interests and personality governed him. 

Most of ·the incidents chosen by the poets whose works 

are treated in this paper are from the closing scenes of the 

legend •. Only Mr. Carr, Mr. Symons, and Mr. Masefield introduce 

earlier events not used by others except th1 .. ough allusions. 

It is noteworthy that children, who appear but infrequently 

in literature up to the eighteenth century, are here introduced 

twice. In Arnold's poem, Iseult of Brittany .finds peace and 

{l) Mr. Symons, however, does make use of the name Elaine 
for a young woman· attendant of Isault of Brittany at the time 
of Tristram's fatal illness. 
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solace from her grief in mini$trations.to her·ohildren. 

In Mr. Sym.ons's play, it is a little child who. in the 

absence of Brangwaine carries the ~lagon containing .. the. 

love potion to '1'ristram. and Iseult, thus emphasizing the 

.innooenoe of the love.rs. in their infatuation.:· J.~ore:over,. the 

use of ·r•ristram' s favorite .dog, Roudaint the .. dog that figures 

so prominently in the sources .that it appears . to many students 

as a :proof .of the Cel~ic origins of the legend,'.is to be 

noted in three treatments. Arnold oonoeives it as a.source 

oi' consolation to the Breton.princess in her lonely sorrow. 

On the other hand, in the poem by Swinburne, the dog is with 

the Irish Iseult because of, the poet's greater sympathy for 
' her; she likewise finds comfort in its presence because .of 

the affeotion her lover has for it. Hardy.varies the details 

concerned with the dog when he :pictures Que~n Iseult leaping 

to her death into the sea, followed by tbe_'faithf~l ho~d . 

of her dead lover. 

The manner of concluding the tale, varied in th~ 

sources, has here even greater diversity •. Swinburne. Mri.: 

Binyon, and Mr. Symons follow the conventional sail story, 

ohaneing the minor. details oiilY- Swinb.urne makes use of 

Iseult.of Brittany merely ~o express jealous hatred of her 

rival and by this means to enlist ·the reader's sympathy ro;-
the lovers. With this attained, she drops out of .the story 

and the interest centers upon the lovers whose fated :passion, 

nobly struggled for in life, finds consummation· in death. 

Swinburne makes much of this, for it is a cardinal point 111 

his philosophy that fate is inescapable and that.man's 
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victory. oan come only ··in fighting heroically in a battle 

that cannot be other.than a losing one. The death of tha 

lovers following such a struggle, therefore, becomes a noble 

achievement. This idea of a relentless rate is further 

enforced by the :poet's directing attention to Mark, who 

through the· scroll on Tristram's sword hilt learns the notr· oe 

of their love and the transcendent power of its passion, 

forgives all, and regrets his part in the tragedy. The burial 

of the lovers in the wave-washed chapel at Tintagel, and 

finally, the submersion of the tomb into the sea reveal 

Swinburne's sense of the eternal harmony of :nature with man's 

emotional condition. 

'.Mr•. Binyon varies the conventional story only to the 

e::ctent of having Iseult df' Brittany send the bodies to 

tfintagel, where the lonely Mark is eagerly loolcing southward, 

awaiting the return of his queen. This variation affords 

opportunity for the emphasis upon the wrong to Mark rather 

than upon the younger'Iseult. ·The generous king reoosnizos 

'the. sore struggle of Tristram to maintain a double loyalty, 

loyalty, to his .v1ord and loya1ty to his love. Herein is the 

·pathos of the story; man so in the power of fate.that two 

passio~s, each noble in it~elf, must oppose each other. Mr. 
Symons follows the Thomas version closely, introducing only 

one innovation, a final allusion to the love potion. Iseult 

of Brittany has prepared some wine fo-r Tristram, and before 

hand,ing it to him she tastes it. In his feverish condition 

he thinks he sees the Irish Iseult drinking again of the 

love potion to reenforce' her waning affection. This incident 
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is brought in doubtless only to emphasize again in the 

final scene the ''theme of the play, the.magi-a p0\1er of fate. 

-1\.rnold uses the Thomas ·ending except for .. the aall incident. 

His greater sym.pathy for ·the Breton !$eult ·and ·his tendency 

to idealize her necessarily precluded his :attributing'to her 

the falsehood or the· black sail. Moreover~· he :passes over 
the death and burial:of· the' lovers and Mark•s reaction in 

order to stress the abili t:t ·or the younger woman to find an 

inner peaoe and quiet· in the presence or the storms,of :passion 

about her. 

Fou1~ ot the poets have followed the Malory version· 

more or less closely in the conclusion. Tennyson and Hardy 

tell of Mar·k's slipping up behind Tristram and stabbing him, 

wh:J.le Ur. Robinson and Mr~. Carr substitute Andret. Mri. 

Robinson, true to his tendency to anal~ze man's inner life 

and his outer reaot:lons, reveals r1r1arlc as hel)lfless and 

puzzled in the presence of dee.th, pa.rtioularly the death of 
t\70 who love so passionately· in spite of dangers ·as ·do 

Tristram and Iseul·t. Mark wonders if'· after all the act of 

Andret was not ano·ther indication of the strange a.nd un-

deviating working of rate and if, with all the suffering 

struggle of the lovers, death did not give them a peace .jil11.oh 

life could neve1~ afford. Mr. ~obinson, sane't1hat like 

Swinburne" sees here a final victory in sriite of· apparent 

failure. Hardy varies the ·story by having the death of the 

Irish Iseult come as an.act ·of her own will; and Mr. Carr 

by introducing the healing vision of Iseult of the White 

Hands. Both inventions are ·1n harmony with ,the dramatic 
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purpose of the writers, Hardy wishing~·to enforce the 

relentless power of fate, and Mr. Carr to add piotoria.1 

impress.iveness to his fi_nal. scene. As has been noted in 

the chapter on his play, Hardy uses the. sail story,_ but with 

different consequences •. ·He -follows 1 t v1i th the catastrophe 

.at Tintagel.. The element ot' chance, an important principle 

in Hardy's philosophy, brings the Breton Iseult there also 

and causes her to hasten:the tragic culmination .despite her 

innocent and helpful intentions·. Mr. Masefield is .the 

only one who turns away from the conventional and entirely. 

His choosing of 1no-idents from the earlier sources and his 

elaboration of the events.of the wedding night and of the 

pig:stealing episode·prohably made necessary the compression 

in other_parts of the play which precluded the us~ of the 

second,Iseult. Consequently, Mr. Masefield closes with the 

death in.the forest of the two lovers, Iseult's being at 

her own hands. Mention has already been made. that there is 

a hint of the sail story in the :pathos surroundine Tristram's 

eagerwatahing.f'or ~he appeal."'ance of a black horse. 

Characterization also presents diversified study. 

Variants in treatments, however, come chiefly in minor 

characters.and most qften in the portrayal of Mark and Iseult 

of Brittany. Tristram. ~nd tl;te other Iseult, whose passion 

gives :iden~ity to the.legend~. are necessarily hedeed about 

by.conventional roles •. Tristram is usually the peerless 

hunter, .harper, master of the sea, but always the ardent lover; 

Iseult of Ireland is ever the proud and beautiful prinoess 

and the embodiment of passionate love, though Hardy and Mr. 
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Robinson make her a more real p_erson than Tristrrun by 

attributing to h:er nn. unusual in~ight into the mind and. 

attitude of other characters.. In Brangwaine and Kurwenal 

(or Gouvernail) are personi~ied fidelity and the fai thfulne·ss 

in service or an i11fertor to his master. Occasionally these 

become more than me1"e ;tjrpes, as is·· apparent,. in._ the very 

realistic treatment acnorded Brangwaine in thELHardy drama. 

The villain is alwa~rs present,. whether it be in .the pe1 .. son 

of' Marjodo, the dwa1'f, Andret,. or Mark. The delineation of 

Mark usually rolloVls ·one of. twC! patterns; .he. is. either the. 

mild-tempered, Ua.'"1.suspeoting, fore;lving J,farlc of Thomas, or 

the cruel, ty1·annical, sensual one of Malory.. It .. isj however. 

in the treatment of Iseult of J3rj.ttany that the greatest 

orieinali ty is displayed. Arnold sees her ·the .111.nooent 

viotim of uncontrolled passion; Tennyson emphasizes through 

her the wrong of the doctrine, .of free . love; .. Swinbu:t'Ile uses 

her to personify hate .as::he does the other Iseult 1ove, 

. thus employing her almost,. as. a. foil for the latter; through 

her Mr. Binyon shows one person entering with generous 

sympathy into the sorr.ow of others when that sorrow.has been 

the source of her own poignant griefo Hardy makes: her an 

illustration of his belief.in .the element of chance; Mr~ 
' ' . . 

Robinson observes her.reactions upon Tristram and .. notes also 

the pathos of her position; Mr. Carr introduces.her as a 

spirit, the symbc;>l of.the heali:r;igpower of death; and ·Mr. 

Symons sees her as only an inoiden.t :.in the, workings, of fate. 

Mr. Masefield alone finds no place for her; possibly, as 

has been suggested, because of the limits or Jhts ;production. 
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To a greater or less extent, nature is used by 

all our authors as a background for oharaoterizatlon, 
incident, and mood_. Arnold and Mr. Binyon see it calmly 
performing its functions in the presence of human tragedy. 

- For Swinburne also it has a consoling, reviving power, and 
for Mr. Robinson it is a reflection of human love. But in 
the sea specifically, which is intimately associated in all 
the older versions with the tragedy of the legend, do these 
later poets also find most complete harmony between man and 
nature. Swinburne and Mr. Robinson--two poets whose natures 
are radically different, the one a romanticist, the other a 
realist--both- find 1n the mysterious, relentless breakine of 
the waves, music .that beats -in time with the changing levels 
of man's emotionaland_intellectual life. Only with- slightly 
less impressiveness do the Arnold and Binyon poems reflect 
the same. thing. In Hardy's play the wild breaking of the 
\Vater is almost as grim, as foreboding, as closely interwoven 
with the life of man as 15 Egdon Heath in the Wessex country 
related to the' ·human life upon it. - Mr. Carr and Mr. Symons 
recognize the.pictorial beauty of the ocean as a setting for 
part or the scenes in their plays, and Tennyson frequently 
uses it as ornament for his poem. Only Mr. Masefield has 
removed his action entirely from the sea.with the exception 
of the opening incident, and centered it inland. One can but 
wonder why this man,who is primarily a poet of the sea,should 
so utterly disregard the foreshadowing mystery that others 
have found in it. Indeed, this mystery of the wind and wave 
·has become almost inseparable from the tragedy or the legend. 
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The varying treatment of the love potion is 

another detail worthy- of comparison; important, since it 
unites the divergent magic beauty_of love-and the grim, 

relentless power of rate. - Three poets, however, make no 

allusion to it; Tennyson, because its ,use would have ma-de 

impossible his treatment or a modern ethical problem; Hardy, 
because he chooses inoidents·at the very close of the·lives 

of the lovers and with little reference to early experiences 

as it would have lessened the emphasis upon fate; and Mr. 

Robinson, because or· the latter reason also; and .ror -the fact 

that his purpose is to give a rationalizedtre~tment of the 

spiritual qualities ·or a triple love. Arnold,. Swinburne, 

and Mr. Binyon mention the drinking of the love potion~ .but 

mnke it clear that the affection between.Tristram and Iseult 

has already developed and that the potion merely confirms 

that love and makes the lovers realize and confess its power. 

Mr. Masefield seemingly overplays the potion.and its· dramatic 

possibili·tias when he introduces it three times. Mr. Carr 

and Mr. Symons gain variety by introduo:tiig new motives for-

the drinking. In the_ :ror.mer's play, Tristram and Iseult both 

believ~ it is poison that has been prepared for Mark,. the 

one drinking it out or loyalty to his kinsman and the other· 

to end her own sorrow. In Mr. Symon!'s play it is drunk to 

seal a pledge to dismiss enmity for the sake of honor.· 

Usually the poets have handled the love potion with some 

reserve, since too great emphasis upon it-would lessen the 

guilt of the transgression.· At times, too, the love potion 

merges into fate and becomes. a visible representation of it. 
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Fate, whether symbolized by a magic drink or not, 

isa' dominant factor in-the interpretation of the legend with 
all' o:r the poets except Tennyson, who ignored it because it 
was not in harmony.with his purpose. Its influence has been 
constantly noted throughout this paper, . ._ and eaoh author's 

attitude toward it is definitely interwoven with his philosophy 
of: life as expressed- in the poetry. Arnold looked upon fate 

as a f'oroe to -v1hioh one must oalmly resign himself. One 

might, however, if he woul4, find compensation for his sub-
missi'on in new and active· interests, just as did Iseult or 
Brittany._· Ha1·dy's attitude:~.toward rate is similar; but he 

feels man might a.s well be passive unde1 .. his submission, 

for resistance is useless. With: all his pessimism, howeve1", 

Hardy makes. his drama. a· :plea f'or kindly judgment of transgressoirs, 
who as victims of fate already sutfer. Swinburne also admits 
man's laolc of control over rate, but he would have man fieht 

with heroism; for, as has been previously suggested, it is 
onl.y 1n this that lite· can be lived victoriously. Mr. 
Robinson has some\vhat the same conception. He pushes aside 
'• 

surface judgments, delves in.to man's inner life, and discovers 

the noble struggle tliat man often makes; the sincerity of 
one's motives and the. ardor" of his efro'rts tmvard right 

conduct he sets against the world's verdict of failure. Mr. 
Masefield recognizes the probability of man's being overoome 
by fate, but he holds that it: is only because he lacks or 

fails to exercise· the will to change it. 

With all of the changes that, the legend has undergone 

at the hands of English and ltmerioan poets since 1850, the 
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essence of the story has remained the same with but one 

exception. Only when Tennyson. tised it as a subordinate 

episode in a handling or the complete Art~u.rian .cycle ~as 

it so distorted that except for names-and places its identity 

was destroyed.. Remarkable as that handling .is in.many· 

respects, it ·does indicate that a group of. legends, related 
' ' ' 

only supe~f.ioially, can hardly be fitted into a preconceived 

scheme of composition without the pervers~on or one or more 

ot them. The fact that a tale has oome from the ~istant 

past and has in the main kept its identity gives.~videnoe of 

certain universal and eternal qualities. ·It is these 

qualities with their spiritual values that. have caught .the· 

imagination of the poets and have made the retel~in~ of a 

world old story interesting and profitable. Human nature 

does not change, and therefore its fundamenta?- problems 

are constant; but with eaoh age are needed new ways of 

approach and new interpretations. Through these. the poets . 

dealing with the Tristram legend have enriched, it and made 

a contribution to the literature of their time. 
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